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Abstract 

This thesis is concerned with developing and implementing 

society and therefore, the ability to analyse and predict trends in large scale populations is 

vital. These predictions based on incidence and mortality data collected by cancer 

registries, can be used for estimation of current and future rates, which is helpful for 

a method for modelling and 

projecting cancer incidence data. The burden of cancer is an increasing problem for 

public health planning. A large body of work already exists on the use of various 

modelling strategies, methods and fitting techniques. 

A multilevel method of preparing the data is proposed, fitted to historical data using 

regression modelling, to predict future rates of incidence for a given population. The 

proposed model starts with a model for the total incidence of the population, with each 

successive level stratifying the data into progressively more specific groupings, based on 

age. Each grouping is partitioned into subgroups, and each subgroup is expressed as a 

proportion of the parent group. Models are fitted to each of the proportional age-groups, 

and a combination of these models produces a model that predicts incidence for a specific 

age. A simple, efficient implementation of the modelling procedure is described, 

including key algorithms and measures of performance. 

The method is applied to data from populations that have very different melanoma 

incidence (The USA and Australia). The proportional structure reveals that the 

proportional age trends present in both populations are remarkably similar, indicating that 

there are links between causative factors in both populations. The method is applied fully 

to data from a variety of populations, and compared with results from existing models. 

The method is shown to be able to produce results that are reliable and stable, and are 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The world health organisation records over IO million people world-wide who are 

diagnosed with cancer each year, with this number predicted to rise to 

estimated 15 million new cases per year by 2020. Cancer has an estimated annual 

death toll of 6 million people, giving rise to a statistic that 12% of deaths reported 

worldwide are cancer related (Stewart & Kleihues, 2003). Cancer is the general 

term for a collection of diseases that are categorised by the uncontrolled, abnormal 

cycle of growth, division and death of cells is rigidly controlled by their genetic 

makeup; if this genetic material is damaged in some way, the process becomes 

growth of cells (Martin, 2003), (King, 2000). Normally, in healthy organisms, the 

an 

and air passages. Furthermore, some types of tumour, depending on the type of 

cell that they are comprised, may also secrete hormones or enzymes that can 

Certain types of 

unchecked. This can lead to a build up of abnormal cells, called a tumour, which 

can have a variety of negative effects on the affected person. The tumour takes up 

room that should be being used by healthy cells, and can physically block blood 

interfere with the normal operation of surrounding tissues. 
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tumour also develop a network of blood vessels that feed them nutrients through a 

process called Angiogenesis. This is a natural function of the body that begins to 

behave abnormally due to the presence of the tumour. The changes in the flow of 

blood and nutrients can have detrimental effects on the patient, as healthy cells are 

being deprived of the nutrients they need whilst the cancerous cells are able to 

grow and spread faster. Tumours have three proliferation methods: 

• Growing in size to take up more room in the tissue they originated in. 

• Spreading into nearby tissues. 

• Metastasis, the process where a group of cells can break off from the tumour 

and be carried by the blood/lymphatic system to distant parts of the body where 

the cells divide again creating secondary tumours. These secondary tumours still 

consist of the same type of cells as the primary tumour, so, for example, a primary 

brain tumour behaves in a different way to a secondary lung cancer tumour that 

has lodged in the brain (Wheeler & Selby, 1 993), (Wells (Ed.), 2006). 

There are three main forms of conventional treatment for cancers: 

• Surgery, where the cancer cells are physically removed from the patient 

• Chemotherapy, where drugs are used to kill the cancer cells 

• Radiotherapy, where radiation is used to kill the cancer cells 

All of the cancer cells need to be removed for surgery to be effective, so it may 

not be viable for patients with multiple tumours. Cancers that are likely to 

metastasise are therefore generally the most dangerous because removing the 

primary tumour will not cure the patient, and if even a few cells are left in the 

body a new tumour can develop anywhere, so chemo/radiation therapies would 

also be needed. Different cancer types require different chemical and radiation 
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therapies, all of which can have severe side effects for the patient, as healthy 

tissue is damaged along with the tumour, and are not guaranteed to completely kill 

all of the cancer cells. The exact type of chemo/radiation therapy used depends on 

both the type of cancer and also on its location and in many cases usmg a 

combination of all three treatments is required. 

The sources of the genetic damage that may cause a tumour to develop are 

numerous and differ for each type of cancer. Some factors have been shown to 

have direct relationships with tumour development, such as the fact that a certain 

type of lung cancer, mesothelioma, is almost always found in people who are 

200 1 )  and certain brain cancers that only develop after massive exposure to a 

particular frequency of radiation (Gilbert et al, 2000). 

exposed to airborne asbestos fibres (Pistolesi & Rusthoven, 2004), (Nicholson, 

1 . 1 Skin cancer 

The skin is the largest organ in the human body, and is also the most exposed to 

environmental factors. It is not surprising therefore that cancers of the skin are 

extremely common, making up over 50% of all reported cancers. Cancers of the 

skin come in a variety of different forms, each of which has unique biological 

characteristics. Of these types, the three most common are Basal cell carcinomas 

(BCC), Squamous cell carcinomas (SCC) and melanomas. Whilst other types do 

exist they are extremely rare (together consisting of less than 1% of all observed 

skin cancers) (Carucci et al, 2000) . The list of identified causative factors is large, 

with many different things contributing to the development of tumours. The most 

common, strongly linked factor is that of Ultra Violet Beta (UVB), a radiation of 
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particular wavelengths that is released by the sun. UVB is readily absorbed by the 

DNA in human cells; possibly causing genetic defects that can trigger the growth 

of cancerous cells. The skin is exposed to a large amount of UVB, and links have 

been drawn between exposure and the development of skin cancer, which is 

discussed in more detail in Chapter 2. 

1 . 1 . 1  Basal Cell Carcinomas 

Basal Cell carcinomas start in small, round cells found in the lower part of the 

epidermis (the outer layer of the skin), called the Basal Cell layer, and form the 

majority of skin cancers (around 75%). The vast majority (95%) of these tumours 

develop on some part of the face but they can develop on any part of the skin that 

is exposed to sunlight. They are slow growing and, whilst they can slowly spread 

if left untreated, they do not metastasise, which makes the mortality rate for BSC 

very low, with a 95% recovery rate if treated (American Cancer Society, 2004), 

(Crowson, 2006). 

1 . 1 .2 Squamous Cell Carcinomas 

Cancer, 2002), (Scheiden et al, 2005). 

SCCs occur higher in the epidermis than BCCs and are less common than BCCs, 

making up 20% of all reported skin cancers. Tending to develop on sun exposed 

areas of the body (face, neck, back of hands etc . . .  ), SCCs are slightly more 

aggressive than BCCs, having a slightly higher rate of spread and also having a 

small chance to metastasise. However, they are not particularly life threatening 

and there is a 95-98% recovery chance if treated (American Joint Committee on 
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1. 1 .3 Melanomas 

just moles, but malignant melanomas (MM) are much more aggressive and 

dangerous than the other forms of skin cancer. Melanomas are likely to spread 

into the lymphatic system and from there, metastasise into remote parts of the 

body. This means that unless treatment is received very early (before the 

melanoma can reach a 4mm depth) the prognosis i s  very poor. The 5-year survival 

rate for those that do not get treatment in the preliminary stages is estimated as 

being under 50%, with 5-year survival rates for melanomas that spread to the 

lymph nodes being estimated as 30-40%. If the cancer has spread to a distant part 

of the body, the survival rate is only 12% (Gimotty et al, 2004) . Even though 

MMs are rare making up only 4-5% of skin cancers diagnosed, they account for 

an estimated 79% of all skin cancer related deaths . This is one of the reasons why 

cancer registries do not record non-melanoma skin cancers, as the actual risk from 

them is proportionally very small . Therefore, most cancer statistics are quoted as 

excluding non-melanoma skin cancers, as they are not perceived to be as 

dangerous as the majority of cancers. This is the reason why a lot of research has 

gone into determining the causative factors of malignant melanomas (Saladi et al, 

2005), (Nichols & Sorahan, 2005), (Telle-Lamberton, 2004) . 

Melanomas are cancer of the melanocytes ( cells which produce the pigmentation 

melanin), and come in both benign and malignant forms. Benign melanomas are 
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1.2 Mathematical application to cancer research 

Mathematical inquiry has been of use in cancer research for many years, with a 

large variety of techniques being applied to a number of areas of research. In order 

to summarise these, they will be broken down into three main areas: 

1 .2. 1 Physical modelling 

and grow on the cellular level is one of the oldest fields of research in 

the early stages of tumour development (Perumpanani and Norbury, 1999), (Rai 

and Matthews, 1 995) . The development of treatments for cancer based on the 

reactions at cellular levels is also an area of great research, using the model of 

predicted cell growth and predicted reaction to treatment to determine the most 

effective doses and applications. One of the most important factors in modelling 

cancer at this level is the reliance on co-operation and observation of clinical 

experiments, as this data is required in order to formulate and validate the models .  

Clinical experiments can involve the examination of cancerous cells in vitro and 

their reaction to various stimuli or the detailed examination of an in vivo tumour 

as it grows and develops. 

The application of mathematical modelling to the study of how tumours develop 

Biomathematics. Great results have been achieved using a plethora of techniques, 

each one suited to the representation of certain aspects of the area. For example, 

Non-linear Ordinary Differential Equations have been utilised in the modelling of 

the reactions of certain cell-production systems (Araujo and McElwain, 2004), 

(Adimy, 2005), whilst branching stochastic methods are well suited to modelling 
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1.2.2 Risk factors and prognosis 

Statistical models are used to determine a particular individual' s, or class of 

individuals' ,  

particular person surviving a cancer, based on survival factors. For survival data, 

Cox-proportional hazards regression models are often used, as they allow the use 

chances of developing a particular type of cancer based on known or 

suspected risk factors . Similarly, they can be used to determine the chances of a 

of data for which not all of the participants were observed for the same period 

( 'censored' data) (Fisher and Lin, 1 999), (Timsit et al, 2005). The risk and 

survival 

historical data to look for trends among data previously collected. The degree to 

which the data collection step is integral to the modelling process and, therefore, 

factors can be identified by either clinical experimentation, pilot schemes 

to collect the specific patient data required by the investigation or by analysing 

varies with which of these processes are used . The more in-depth the data 

collection is, the more confidence can be had in its validity; also the difficulty and 

cost involved of acquiring sufficient amounts of data increase. 

1.2.3 Incidence and mortality analysis 

The problems that cancer causes must also be viewed on the larger scale, as a 

burden of disease that afflicts whole populations, rather than an individual person 

or body part. Three main statistics used to represent this burden are: incidence, the 

number of new cases observed in a given period; mortality, the number of deaths 

in a given period that are caused by a cancer; prevalence, the number of people in 

a population that currently have a cancer. These statistics can be collated for a 

given population in order to determine the risks to that population, sub-sections of 
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that population and to help suggest the best ways in which to reduce, and prepare 

for, the burden of cancer. . They are often expressed in terms of a rate per head of 

population, rather than as a discrete count, which allows fair comparison of the 

similarities and differences between populations of various sizes. The rates are 

often also age-standardised, where they are re-weighted to assume a population 

with similar age distribution as a given sample population. Since age has a 

dramatic effect on most forms of cancer, this enables direct comparisons between 

populations with differing age-distributions .  Data can be collected as part of 

routine medical charts, but to get accurate and comprehensive statistics, some 

form of central cancer registry is required. These registries collect data from 

hospitals and medical practitioners within their catchment areas, to verify and 

collate statistics for these populations. Many countries have such registries in 

place and also have national programmes whose aim is to gather the data for each 

of the regional registries .  One such programme is the ' Statistics, Epidemiology 

and End Results' (SEER) programme of America' s National Cancer Institute 

(NCI) . Started in 1 97 1 ,  SEER has grown to include 17  registries around the USA, 

covering 26% of the American population, which makes it one of the most 

extensive programmes of this type. The data collected is extensive and constantly 

verified to the highest standards, and work has been ongoing on the analysis and 

dissemination of this data. Similarly, the Australian Institute of Health and 

Welfare ' s  (AIHW) National Cancer Statistics Clearing House (NCSCH), founded 

in 1 982, gathers and disseminates data from eight registries across the country. 
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1.3 Thesis structure 

The contents and structure of this thesis are as follows: 

In Chapter 2 :  A review of current techniques is undertaken. It starts by reviewing 

the general application of statistical and mathematical modelling to cancer, 

including a discussion of the aims of said models. It discusses some techniques 

commonly used and use examples to show the application and results produced. 

It proceeda to engage in more detailed discussion of Non-Linear and Multilevel 

methods of incidence prediction, focussing on specific published examples and 

the results obtained by said methods. Finally, Conclusions are drawn from these 

discussions, resulting in the motivation for the development of a novel modelling 

technique that uses multilevel techniques in order to predict cancer incidence, 

utilising variables that are commonly collected for a large scale population. 

In Chapter 3 :  A novel multilevel modelling method is presented and discussed 

Building on a standard regression model of cancer incidence, we proceed to 

separate models to be applied to each age group and the resulting predictions to be 

combined for the whole dataset . Finally, we expand upon the proportional 

method, converting it into a truly multi-level method, expressing the data for each 

age subgroup as a proportion of their contribution to the incidence of the super

group to which they belong. 

consider a view of the nature of cancer incidence as a function of a series of 

functions of causative factors. We present a proportional method that utilises this 

view of the incidence data to separate the data into and overall set of data, and age 

specific proportional data. Combined with smoothing techniques, this enables 
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In Chapter 4: Implementation, we outline a simple java application for applying 

the multilevel method to real datasets, detailing the most interesting anad relevant 

implementation issues. 

In Chapter 5 :  Results from the application of the novel technique are presented. 

We present a series of experiments applying the multilevel technique to a 

selection of different datasets. First, we examine the effects of the proportional 

data separation on the trends present in data from two countries, and compare the 

results. This demonstrates that similar trends exist in both sets of data, that whilst 

not apparent in the unaltered data, may be clearly seen in the proportional data. 

We then apply the multilevel method to the prediction of melanoma incidence in 

the USA (1973- 1 999), using past data to determine the accuracy of the method. 

In Chapter 6: Comparisons with existing methods, we apply the method to a set of 

test data and compare the results produced with those of existing published 

methods, to show its comparative worth. 

Finally, In Chapter 7 :  Conclusions and further work, we come to conclusions 

about the strengths and weaknesses of the proposed method, with reference to the 

results produced in Chapter 5. We look at some possible applications of the 

method and suggest ways it could be extended into other areas, how its strengths 

could be utilised and any weaknesses reduced .  
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Chapter 2 

Current techniques 

A large body of work exists on the application of modelling techniques to cancer 

and incidence mortality . This chapter presents a review of some of the techniques 

applied to cancer epidemiology. Having reviewed current practices, problems and 

weaknesses are discussed and a need for a new type of model is identified. 

2. 1 Cancer modelling aims and methods 

As described in Section 1.2 above, the study of cancer can be viewed with a large 

number of aims. It is therefore also true that the methods used for modelling vary 

model. Physical modelling of interactions of cells and medicines may use 

diffusion equations, whereas investigations into incidence statistics require 

different techniques. This section focuses on the techniques commonly used for 

the area under investigation, and gives examples of the applications of these 

techniques. 

greatly with the aim of the study, with both the type of model used and the 

techniques used to fit them to the data depending on the required output of the 
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2.2 Age, Period and Cohort Models 

Age-Period and Age-Cohort models are general types of models with the aim of 

examining/predicting the change in a statistic for a particular age group over a 

particular period of time, or between different cohorts (Liaw et al, 2005), 

1 999) .  As with regression, there is no single form for these models, as the nature 

of the relationship between cohort, age and/or period is entirely determined by the 

data to which the model i s  applied. 

Application of Age-Period and Age-Period-Cohort models can be seen in 

(Pompe-Kirn et al, 2000), where they are used in the prediction of four types of 

cancer in Slovenia. The models are linear, fitted with the GLIM (a statistical 

made for 1 995-2009 .  

Breast Cancer: The trends showed and increase with age, and also increase in 

cohort effect. The incidence rate had almost doubled in the observed period and it 

was predicted that a further 40% increase would occur by 2009. 

Cervix uteri : The trends showed a decrease over the observed period, with a 

prediction that the incidence rate will stabilise. The cohort effect shows an erratic 

decrease over time. 

Lung Cancer: Both males and females showed an increase in the observed period, 

although male incidence was always the most substantial of the two . The chosen 

model was a very poor fit for male lung cancer so a modified version was created, 

(Lambert et al, 2002). Age-Period-Cohort models are models that investigate the 

effects between the age group and the cohort over a time period; for a very good 

discussion of such models see (Clayton & Schifflers, 1987) and (Komada et al, 

package) . The data was analysed for trends from 1 965- 1 994 and predictions were 
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with parameters representing differing smoking and drinking habits. This model 

actually predicts a substantial drop in male lung cancer incidence by 2009. 

Mouth and Pharyngeal Cancer: The incidence of Mouth and Pharyngeal cancer 

for males has steadily increased between 1 965 and 1 980. After this, the gradient 

of the incidence is greatly reduced, although the incidence is still slightly 

increasing. The model predicts a continuing marginal increase until 1 990, then a 

slight decrease in the following years . 

This paper (Pompe-Kirn et al, 2000) makes some general analysis of the data, and 

fits models to that data but the level of detail involved is quite low. No new 

techniques are discussed and few details of the models used are given. The 

absence of any values for parameters or error estimates makes it hard to judge the 

accuracy of the predictions made. However, some valid points about the need for 

and difficulty of cancer incidence prediction are made in the discussion. 

Another use of Age-Period modelling to investigate cancer incidence is (Colonna 

et al, 1 999), which deals with the problem that cancer registries cover only certain 

parts of a country or region, and that any incidence rates gained from them may 

only be accurate for the area covered. One way of estimating incidence rates is to 

use mortality rates and expected ratio of incidence to mortality to estimate 

incidence rates . This paper presents techniques applied to the data from cancer 

registries around France. Log-linear models are fitted to find the age, population 

and period specific mortality rates for the national and pooled registry 

populations. Similar rates are modelled for the individual regions. These 

estimated rates are used to determine an estimate for age and period proportions 

of incidence to mortality. The product of these proportions with the 

corresponding area mortality estimate gives the area incidence estimate. Analysis 
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on breast cancer found that age distributions varied only slightly between regions, 

but the actual levels of incidence did vary. Higher than average incidence was 

seen in one region, whilst two regions had a lower than average incidence. The 

ratio of mortality to incidence was found to be 1 :  4 .  

Less regional variation was found in colorectal cancer for women than it was for 

men. Incidence in four regions was found to be 1 0% higher than the national 

average, whilst four regions were found to have incidence 1 0% lower than the 

national average. The incidence rates for men were higher than for women, being 

1 . 3-2 .0  times larger, depending on the region .  Age distributions for both sexes 

were found to be very similar, the only difference being a slightly higher 

proportion of incidence in females over 85  as compared to males. 

The trend over the range covered by the data showed that Breast cancer incidence 

has been increasing considerably, with around 33% increase in most regions. 

Colorectal cancer over the same time period has risen moderately, with roughly 

similar increases for both sexes. 

In summation, this paper presents an interesting example of the 'prediction' of 

incidence rates over geographical areas, rather than over time. It also shows that 

mortality rates can often be poor descriptors of the burden of cancer found in a 

population. It also shows both variations in time and location can have effects on 

incidence rates. 

2.3 Hazard functions and survival 

Modelling techniques have also been applied to the analysis and prediction of the 

hazard function for survival data (Simes & Zelen, 1 985), (Chen et al, 1 999) . For 

example, (Quantin et al, 1 999) applies a variety of statistical regression models to 
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The first, the Cox proportional hazards model has a constant hazard effect for 

each covariate. The piecewise PH model has a different hazard effect for each 
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survival data for 1 95 1  patients from France 1 977- 1 99 1 s. The models are designed 

to estimate risk of death to an individual based on various prognostic factors . 

These factors include age (<65 and >65), residence (urban and rural), sex, stage 

of disease ( classified as 1 -4 ), time period ( 1 977- 198 1 ,  1 982- 1 986, 1 986- 1 99 1 )  and 

site of disease (left or right) . The four models were all of similar forms, the major 

difference being the nature of the hazard ratios for each covariate. 

covariate in each period .  The Parametric time-by-covariate interactions model has 

the hazard effect by a pre-determined function of time, the functions tested being 

linear, logarithmic, quadratic and inverse. The final model is the regression spline 

Whilst it does not give the best results for all of the predictor variables, overall it 

clearly gives the best fit. The reason for this is that the sum of quadratics is much 

more flexible than the other models .  This allows it to react to sudden changes in 

the data much smoother than the less flexib le models . This also gives an 

advantage in that it produces a smooth continuous curve whereas the Cox and PH 

models produce discontinuous results; with large 'jumps'  which are clinically 

implausible. 

One useful finding of this research is the identification of which predictor 

variables have a significant effect on the models, and also whether or not they 

have a simple of complex relationship to the hazard. Stage 1 cancers and 

model in which the hazard is a smooth function of time approximated by a linear 

combination of quadratic polynomials called B-splines. The shape of this 

function is estimated directly from the data. 

The results show that the spline model fits the data best out of all the models .  
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residence were all found to  have no real effect on mortality. Stage 2 and sex were 

best suited to modelling with a constant Hazard Ratio, whilst Stages 3 and 4, 

cancer site and period were suited to spline HR estimates. This 

elimination/simplification of the predictors would not have been possible if the 

model was kept simple at the start. 

study applies different techniques to determining the shape of the hazard function 

for breast and colorectal cancer. The purpose of this is to gain insight into the 

process of carcinogenesis, and so many of the assumptions in the models are 

made based on known/suspected facts about the genetic causes of these cancers. 

The data was categorised by birth cohort and gender, and two types of spline 

models were used. The first used quadratic splines, with restrictions placed on the 

MLE has also been applied to this area, for example Boucher KM et al (200 1 ), 

see (Boucher & Kerber, 200 1) .  Using data from the Utah Population Data Base 

(UPDB) and the Utah Cancer Registry (UCR), part of the SEER programme, this 

coefficients to ensure the hazard function always remained positive. The models 

were fitted using maximum likelihood techniques. The second technique uses the 

above technique to estimate a baseline hazard and multiplies it by an exponential 

term based on the year of birth, again with likelihood estimation used to fit the 

model. 

The hazard functions for breast and colorectal cancers appear to be monotonically 

increasing for both sexes over age, with the exception of the extremely high end 

of the scale for females. After 85-90, in both cancers, the female hazard functions 

flatten or decrease. The proportionality between hazard and birth cohort is seen in 

both cancers for both sexes, again except for the upper extreme in females. 
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2.4 Non-linear incidence Age-Period prediction model 

The nature of cancer incidence means that non-linear trends are often present 

within the data and therefore non-linear modelling techniques are of use when 

investigating this data. Of great interest for the prediction of melanoma incidence 

using simply age and time as the causative variables is Dyba T et al (1997);  see 

(Dyba et al, 1997) . This paper presents an AP model with a non-linear format, In 

this section we review this paper, looking at the methodology and results 

produced. 

2.4. 1 Method 

The use of time as a causative variable is justified by the perception of time as a 

surrogate variable for all of the unknown, interactive causative factors that 

change over time. The study makes predictions for two cancers with increasing 

incidence, lung and melanoma. It uses data from Sweden to test the methods 

developed. Previously, the authors had proposed Linear and Log linear models, 

with errors assumed to be Poisson distributed. The Log Linear model was used to 

fit cancers whose incidence was decreasing or stable, as it ensures that the 

predicted incidence will never become negative . In the case of cancers with 

increasing counts (including melanoma) the incidence will never be predicted as 

zero and this precaution is unnecessary. In these cases, the linear model was used. 

The paper proposes a new model, based on the Log Linear model but this time it 

is non-linear in parameters. 
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Using the assumption of Poisson distributed errors, a likelihood function was 

found and the 11:LE technique used to estimate the parameters of the model . This 

model assumes that there is a baseline rate of incidence for each cancer, and that 

age differences will have an effect on this rate. This allows the model to be 

influenced by all of the data points, whilst still being fitted to the individual age 

group data. This creates a link between the incidence for each age group, which 

allows a smoother prediction with smaller confidence intervals. 

2.4.2 Results 

The predictions for both cancers indicate a rise in incidence, which is not 

surprising, as the assumptions of the model are that the incidence will increase in 

the future. The variance of the model was used to produce estimated standard 

errors for the counts, which were converted into prediction errors for the 

incidence rates. The predictions of actual disease counts were found to have 

approximately 14% prediction intervals, with similar intervals for the predicted 

incidence. These models are specifically designed for prediction purposes, and as 

such, they are not bound by any constraints that closely resemble the physical 

processes that actually take place. However, the predictions given have 

significant prediction intervals, which decreases their usefulness. 

This paper (Dyba et al, 1 997) demonstrates how a model with very few causative 

variables, in this case time with age and sex as piecewise variables, can provide 

accurate predictions based on past data. It also draws a distinction between the 

need to identify the etiology of cancer, and the need to predict future trends. 

These are two different goals, which require very different methodology. Finding 

and quantifying the causes of cancer would require access to in-depth data, with 
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accurate information on a large number of variables on an individual scale. 

Prediction, on the other hand, is concerned with a much larger scale and this 

amount of information is not available for whole populations. The role of the 

prediction model is therefore more concerned with fitting relatively short term 

trends with the variables easily available on the large scale (age, sex, race etc.)  

and use time as a substitute for any other unknown factors. This model deals with 

data that has multiple levels, overall effects and age-specific ones. There exists a 

body of work devoted to analyis of such data, name multilevel or hierachical 

modelling 

2.5 Multilevel modelling 

There is a large body of work in the area of multilevel modelling, where the 

hierarchical or nested nature of datasets is taken into consideration (Goldstein, 

2003) .  In many areas of study, there is an intrinsic structure within the data. For 

example, individuals belong to families so the data for families is constructed 

from the individual data . Similarly, data relating to the marks achieved at a 

particular school is based on the data of each of the students within that school 

(Hox, 2002). When analysing such systems, it is often the case that only one level 

of data will be considered, for example only the school data will be analysed and 

not the students. This leads to either aggregating data, which means 

information may be lost or disaggregating data, where the number of values is 

magni fied which causes problems with standard statistical methods. It also causes 

conceptual problems, since the basic nature of the system under investigation i s  

ignored in favour of a simplification which is easier to analyse using standard 

techniques. 

much 
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Multilevel modelling works under the concept that the data should be treated as a 

hierarchy and as such there is no 'correct' level of data to investigate. All levels 

of the data exist simultaneously and as such, the relationship between the levels is 

integral to the system. Models are therefore created which not only model the 

data at each level but also the relationship between these levels, to more 

accurately describe the system. 

2.5. 1 2-level regression model 

Also known under names such as 'hierachical linear model ' and 'varience 

component model ' the basic 2-level linear model represents a system where there 

are two levels of interaction (Raudenbush & Bryn, 2002) . The classic example of 

this is test scores in schools. The two levels in this case are the ' top' level of 

schools and the 2nd level of classes. The scores in the classes make up the scores 

for each school. Traditional models would allow investigation andof the 

relationship between scores and school or between schools and classes, but a 

multilevel approach is required to analyse the full relationship (Hox, 2002).The 2-

level model has the general form: 

where yiJ is the dependant variable, j is the subscript for the ' top' level of the 

model, and i the subscript for the second level of the model . /30 is a traditional 

fixed intercept, /31 is the traditional fixed gradient and and areu01 u11 

randomvariables (Golstein, 2003 ). 
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This form of model has additional random variables when compared to a standard 

regression model and there fore has additional residuals, due to the model being 

fitted to two separate datatsets simultaneously . Through estimation of the 

parameters (See Section 2. 7 for details of commonly used estimation techniques) 

2.5.2 Generalised Linear Models 

One of the most common techniques used for this purpose is Generalised Linear 

different levels .  

2.6 Multilevel Modelling in Epidemiology 

Multilevel modelling techniques have been applied to a variety of different 

multilevel systems, predominantly in the social sciences (Yang et al, 2005), 

(Barbosa and Goldstein, 2000), (Steele and Goldstein, 2006). However, they have 

also been used in the area of epidemiology, which is  of particular interest to this 

work. 

2.6. 1 Multilevel incidence/mortality models 

The application of multilevel modelling to the epidemiology of diseases is a very 

interesting area. There are applications to a large number of diseases and related 

Modeling (GLM). GLM expands the idea of a linear model to include the 

possibility of a non-linear relationship between the variables and may also be 

applied to non-normal dependant variables. These features mean that GLM can 

be applied a much wider range of data than standard linear models and also can 

be applied to multilevel data. The ability to have non-linear relationships between 

variables can be applied to the differing relationships between the variables of the 
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statistics ;  a good review of such techniques can be seen in (Langford et al, 1 999) .  

Of particular interest is the ( 1 998) paper by Langford I H et al. This section 

presents a review of this paper, looking at the results achieved in respect of the 

strengths and weaknesses of multilevel models and the opportunities for 

extensions to the technique. 

2.6.2 Methods 

This paper applies multilevel modelling techniques, where the data is structured 

in hierarchical levels, to melanoma mortality data from the European Economic 

Union (EEU) (Langford et al, 1 999) . The variance of the data is examined at 

different geographical scales, with the purpose of determining the relationship 

between UVB radiation and melanoma mortality. Previous studies have 

suggested a positive relationship between UVB levels and mortality particular in 

data from Australia and America (Magnus, 1 987) ,  (Garland, 2003), (Scotto and 

Fears, 1 987) .  There had been, however, some indications that this trend was not 

seen in European data, and this study set out to investigate this. 

The data was taken from nine countries in the EEU, and was broken down by 

nation. The data was further segmented into regions, and finally counties within 

those regions. The UVB rates at the surface for each country were calculated 

using a previously designed index based on annual cloud cover and latitude. Also 

included in the study were the Density of inhabitants per km2 by region (RD ENS) 

and the Gross Domestic Product per inhabitant by region (RGDP) because some 

studies have indicated that these factors may have some effect on the mortality 

rate. 
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The model fitted to the data was based on generalised least squares estimation, 

and a model with fixed and random parameters was produced. The fixed 

parameters were estimated using iteratively fitting regression models for the fixed 

and random parts. 

of mortality . The random parameters for the higher levels of the model (region 

and nation) are assumed to have a normal distribution. Because they are Poisson 

distributed, the variance of the observed data should be the same as the variance 

(and mean) of the Poisson Distribution. However, the Poisson distribution 

assumes that all members of the population are equally likely to die of melanoma. 

This is almost certainly untrue for any reasonably large general population, of the 

kind this model deals with. So, instead, a Negative Binomial distribution can be 

used to model the 1st level (counties) random parameters. The Negative Binomial 

assumes that some people in the population are more prone to dying than others, 

and so is more realistic. 

2.6.3 Results 

estimates for the parameters were made. 

Model A included UVBI exposure as a fixed effect, and three random terms 

associated with each of the three levels of the model. Use of the Negative 

Binomial distribution to fit the level random parameters showed no significant 

difference from use of the Poisson. Therefore, the Poisson distribution was used, 

The lowest level random variables are considered to have a Poisson distribution. 

This is justified by the fact that the model is concerned with the number of cases 

Using these techniques three models were created using different combinations of 

fixed and random parameters. These models were fitted to the observed data, and 
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as it is the simpler of the two. Of particular interest in this model is the variance 

for levels 2 and 3, which showed that roughly 75% of the variation not due to 

Poisson variation is accounted for between nations. This is shown by the fact that 

the estimate from the parameter at level 3 is 3 times as large as the one at level 2 .  

In simple terms, this means that 3 times as much variation happened between 

nations as it did between the regions within nations . The estimation of parameters 

for this model gives a negative relationship between UVBI and mortality, 

however this does not take into account any random effects from the UVBI. 

Model B includes the same terms as Model A plus additional terms for random 

variation of the UVBI relationship between regions and nations. Again, no 

significant difference is seen when fitted using the Negative Binomial 

distribution, so Poisson is used. The fit of this model does not significantly 

improve from model A, despite the extra terms. This seems to indicate that the 

extra terms do not contribute significantly to the observed mortality. The 

parameters of this model show that nations with a higher rate of melanoma have a 

stronger positive relationship with UVBI. 

Model C includes all terms for model B plus fixed effects from RGDP and 

RDENS and a random term for the effect of UVBI between counties .  Testing 

revealed that including random effects for RGDP and RDENS made no 

significant difference to the model, so they were not included. Using the negative 

Binomial distribution shows a barely significant change in the parameters, so it i s  

used here. The parameters found here show very little difference from those 

found in model B .  

The standard errors produced for the parameters are very large in comparison to 

the values of the parameter. This is of less importance than normal, because the 
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purpose of this model is to look for the structure of the models, rather than the 

exact values. 

The investigation into the links between UVBI and mortality produced mixed 

results :  four nations showed a positive relationship, two have high rates of 

mortality but no positive relationship, one shows no relationship and one actually 

shows a negative relationship. Reasons for these differences are unclear, although 

there is some suggestion that it may be  due to racial/genetic distribution in the 

country. If, for example, a country has a larger proportion of less susceptible 

people in the south, then the positive relationship with UVBI would be masked 

by the negative north-south relationship . However, this is merely one possible 

answer and there are certainly many other possibilities .  These include differing 

levels of awareness  of sun exposure and/or differing sun exposure behaviours 

between countries. It is most likely that all of these factors have some relationship 

to melanoma mortality, but it remains to be seen how significant an effect they 

have either individually or collectively. Without the ability to keep the other 

causative variables constant, it is very hard to find the true relationship between 

UVB exposure and Melanoma mortality. 

This work shows the advantages of the multilevel approach as the differences 

seen between, and within, nations would not have been discovered using a more 

aggregated approach. Viewing the data as hierarchical allows trends to be spotted 

that might have been obscured, and also the re-evaluation of trends that do not fit 

all of the levels .  However, when dividing the data into levels. Because of the ease 

of collection, this data was sectioned into arbitrary political groupings. This 

means that two locations that are very clo se geographically could be in separate 

groups, which could lead to the loss of some localised trends. The models also 
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this case it was a quadratic function. Further work was done on the inclusion of 

cyclical terms in the regression, as the data was suspected to be cyclical in nature. 
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make the assumption that all of the data from nations, regions and counties are 

drawn from the same populations, whereas in reality this is far from the case. 

2.7 Estimation techniques 

2.7.1 Least squares 

One of the techniques most widely used is the least squares method of fitting a 

function to a set of data (known as least squares regression), by minimising the 

square of the deviations from the data; see (Gerald and Wheatley, 1994) for 

details. The type of function used must be selected prior to the application of the 

technique, and the goodness of fit will depend on the correlation between that 

function and the data. A series of equations are formulated based on the function 

and the data, and are then solved simultaneously to determine the parameters of 

the function that minimise the squared deviation. It is a commonly used 

technique, and can be used for a large variety of curves; for examples see 

(Komada et al, 1999), (Weech-Maldonado et al, 2006) and (Edmunds et al, 2006) . 

A good example of the application of Least Square Regression to cancer 

incidence can be seen in (Dimitriov, 2000) . This paper applies a large variety of 

regression functions to incidence data of stomach cancer from the north-western 

region of England. The results of each regression were tested for their correlation 

to the data. This enabled the function that best fitted the data to be selected, in 

The quadratic relationship was removed from the data, and this new 'detrended ' 

data was examined for cycles. The new combination of quadratic and cyclical 
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terms dramatically increased the percentage of the data that was explained by the 

model. 

An extended version of the least squares method is the iterative least squares 

(ILS) method (Conde et al, 2004) . As the name implies, this involves a least 

squares fitting method being applied to a model a number of times. This is done 

when there are more than one group of parameters to fit, which is most common 

in a model that has both constant and random parameters. In the first iteration, the 

model is fitted with the random parameters being replaced with basic estimates . 

On the second regression, the constant parameters are fixed at the values obtained 

in the first iteration and the random parameters are allowed to vary. This process 

continues, alternately fixing one of the two sets of parameters, until the values 

converge (to a specified accuracy). Examples of use of ILS can be seen in 

(Langford et all, 1 998) and (Langford et al, 1 999), which shall be discussed later. 

2.7.2 Maximum Likelihood Estimation 

Another technique for determining the parameters of a model is Maximum 

Likelihood Estimation (MLE), see (Rousseaux et al, 2002), (Cox and Hinkley, 

1 992), (Sagara, 2005).  It is based on the search for the parameter values that 

make the observed results most likely. For example, if we have a situation where 

the question: 'what is the probability of y happening, given a specific x' can be 

asked, we say :  'what is the likelihood of a specific x being true, given that y 

happened' .  Based on the probability distribution of the data being modelled, a 

likelihood function involving the model parameters can be produced. Values of 

the parameters that maximise the likelihood can then be chosen, to produce a 

model that best fits the data. The optimum parameters for most real models 
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cannot usually be found analytically, so numerical optimisation algorithms are 

used to estimate the optimal values . Example of models that uses MLE can be 

seen in (Dyba et al, 1 997), which will be discussed later, and also in (Mathieu et 

al, 2005), (Tsodikov, 2002) . As with all modelling techniques, :MLE is only a 

way of fitting a model to a set of data; the choice of model and of parameters is 

crucial to the validity and usefulness of the model . It is not possible to produce a 

truly accurate fit if the structure of the model is not correctly suited to the data. 

Similarly, if the variables chosen do not explain, or only partially explain, the 

data then an accurate fit is impossible. This technique can also be combined with 

other methods to produce a more accurate and versatile modelling tool. 

2.7.3 Empirical Bayes Estimation (EBE) 

One method that can be used in conjunction with MLE is Empirical Bayes 

Estimation (EBE), see (Cox and Hinkley, 1 992), (Pensky and Ni, 2000), (Butar 

and Lahiri, 2002) . Bayesian techniques can define a prior distribution which is 

independent of the data, and from which the data is derived. This prior 

distribution can be constructed in such a way such that its nature can be estimated 

from the observed data. 

2.7.3. 1 Application of EBE to evaluation of epidemiological risk factors 

An example of a model that utilises Empirical Bayes Estimation i s  the work of 

Begg et al where it is applied to evaluating the impact of epidemiological risk 

factors. Their 1 998 paper, (Begg et al, 1 998), proposed a method for determining 

the individual and collective effects of cancer risk factors using empirical Bayes 

estimation, with application to melanoma incidence. The article suggests that an 
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individuals risk of cancer be determined by the collective influences of the 

various risk factors that act on the individual. The population is split into risk 

groups, with each member of a group being assumed to have the same risk of 

cancer. The sum of the individual incidences is expressed as a proportion of the 

average incidence to find the total variation in risk for the whole population. 

A constellation of risk factors is defined, dependent on the known or theorised 

causes of the cancer under investigation. The incidence rate for a risk group is 

viewed as the probability that a member of that group will develop the disease in 

a particular age interval . An empirical estimation function can then be found for 

any one of the risk factors, but this is only possible if all the risk factors are 

independent and possess no multiplicative interactions. With real data it is highly 

unlikely that a useful group of independent factors such as this could be 

identified, so another technique must be used to estimate the collective 

distribution of risk; in this case regression techniques were chosen here to 

without. 

Melanoma data from a case-control study in Connecticut between 1987 and 1 989 

was used to evaluate this method. SEER data ( 1 973 - 199 1 ) was used to evaluate 

estimate this distribution. 

In its application to melanoma, the study looks at the occurrence of second 

primary tumours, that is tumours that occur in patients who have previously had a 

melanoma tumour. The justification behind this is that subj ects who have 

developed two independent tumours will be more likely to have been exposed to 

risk factors for a substantial period of time. Case control studies are used to 

determine the prevalence of risk factors in those with melanoma and those 

the total population risk variance .  The risk factors considered, chosen because 
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previous studies suggested they were risk factors, were : Total sun exposure, 

Number of nevi (moles), Family history of skin cancer, light skin colour, inability 

to tan, light eye colour, light hair colour and a tendency to freckle. 

The results obtained were interesting, in that they showed that very little of the 

variance in the data could be explained by the aforementioned risk factors. The 

most conservative results  show 23% of the variance explained in females and 

only 3% in men. Even taking into consideration biases caused by the assumptions 

made in this technique, this strongly suggests that there were further unknown 

risk factors involved in the process . 

2.8 Bayesian Age Period Cohort models 

2.8. 1 Methods 

A Bayesian approach to APC models presented in a 2002 paper by Bray, takes 

models that is due to the linear relationship between age, period and cohort 

effects. This relationship can cause the effects of each of these factors to 

interrelate, meaning that it can become difficult or impossib le to identify which 

effects are caused by which factor (Bray & De Vriesl, 2004) . It has therefore been 

suggested, by Clayton and Schifflers ( 1 987), that models be reduced down to 

either age-period or age-cohort models; with full APC models only used when 

these reduced forms are unable to produce satisfactory results (Clayton & 

Schiffiers, 1 987), (Clayton & Schiffiers, 1 987b ) .  Analysis has shown that in the 

case of cancer incidence, AP and AC models can prove insufficient and APC 

models may provide more accurate fitting of the data (Woo et al, 2005), (Wu et 

the APC model further by extrapolating both the period and cohort effects 

simultaneously This addresses one of the major criticisms of the APC family of 
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al, 2005) .  Methods involving constraining the parameters or considering certain 

estimable functions of the parameters have been suggested as ways to combat the 

non- identifiability problem. However, these place limits the model that may be 

as or even more problematic than reducing the model to a simpler type altogether. 

La Vecchia et al. ( 1 998) also raised the problem with random variation in the 

classical estimation of the parameters of APC models and the instability this may 

cause in projections based on these estimates (La Vecchia et al, 1 988) .  One 

approach to help eliminate such variation . is to incorporate a priori belief about 

the smoothness of the parameters into the methodology used to model the data. 

The Bray model does this by utilising a Gaussian autoregressive prior model to 

both smooth the data and to extrapolate the effects of the period and the cohort. 

Each point is predicted by linear extrapolation from the two preceding points, 

with the addition of a random, normally distributed error. A hyperparameter is 

used to represent the precision of the normal distribution of the error, the 

distribution of which reflects the belief concerning the smoothness of the 

parameters. The final model is based upon a log-linear combination of the effects 

from the age, period and cohort . The model is implemented using the BUGS 

program, incorporating an acyclic graph representation of the independence 

assumptions. Initial assumptions are used to make starting estimates regarding the 

parameters of the model, then Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods are 

used to converge the values of the parameters to a point where they fit the 

observed data. MCMC is a form of stochastic statistical simulation which uses a 

chain of random variables to approximate a statistical distribution, the resultant 

chain used as a sample of the distribution. This approach allows the model to 

learn the degree of smoothing from the data, using an iterative method until it 
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converges .  This allows the method a high degree of flexibil ity to be applied to a 

range of datasets, and it also means that accuracy of predictions can be estimated 

from the goodness of fit to observed data, something that does not hold true with 

more classical APC approaches. 

2.8.2 Results 

The Bray APC method was applied to Incidence of Hodgkin' s Disease in males 

living in Oxford, with detailed analysis. It is also applied to a variety of other 

cancers and populations, which will be used as a basis of comparison with 

existing techniques in Chapter 6 of this thesis. Analysis of the MCMC method 

indicated that the best fits for the data were produced by between 1 00 1  and 1 1 000 

iterations of the parameter estimation method, so these were chosen to be 

analysed. Confirmation of the goodness of fit of the models was provided by the 

results showing no systematic structure of the residuals in relation to the age 

groups .  It was also concluded that the age effects were significantly more 

influential than either the cohort or period of registration. This i s  consistent with 

observations of cancers that are not predominately related to one (or a smal l 

combination of) specific environmental factor(s), as discu ssed in Chapter l .  The 

model reveals various trends within the data, including the fact that all age groups 

experienced decreasing trends at the beginning of the observed period . AIi the 

projected rates were also decreasing except for those relating to two particular 

cohorts that have an implied elevated risk. This indicates the usefulness of 

util ising the full APC model in this case, as thi s information may have been 

ignored by a simpler model. However, the actual values observed for these 

predicted periods do not follow the predicted increasing trends, possibly due to 
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the fact that the trends are very subtle. The confidence of the fitting is highly 

dependant on the number of cases upon which they are based; groups with higher 

incidence are more confidently fitted and predicted than those with lower rates. 

This is caused, at least in part, by the fact that the more rare the data the more 

susceptible it is to errors in the data gathering stage. Such errors may have a large 

percentage effect on data based on a small number of observed cases, causing the 

assumption of smoothness to be violated and trends existing in the data to be 

obscured by noise. The models proved accurate, with 83% of the observed rates 

falling within the 90% confidence interval of the models .  In comparison with 

existing methods, the Bayesian approach proved not as accurate as traditional 

APC models on the fitting of observed data, although the fits were acceptable and 

more accurate than linear power models. The predictions of the Bayesian APC, 

however, were found to be both more accurate and significantly more stable than 

those of the other methods under comparison. The learnt smoothing of the 

models accounts for this, allowing the model to adapt to each dataset to a much 

greater degree than is allowed by classical APC approaches. This works details an 

interesting implementation of APC models and provides a useful comparison 

with existing results. In Chapter 4, we use this comparison as a basis for an 

extended review, where our model will be compared against the results of 

existing methods. 

2.9 Measures of accuracy 

One important area of discussion is the choice of error measurement to determine 

the accuracy of forecasts made by a modelling technique. (Matthews & 

Diamantopoulos, 1 994), (Hyndman & Koehler, 2006), (Billah et al, 2006), 
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(Makridakis et al, 1 9 82) It is of obvious importance to have a measure to 

determine how closely a prediction made using a particular method matches the 

observed values in order to ascertain a reliable measure of confidence for the 

method .  Such measures are also vital in determining the relative accuracy, and 

therefore superiority, of competing modelling techniques. Commonly used 

measures can be divided into the following types. 

2.9 .1  Scale-dependant measures 

Measures whose values depend upon the scale of the values of the data and are 

based directly on the raw errors of the predictions : The mean of the square of the 

errors (MSE), 

� 2
MSE = Mean((Y - Y) ) 

where Y is a variable and Y is the estimate of Y 

the root of the MSE (RMSE), the mean of the absolute errors (MAE) 

MAE = Mean(I Y - Y I) 

and the median of the absolute errors (MdAE) 

MdAE = Median(I Y - Y I) 

are the most commonly used measures of these types, but any measure which is 

affected by the scale of the data falls under this category. Whilst these measures 

are indicators of the accuracy of the models under investigation, they are of 

limited use for comparing predictions across datasets. A change in scale of 

dataset will affect the value of the accuracy measure, which means that they are 

unsuitable for comparing models across differing data. (Hyndman & Koehler, 

2006) 
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2.9.2 Percentage-dependant measures 

Instead of using a measurement based on the raw numerical value of the errors, 

one strategy is to express the errors as a percentage by dividing them by the 

corresponding observed values. 

I Y - f lPercentage Error = --- x I 00% 
I Y I  

Basing measures of accuracy on the error expressed as a percentage of the actual 

value avoids the problem of having it being affected by the scale of the data. 

They can be used across datasets as each value is related to a percentage and so 

have a common scale, which makes them more useful when comparing different 

models. However, one major disadvantages of percentage based errors is that the 

closer the data values are to zero, the more skewed the measures of accuracy 

become until the point where the observed data is zero. At this point, the 

percentage error cannot be computed due to dividing by zero and so they are 

undefined, meaning they are unusable for predictions on data that has very low 

counts. 

2.9.3 Measures based on relative errors and relative measures 

If the purpose of an investigation is to determine the effectiveness of a model in 

comparison with others, then measures based upon relative errors can be utilised. 

Relative errors are generated by dividing actual errors by a baseline 

generated by some predetermined benchmark method, most commonly a random 

walk. This approach means that the errors are expressed in terms of being better 

or worse than some default, which makes the conceptually compatible with 

comparing results from a range of methods and/or models. However, relative 

error 
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errors suffer from the same instability caused by the possibility of dividing by 

near-zero when the baseline error is very small and being undefined if it is zero . 

benchmark method and a value lower than one i s  worse .  These measures may 

only be computed for data where multiple predictions are available, and reduce 

these multiple predictions down to a a single score. 

2.9.4 Scaled measures 

The use of relativity to remove the influence of the scale of the data i s  a valid 

strategy, but as stated involves drawbacks when benchmark measures are used. 

Instead, a scaled measure may be used, where the raw error value is expressed 

relative to some measure of accuracy. One example, proposed by Hyndman and 

Koehler (2006) (Hyndman & Koehler, 2006) divides the errors by the MAE of a 

random walk, giving : 

An alternative approach is  to express the measures of one method relative to the 

measures from a benchmark method. For example  dividing the MAE from one 

method by a benchmark MAE will give the relative MAE (RMAE). This gives an 

easily interpretable measure where a value greater than one is worse than the 

where q
t 

i s  the scaled error atetime t. 

This avoids the problem created by dividing by other errors and measures 

because the denominator has a well defined statistical distribution. Another 

example of a scaled measure is to divide the error by the standard deviation, 

which can be called a standardised residual (more discussion of which can be 

found in Section 5 . 7) .  
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a large variety of subjects to focus on when 

Investigations have been made into 
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There has been much work done on the comparative uses and effectiveness of the 

different measures of error. The latest studies on the subject concludes that scaled 

measures should be the method choice when comparing the results of methods 

across datasets, due to their independence of scale, applicability to all viable 

datasets (Hyndman & Koehler, 2006), (Billah et al, 2006), (Makridakis et al, 

1 982). 

2. 10 Discussion 

As we have seen, there exists 

applying modelling techniques to cancer. 

incidence, mortality, predictions, risks and etiology. The nature of the causative 

factors of cancer makes it extremely difficult to identify or quantify the effects of 

many of them without extensive clinical and medical studies. However, it is 

possible to make predictions of future burden of cancer with less in-depth data 

and, in the cases of large populations, this is preferable, as in-depth data would be 

very expensive to collect on such a large scale .  In the area of population scale 

prediction and modelling, a modelling technique that would produce 

accurate predictions and which could be applied to a variety of different 

more 

by variables such as early detection and changes to treatment, the incidence of the 

disease seems to be a preferable statistic. The actual count of instances of the 

disease is highly dependant on the size of the population it is taken from, whereas 

rates can be compared between populations of different sizes and can be 

normalised to account for differing population make-ups. The model should 

therefore produce accurate predictions of incidence rates for a large-scale 

populations would be of use. The choice of cancer statistic to predict is important, 

as it determines the nature of the data required. As the moralities can be affected 
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population. The causative factors used for prediction in the model will by 

necessity, be ones that can be readily collected from a large number of subjects. 

effect 

As past studies, such as (Begg et al, 1 998), have found it hard to identify many 

particular causative factors as having a major and independent on 

incidence, only definite factors should be included. Age can be seen to have an 

obvious effect with most cancers, and so should be included in the model . The 

behaviours of cancer trends vary between male and females, so gender should 

also be part of the model. 

The Hakulin and Dyba model ( 1 997) uses age and gender to predict foture cases 

of cancer with a reasonable accuracy, using time as a surrogate variable for the 

changes in other causative factors over different time periods. It is a non-linear 

form of an Age-Period model, using gender as a piecewise variable. This 

demonstrates that predictions are possible with such models. Our model could use 

the same predictive variables, but include a more complicated model. In the Dyba 

model, the amount of freedom given to each individual age group was limited, as 

all age groups shared a common constant. Also, all of the models were affected 

equally by all of the data, regardless of how relevant it was to that particular age 

group. In the case of cancer incidence, each sub group of a particular population 

will be exposed to some of the same environmental and social causative factors, 

so the data from each sub group should not be taken in isolation. However, each 

group will have its own behaviour and biological factors that will modify its 

amount of risk from these causative factors. And these risk-modifying factors will 

be shared more closely between groups that are similar in other ways. For 

example, in the same population, women aged 20-24 will generally have more in 

common behaviourally and biologically with women aged 25-29 than they will 
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with women aged 70-74. So each model for a particular subgroup should be 

affected by all of the data, but the data from similar subgroups should have a 

more heavily weighted effect. Multi-level modelling techniques can provide a 

means to group data into categories, each of which can have sub categories. All 

of the data in the system can affect the model of the categories it is contained in. 

The use of proportions can also help the modelling process, as used in (Begg et 

al, 1998). The total incidence for a cancer is often smoother and easier to predict 

than the age specific incidences, because it is an average of each of the other 

incidences. Most of the age specific trends in incidence are averaged out in the 

total incidence, leaving only any major trends that have significant influence on 

all 

then some of the effects of the general trends will be removed, leading to a less 

complicated dataset to model. This can be extended to a multilevel approach by 

or most of the age groups. The trends in the age specific groups may be harder 

to model, because they contain both age specific trends and overall trends, as well 

as coming from a smaller population which increases the fluctuations due to 

randomness. If the age specific data is expressed as a proportion of the total data, 

expressing each level as a proportion of the one above, which will also increase 

the number of data points that have a direct effect on any given model. Therefore, 

the final model will be a multilevel proportional age-period prediction model. 
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Chapter 3 

A novel multilevel method 

In this chapter a novel multilevel age-period modelling method for the prediction 

of melanoma incidence is introduced. The design of the model is justified with 

reference to the nature of cancer incidence and the fitting methods used for the 

model are explained. 

3. 1 Standard least squares regression 

Regression analysis is the analysis of data involving two or more variables when 

the objective is to discover the nature of their relationship and then explore it for 

the purposes of prediction; see (Bhattacharyya & Johnson, 1 977) and (Vittinghoff 

et al, 2004) for further explanation. Regression analysis is used to identify a 

function that maps one or more independent variables onto a dependent variable. 

This regression function can be used to find estimates for missing values of the 

unknown parameters of the regression function, such that the overall discrepancy 

between the function and the observed values is minimised. In least squares 

regression, discrepancy is identified as being the square of the Euclidean norm of 

the deviations. That is, there are N data values Y
i , Y2 , • . •  , y

n 
which are believed to 

dependent variable within the data range, or to extrapolate data outside that range. 

Least squares is a method that may be used to determine the values of the 
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have some relationship with the Nvalues of an independent variable x1 , x2 , . • .  , xn . 

A function exists such that, given the corresponding value x; it produces an 

approximation of Y; , j\ 

(3 . 1 . 1) 

(3o.1.2) 

The deviation of each value created by the function, e;o, is given by 

(3 . 1 .3)  

The least squares method determines the parameters of /(x; ) by minimising S. 

This creates an unambiguous function, which is of the type specified prior to 

beginning the regression procedure, which can be visualised as a 'curve of best 

fit' , through the data . The accuracy of this function is greatly dependent on the 

function chosen for the regression actually representing the relationship between 

the variables. For example, a linear model could be  fitted to exponential data, but 

the approximation given by the resulting function would be very poor. One 

commonly used example of the regression type is the polynomial regression, 

where 

an 

the dependent variable y is assumed to have the following relationship with 

x, independent variable. For a polynomial of degree n, the function 

approximating Y; is defined as: 

(3 . 1 .4) 

Using (3. 1 .2) the deviation for each point can be defined as: 

(3.1 . 5) 
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aa I:i x + a1 I:i x;+1 + a2 L X
n+2 

+ · · ·  + an I:i x;n ;
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From (3 . 1 . 3)  and (3 . 1 . 5), the sum of the errors squared term, S, can be written as 

follows : 

S = L (Yi - a0 - a1xi - a2x; - . . .  - anx:1 )2 (3 .t1 .6) 
i=I 

Using the fact that when S is at a minimum, the function is at a turning point so 

the each of the partial derivatives with respect to a
0 , ai , . . .  , an are zero, the 

following set of simultaneous equations can be used to find the parameters of 

f(x;t) that minimise S: 

N N N N 
a0 N + a1 L xi + a2 L xf + · · ·  + an I:i x; = L Yi 

i=l i=l i=l i=l 
N N N N N

3 
Iao L  xi + a1 I:ix; + a2 2: Xi + · · ·  + an I:i x�+l 

= L XiYi 
i=l i=l i=l i=l i=l 
N N N N N 

a0 I:x; + a1 L Xi + a2 I:ixi
4 

+ · · · + a L X�+2 

= L xtyi (3 . 1 .  7) n I 

i=l i=l i=l i=1 i=l 

N N N 

i=l 

N 

i=l 

N 

= L x;yi 
i=l 

1 

i=l i=l 

These equations can be solved using standard techniques, such as Gaussian 

elimination. When solved, they provide estimates of the coefficients for a 

polynomial that produces a line of best fit through the given data. 

3.2 A view of cancer incidence 

The incidence of cancer can be viewed as a culmination of different causative 

effects. Ideally, in order to predict cancer incidence a function could be produced 

that included all of the causative factors. The expected values of the factors 

would be collected from the population under study, and the function used to 
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predict the incidence rate. In order to produce this equation, the factors that 

affect cancer development must first be determined, as well as any interaction 

effects between them. A great deal of worthwhile research has gone into the 

determination of causative factors, for examples see (Graham et al, 1985), 

(Nomura, 1 990) and (Izbicki et al, 2003) .  However, the interactions each factor 

may have with another mean that it can be practically impossible to definitively 

determine the true effects of any one factor. In addition, even if such a function 

were to be found, it would be of little practical use for the prediction of incidence 

in a population of any real size, as determining the exact ( or even approximate) 

values for these functions for a large number of people would either be 

impractical or impossible. To illustrate the problem of the effects of isolating 

causative factors further, let us consider a theoretical cancer with just one 

causative factor. In reality, no such cancer exists, but in the case of this cancer, 

the chance of a person developing the disease can be assumed to be directly 

proportional to the amount of exposure to this factor. Some factors can be viewed 

as being binary as a subj ect is either exposed to them fully or not; for example, a 

subj ect either has a particular gene or does not. For other factors, there can be 

Such things as economic and cultural factors can influence how someone spends 

their leisure time, so these can be said to have an indirect influence on exposure. 

Exposure to a causative factor is not the only variable to take into account, 

degrees of exposure, for example if the factor is something that a subject comes 

into contact with in the environment. 

If the causative factor is located in certain geographical area, then the clo ser a 

subj ect lives to this area, the greater their exposure. In addition, where they work 

will also have an influence, as will if they spend any leisure time in that area. 
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because cancers occur in a biological system (the human body) . Therefore, the 

reaction of the subj ect to an outside factor will also determine the chances of 

them developing a cancer and so in order to find the chance of developing the 

cancer for any given person, their exposure and reaction to this factor must be 

determined. Having a particular gene may make a person much more likely to 

develop 

be taken into account, and variables that affect exposure may also affect reaction. 

For example, personal income can affect behaviour, which changes exposure, but 

cancer with just a small exposure to an outside factor. As body tissues 

age their properties change, which can affect how they interact with other factors. 

Or there may be something in the diet of a subj ect that reduces ( or increases) the 

effect of the causative factor. This means that both exposure and reaction have to 

it can also affect diet, which might affect response. Thus, the overall reaction 

caused by exposure is modified by the reaction and we can think of it as having a 

multiplicative effect on the exposure. The incidence rate I, can be represented as a 

function of various causative factors: 

where JO i s  a function, x1 , . . .  , xn are unknown causative factors, a 1s age, g is 

gender, r is race and t is  time. Each of the causative factors can be viewed as a 

being function of time, age, race and gender: 

which means we can define a new function, J0 : 

j(a, g, r, t) = f(h1 (a, g, r, t), f½ (a, g, r, t), h3 (a, g, r, t), . . .  , hn (a, g, r, t), a, g, r, t) 
thus:  

I =  j(a, g, r, t) 
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So, the incidence can be defined as a net function of time and three parameters, 

with the obvious trade-off of the loss of the ability to explore the unknown 

causative factors. 

In the case of melanoma, sporadic exposure to sunlight, or the UVB portion of 

sunlight, is generally thought of as the maj or environmental causative factor. Due 

to the complexity of the problem, it is not clear how many other causative factors 

there are nor the relative magnitudes of their effects .  However, for the moment if 

we ignore other causes, we can think of the risks of developing melanoma as 

being proportional to their lifetime exposure to UVB radiation. Due to its very 

nature, many factors effect exposure to sunlight. Obvious ones are things such as 

the amount of sunlight a certain area gets per year, occupation, leisure time spent 

outside, travelling to other places with differing levels of sunlight. So, a person' s 

chance of developing melanoma is also proportional to some combination of 

these factors, and many more. 

For example, let the amount of exposure be considered as such: 

where Xn-J are all of the different factors that affect exposure, and fn being the 

respective functions. Some of the factors will have hardly any impact, and could 

safely be ignored without compromising the predictions, but it can be extremely 

difficult to isolate any particular factor to test this due to interaction effects. As 

has been seen in (Woo et al, 2005), relying on the 'main' known causes to 

describe the data can lead to contradictory results in different populations . 
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exposure . So  their chance of developing melanoma i s  actually proportional to the 

product of their exposure and their reaction, where the reactions are comprised of 

a combination of all the factors which affect the biological reaction to sunlight 

exposure . Some of the reaction factors, such as genetic ones, will be particular to 

each individual .  However, others will be similar for all of the members of a 

particular subgroup of the population. People of the same age group are more 

l ikely to have the same biological reactions because they have body tissues of the 
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We also have to take into account the individuals biological reaction to this 

same age .  S ince they come from the same population, people in the same age 

group are more likely to have cultural and behavioural similarities with each 

other, as compared to others in the population. The incidence for each age group 

can therefore be seen as being a function of the total incidence, since everyone in 

the population will be exposed to some form of the same risks. The relationship 

between incidence for an age group and total incidence is associative rather than 

causative; That is, higher total rates don't cause higher rates in a particular age 

group, but the trend in overall rates is associated with that of the age groups. 

Expressing the age specific incidences as proportions of the total incidence wil l 

reduce the number of unknowns in the rate, and will create an easier statistic to 

model . 

Even when this i s  done, however, there are still far too many unknown factors to 

include in the model . Selecting the major factors is very problematic, as they are 

not independent from the other factors. From the data it can be seen that different 

age groups have different incidences and that males and females also have 

different rates. Race also seems to be a very important factor, with the vast 

majority of melanomas occurring in whites. The other obvious variable that 
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affects incidence rates is time. The incidence rates change from year to year, and 

the rates from 20 years ago are different from the most current rates . This can be 

used to create a model of melanoma incidence as : 

I =  f(a, g, r, t) 

where I is incidence, a is age, g is gender, r is race and t is time. j is a function of 

these parameters. 

Jg,a,r = g(t) 

where Ig,a,r is the incidence rate for a specific age, gender and race and g(t) is a 

However, finding /from the data is exceptionally difficult as all of these factors 

may have effects on a multitude of the exposure and reaction factors. This means 

the effect of any one of these parameters can modify the effects of the others. To 

help avoid this, these parameters can be included in a piecewise nature 

function of t that represents the net effect of the various factors on incidence as 

they change over time. 

For melanoma in the USA, the incidence levels for non-white races are too low 

(<20 cases a year) to produce viable rates, so we exclude them from the model. 
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This leaves 

which states that the incidence for a particular age group and gender in a 

particular year can be modelled as a function of time. It is extremely unlikely that 

the exact value of the function can be found analytically from the data. Instead, 

an approximation will need to be made: 

One technique that may be used to produce an estimate of h(t) is least squares 

regression. If we assume a polynomial relationship between time and incidence, 

which is an acceptable assumption as seen in (Woo et al, 2005), (Graham et al, 

1 985), then the equations to solve are those in Section 3 .4, where the x values 

relate to time and the y values are the corresponding incidence rates. However, 

any regression equations fitted directly on the incidence data are unreliable for 

prediction purposes due to the variation in pattern shown in the different age 

groups. The amount of noise present in the data translates into an excessively 

wide prediction interval, which means that any predictions made will be 

unreliable. The noise is due to the randomness inherent in the collection of the 

data, the randomness inherent in the development of the disease and the fact that 

each age group also contains the general pattern of incidence as well as the age 

specific one. In order to produce accurate predictions, this noise must be reduced 
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or the data must be reorganised in such a way as it produces a new set of data that 

is better suited to least squares. 

2-level Proportional model 3.3 

This organi sation of the data makes it a multilevel system, as discussed in 

Chapter 2. It contains one level which is has an interrelated effect with another 

and thus fits into the classic 2-level multilevel class of models .  It is very similar 

to situations that can eb modelled using hierachical linear models However, it 

can also be viewed as a non-linear model of the form used by Dyba, where one 

level of the model has a multiplicative relationship to the other. To this end, the 

model proposed in this section is positioned as a hybrid of these methods. Taking 

the ' simple' nature of the Non-linear model and combining it with the true 

multilevel view of the underlying situation to create a simple two-level model 

that works on the assumption of a non-linear relationship between levels .  

All of the data is expressed as a proportion of the larger dataset, which produces 

two levels to the model. This is done to help eliminate the global incidence trend 

from each set of data, leaving only the specific difference for each age group . 

This novel application of proportions to this type of data helps produce more 

consistent predictions. 

The raw data from the cancer registry is converted into age-adjusted to the 

standard world population, (see Chapter 1 )  incidence rates YiJt, where i is the age 

group, j is the gender and t is the year, to allow comparisons between age groups .  

This i s  done to ensure the values can be compared between populations, and 

helps  reduce any bias from the differing size of population for each age group . In 

order to help distinguish the incidence trend from random fluctuations, data 
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smoothing techniques are applied. There is a risk that whatever smoothing 

strategy is used will obscure some of the patterns in the data which we are 

searching for, so consideration must be taken as to the nature of the strategy i s  

justified by the data and that the degree of  smoothing is controlled to avoid 

pattern loss . In our application of this method, a 3-year moving mean will be 

each year will contain some melanomas that actually developed in the year before 

and also will fail to include some which were recorded in the year after. The 

three-year average helps to mitigate this effect by migrating the counts to be more 

evenly distributed over the three possible years of cancer development. This is 

applied a limited number of times to ensure the loss of detail does not interfere 

with the regression process by over smoothing the data. 

The model is created using two different sets of data, the first being the yearly 

sum of the incidence rates from all age groups :  

A 
(3 . 3  . 1) st = L Yi,t 

i=l 

where A is the number of age groups, and S1 is the sum for a specific time period, 

t. 

The second is the age specific proportion of the sum of the incidence, which is 

made up of the sum of all the age group incidences :  

used. This is justified by the fact that the time when the melanoma is recorded is 

arbitrarily based on when the patient sees their doctor. Therefore, the count for 
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p = Yi,t 

l ,f s (3 . 3 . 2) 
t 

where �-,tei s  the proportion for a specific age group, i, in a time period, t. 

The product of these two values obviously gives the age specific incidence rate: 

Y · i = P t St (3 . 3 .3 )  lJ ,  ., 

where i = l . . . .  A, representing the specific age group and t= 1 . . .  T, representing the 

time period under discussion 

Therefore, if we can create estimates for the sum and proportions, 

respectively, then we can use their product to find an estimate for the age specific 

incidence rate :  

(3 . 3 .4) 

The proportion value contains information about the age specific incidence, but it 

is in relation to S, which we can view as being representative of the overall trend 

in incidence rates for all age groups . This help s to reduce or eliminate the effects 

of overall trend found in the individual age group data. With this  done, the 

proportion can be viewed as representing the specific incidence modifier for each 

age group . This modifier relates to the overall influence of all of the various 

factors about this age group, in this population, that affects the chances the 
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itself i s  also an increasing function of time. More so, the cumulative nature of the 

statistic means that it tends towards some form of exponential distribution, such 
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individuals of developing melanoma. By reducing the number of unknowns, this 

statistic i s  more stable than the raw incidence rate, and so should be much easier 

to predict with a reasonable prediction interval. 

Another advantage of this is that the trend for each age group is kept intact, but it 

is present in the context of the other data groups. This means that the pattern is 

given relative to all of the other data points present in the set, which allows more 

data points to influence each model than would normally be the case, which in 

tum increases the accuracy of the predictions by allowing them to be guided by 

the overall trend as well as the age specific trends . It also allows the model to 

reflect that each age group is not a completely independent population, but is a 

subgroup of a larger super-group. 

the subgroups of the population. The proportional method allows the use of the 

more easily predicted total to assist in the predictions of the age specific 

incidences. Since the sum is the sum of generally increasing functions of time, it 

as : 

(3 . 3 . 5) 

where a and b are constants. This will produce an equation that matches the 

exponential nature of the total, but it is non-linear which makes finding the values 

The most difficult part of predicting incidence rates is not accurately predicting 

the overall values; it is in determining how these numbers are distributed amongst 



further smoothing effect on the proportion data, making it easier to model and 

predict with simpler model types. Experimentation must be made with the 

choosing the model types, it is important to remember the assumptions behind the 

fact that each subgroup shares some characteristics with the other subgroups and 

the more similar the subgroups (i. e. the closer their age) the more characteristics 

they would share. This means that it is expected that the trends for similar age 
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of the parameters more difficult .  Least squares regression can be used to produce 

an estimate for this variable by linearising the equation thus: 

In( St ) = In(a) + t In(b) (3 . 3 . 6) 

and solving the resulting least squares equations (from 3 . 1 .4 and 3 .3 . 6) 

ln(b)�)i + ln(a)N = Lln(St ) 

(3 .3 . 7) 

In(b)L ti + ln(a)L ti = L ti ln(St ) 

will give an exponential curve of best fit. 

The patterns present in the proportional values are more complicated than in 

those found within the summed data, because all of the individual trends are 

' averaged' out in the sum. The age proportions consist of these trends, and each 

one will be different from the others ( otherwise, the incidence rates would be the 

same across all the age groups). The total incidence is much larger in scale than 

the age specific incidence, which means that the fluctuations in the age incidence 

are much less significant when converted into a proportion of the total. This has a 

specific data the model is used to fit, to find the optimal model type to use. When 
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groups would share similar characteristics, and so should be modelled using the 

same class of regression equation. For example, if the 20-24 age group proportion 

were best represented by an exponential regression, it would not be expected that 

the 25 -29 age group would be represented by a quartic equation. If this happened 

with real data, a choice would have to be made between accepting a slightly less 

accurate prediction in order to preserve the integrity of the model, or taking the 

most accurate prediction and accepting a model which does not entirely represent 

the theoretical assumptions of the data. In the most extreme cases, when all of the 

subgroups had widely different patterns, the technique may fail to produce any 

viable predictions. This would most likely be caused by the defined subgroups 

not having a strong associative relation to causative factors. In such cases the data 

should be re-categorised or it is possible that this technique may not be suited to 

the data and other techniques should be used. The selection of model types will 

be covered further in Chapter 4. 

The number of data points used to fit the model is also important in producing an 

accurate prediction. If too little data is used, noise in the model is greatly 

magnified and the models may be heavily biased by a momentary fluctuation in 

the overall trend. Predictions from such a model are very likely to be inaccurate, 

as they will assume that this fluctuation represents a true trend. If too much 

historical data is used, however, there is a danger of the underlying trend of 

incidence having changed over the observed time period. Any models based on 

excessively out of date information will produce predictions that are influenced 

by the past by the older data and trends, skewing the predictions. It is also the 

case that the least squares method is based upon the assumption that there is an 

unchanging underlying function from which the data is derived, so any results 
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obtained from too long a time period would be questionable as that assumption 

may have been violated . In the case of melanoma incidence, we will be using the 

models are fitted to a ten-year range of data, and forecast over the five years 

following that range. The use of just ten years worth of data for each model is 

intended to ensure the fit represents only the latest trend of the data, as their 

purpose is to predict future incidence. The assumption is that the natures of the 

causative and reaction factors for melanoma (and cancer in general) are mostly 

stable. That is, whilst they change over time, the trends they follow are not likely 

to change significantly over a short period of time. This, plus the fact that any 

changes in causative factors can take many years, as noted in Chapter 1 ,  to impact 

the incidence rates, allows the assumption that the trends that are present in the 

ten years of observed data will still hold true, or will not be significantly 

different, for the next five years. The models will be used to predict the incidence 

for the 5 -year period after the input data period, which can be used to produce a 

five year average prediction, as is the standard used by previous work, see 

Chapter 2 for details .  

3.3.1 Confidence testing 

Once the models have been fitted to the data, predictions can be made. However, 

how good are the predictions? Which model type produces the most accurate 

ones? Some way is required to test both the goodness of fit of the model, 

wherether it conincides with the existing observed data, and the predicted 

accuracy of the predictions, how.accurate the model is when applied outside of 

the range of observed data. There are several standard statistical measures that 
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can be used to determine this. One of the most basic is the Standard error of 

estimate: 

(3e.3 . 1 e.1) 

This statistic is obviously minimised by the least squares method, as it contains a 

term for the sum of the squares of the error. The statistic is useful in the fact that 

it allows comparison between different models to help determine which model 

crest = 

L (Y - Y)2 

N - 2  

produces the lowest errors. The standard error of estimate can also be used to 

produce confidence intervals for the estimates, defined as follows : 

(3 .3 .1.2) 

where T is the number relating to the accuracy of the confidence interval required 

which is taken from the T-Distribution. The T-Distribution is a statistical 

distribution used when estimates are made on the standard deviation of a 

then the Normal distribution could be used instead, with the value 1.96 

representing a 95% confidence interval. 

The confidence intervals are indicators of how confident you can be about the 

line of best fit. A 95% confidence interval means that, given the data, there is a 

95% chance that the data point being modelled will fall within the confidence 

normally distributed function. Its shape depends on the number of degrees of 

freedom used in the estimate. The more points used to produce the estimate, the 

closer the T-curve is to the normal curve. If the whole population were known, 
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interval. This is useful, but it does not equate that predictions made using the line 

will be 95% correct. To do this, a prediction interval is required, which will 

denote an area that contains a certain percentage of all observations. This is 

defined as: 

y ± (T)aes1 l 
1 (X - X) 2 

+ - +  
2N StDeve
x 

(3.3.1.3) 

As evidenced by the (X - X) 2 term, the prediction interval increases the further 

the predicted value is from the mean. This is because it is much safer to predict a 

value that is within the centre of the data range, because there are less reference 

points at the edges of the data. Higher N-values will decrease the interval as the 

predictions are based on more data and are therefore more stable. 

3.4 Multilevel proportional model 

age groups, which is an arbitrary selection. It is used because the 5 -year age 

group is one commonly used in cancer registry statistics, but there is very little 

reason why it should not be 3 -year groups, or 8-year groups. The grouping of the 

ages also leads to people not being grouped with those of similar ages, causing 

the model to treat each group as entirely separate. Whilst the trend seen in each 

group is examined in relation to all of the other incidence data, the contribution of 

this data is not weighted. Thus, the model for the 25-29 age group is as equally 

The above proportional method enables the different subgroups of the population 

to each exhibit their own behaviours in the model. However, the modelling 

technique stil l includes some undesirable features that may induce increased 

errors in the the predictions. For example, the population is grouped into 5-year 
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influenced by the 20-24 data as it is  by the 80-84 age group. Given the 

assumption used in the proportion method, that the individuals in the population 

have the most in common with others of similar ages, this needs to be rectified. In 

order to do this, the model can be extended into a fully multilevel approach using 

age as the parameter of categorisation. Rather than viewing the data as a whole 

with several subgroups, the new model instead views it as whole divided into 

subgroups, which in tum are re-divided into sub-subgroups .  Again, the rates are 

expressed as proportions of the overall totals that they comprise, in order to 

isolate trends to specific groups within the population. All sets influence all other 

sets, but the magnitude of influence is different for each group; The sub

subgroups are influenced most strongly by the data from the super group that 

contains it . In the case of age-based groups, the data can be organised by major 

age groups, which contain minor age groups. 

proportion of the total incidence, and then each minor age group that falls within 

a major age group is expressed as of a proportion of this proportion. Each minor 

age group may also be split into more minor age groups. Extending the 

proportional model into a multilevel model, we denote each age specific 

incidence rate as Yi,tt, where i is the age of the subjtects the data was collected 

from, and t is the time period in which the data was collected . For a certain time 

period T, we can define a set, LIT , of all data point related to that time period: 

In the proportional method, the maj or age group consisted of all ages and the 

minor age groups were the individual ages that the data was collected from. The 

difference in the multilevel method is that a major age group is expressed as a 
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➔ L3k T = 0 ,, ,b1 
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will have k1 subsets, L2i partitioning it into sets based on age, whereLlr k1 J' 

each k
1 

i s  associated with a minimum age and a maximum age, minkI 
and 

Such that all of the data is a member of one, and only one, subgroup : 

K1 
U L2k T = Llr where K1 is the number of subsets of LlrI '  
k1 =1 

Each L2 k r will have k2 subsets of its own, L3 k k r , where k1 denotes the LI 
I >-'  I •  2 •  

set that it is a subset of Each L3  set i s  associated with a minimum and maximum 

age range, mink k and maxk kI ,  2 1 ,  2 

Every element of each L2k T must fall within one of its subsets: 
I '  

Kz 
U L3 k k r = L2k , where K2 i s  the number of sub sets of L2 k r 

1 ,  2 1 T 1 '  
k2=1 

VL3k1 ,a ,r ,iL3 k1 ,b ,Ti,ia '# b 

Each of the Level3 sets can be partitioned into subsets, and this process can 

continue, giving N levels of data. 

aJ' n L3k1 
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LNk ,, r = {y · r I Y · r E LN - lk ,, min < i < max }] , · · · ""N ' l ,  l ,  ] , · · · ,",N-l ;r ,  k1 , · · · j(N - k1 , · · · j(N 

KN 

U LN
k1 

, . . . ,kNT = LN - l i where KN 1s the number of subsets of
1ci , .. . ,kN_1r 

kN =l 

Now, summing the Lli gives the total incidence, sLli , for the given time r r 

period T 

sLlr = � Yi ,T , where Yi ,T E Lli and I is the total number of data points r 
i=l 

collected for the given time period, T. 

Similarly, the sum for each subset can be computed. The general nth form can be 

denoted as :  proportional subset of 

,T ' where Yi,T E Ln - lkl , . . .  }(n ,T 
max1q . . .

kn 

L Yii
i=rrun

1q 
. .kn 

Using these sums, proportional sets for each level may be produced, for the nth 

case: 

The corresponding pl values for each time period then form a time series of 

proportional incidence rates. 

tLl = {sLli ,isL12 , . . . , sL11 } 
tL2k = {pLlk 1 , pLlk 2 ,  . . .  ,pLlk t }I 1 ,  l ,  I ,  
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Fitting techniques such as regression may be applied to these time series, to 

produce approximations for the data and to project into future time periods. In 

order to illustrate thi s, two examples will be presented; the first will demonstrate 

turning the nth level detailed here into a three level application and the second is 

a worked example using sample functions .  

3.4.1 Example 1:  A three-stage multilevel model 

ranging from 20-24 to 85+, denoted by: 

i = 1 (20-24), i = 2 (25-29), . . .  , i =14  (85+) .  

This data is collected from the years 1 973 - 1 997, denoted as: 

t = 1 ( 1 973), t = 2 ( 1 974), . . .  , t = 25 ( 1 997) . 

Ll1 = {Y1,1 , Y2,1 , • • · , Y14,i }  

Ll2 = {Y1,2 , Y2,2 , · · · , YI4,2 } 

When applying the multilevel method to a particular set of data, the choice of 

levels and partition points (min and max) for each subset is of great importance. If 

it is to have any beneficial effect on the accuracy of the model, it must reflect a 

relationship that is already present in the data. For example, we will imagine a 

dataset for melanoma in the USA The data, Yi,t is collected in 5-year age groups, 

This gives us the following sets of data :  

The trend seen in the USA data for 

suggests that 

female incidence to be greater than males 

until around the 45-5 5 age range, a logical group partition is 

between those under and over 50 .  From analysing the data, the average incidence 

for two larger age groups is found, those <50 years old are in the 'young' age 

group, whilst those aged 50 or over are classified as 'old' . In the case of 
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melanoma, we may decide that this is as much partitioning as is warranted by the 

data. This leads us to create three levels of the model as shown: 

Level 1 :  Total incidence for all ages 

Level 2 :  Total incidence of each major age group 

Level 3 :  The incidence for each minor age group 

The level 2 groups are expressed as a fraction of the total incidence. This 

integrates the multilevel approach with our own novel proportional method, to 

produce a multilevel proportional model . The simplified notation of this new 

model is as follows :  

Ll
t 

is the set of all data collected for the time period t. 

sLle is the total incidence for period t.t 

L2k ,t are the sets of data relating to the major age groups 

L2 1,1 k = I ,  is the set of data from subjects under the age of 50, 

min 1 = 1, max 1 = 6 

L2
2
,
1 

k = 2 ,  1s the set of data from subjects over the age of 

50,emin2 = 6,emax2 = 14 

sL2
k
,t is  the total incidence for each of the major age groups. 

L3k ,i,t i s  the set of data points from the minor age group k, 1 s i s 14 . 

sL3 k ,i ,I i s  the sum of data points for the minor age group k, 1 s i s 14 . 
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Level 1 = sLlt 

Level 2 = sL2k,t 

Level 3 = sL3 k ,i,t 

We can then define: 

£2p 
sL2k 1=t--' 

k,t 

sLl
t 

(3t.4 . t1 )  

where pL2k ,t is the proportion of the total incidence that i s  contributed by  the 

incidence of the maj or age group, k, for a given time period, t. 

The incidence for SL 2k t can be seen as a product of the total incidence trend, , 

and the reaction factors are specific to one of the major age groups. By dividing 

by, sLlt the overall trend is (at least partially) cancelled, leaving only the trend 

modifiers for the age group. These modifiers give a measure of how the young 

age and old age groups behave differently to the overall trend in the data. The 

second stage of the model can then be defined as: 

P£3 k,i . t 
sL3 k- . 1, , , (3t.4 .2) 

- SL2k, t 

As before, we produce a model of the proportion of the incidence, but this time it 

is as a proportion of the major age group that contains it. In this model, each set 

of data i s  expressed as a proportion of the data above it in the model. In the case 

of the age adjusted rates, this is done to help eliminate the larger scale trend from 

the age specific incidence data. 

Then, by combining equations (3 .4 . 1 )  and (3 .4 .2), the following is obtained: 
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(3 .4 .3)  

(3 .4 .4) 
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which gives the relationship between the age specific incidence rates and three 

statistics .  

Because each of these statistics is designed to reflect only the data patterns found 

at a particular level of the data, they should be less complicated, and therefore 

easier to predict than the raw data that contains multiple trends. Least squares 

regression can then be used to produce equations that estimate pL3 k i 1 , pL2k 1, , , 

and SL It , and these estimates can be combined to produce an estimate for 

SL3 k,i,t . The estimates produced by the equations can be extended outside the 

range originally fitted to produce predictions for the future incidence rates: 

The estimate for the total incidence can be obtained in the same way as before, 

model types, and possibly different model types for each age group. Functions 

such as polynomials can be fitted to these statistics using equation 3 .4 .  

using the least squares equation (3 . 3 . 7) .  The two proportions may be more 

complicated to predict due to the patterns they contain. These patterns are 

extrapolated from relatively few actual cases, and as such there is a tendency for 

them to be less stable than the overall trend. They may require more complex 
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3.4.2 Example 2 : Hypothetical functions in cancer incidence 

Again we will assume that we have a set of cancer date from 14 5-year age 

groups (20-85+) over 25 years. For this particular cancer, we will say that the 

overall trend in incidence is rising at a rate of(at3 + bt) , caused by various 

factors whose net effect is growing at that rate. An overall cubic rate is chosen for 

this example as similar functions have been used in models for cancer incidence 

(Langford et all, 1 998). Changes in biology between young and old members of 

the population mean that they react differently to the causative factors, 

modifying the overall trend by a factor of(ck d/i) .  A power function is used as 

an example here, as these functions have previously been used to represent age 

differences (Dyba et al, 1 997). Finally, the specific biology and behavioural 

trends of each age group change over time with a factor of (//2 + mi t) . The 

overall trend is the strongest, and so will be predominant in the overall data, the 

other trends being aggregated into it. So, in this example, the age specific 

incidence rate can be represented as : 

where a and b are constant coefficients, ck and dk are constant coefficients 

relating to a particular major age group, k, and Ii and mi are constant coefficients 

relating to a particular minor age group, i. For the existing data t ranges from 1 ,  

for  the first time period, to 25  for  the final time period. 
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This means that the conceptual levels of the model: 

3Level 1: sLit = (at + bt) 

The proportion for the Level I becomes: 

(at3 - bt)(ck d/ )
pSL2 = = (c d to

k,t k k )sLii 

The level 2 proportion becomes: 

We combine pL3k ,i ,1 , pL2k,t and SLI, to get : 

Taking the proportional model into a full multilevel dimension increases the 

benefits given by proportionally isolating trends. The proportional method 

assumes similar trends within each age group but is limited by the fact that the 

size of the groups are decided arbitrarily, at the time the data is gathered. This 

means that important information and trends may end up being ignored by the 

proportional approach, their effects lost by being aggregated into the age group 

trends. The multilevel approach, however, extends upon this and can be used to 

use these extra trends to inform the fitting of the models. The three level structure 

presented here can be extended to any number levels, with the highest always 

being the whole of the dataset and lowest being by the structure of the data. For 

example, if a dataset had incidence rates recorded for each individual age, then 
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this could form the lowest level of the model, with 5 -year age groups being the 

proceeding level . The flexibility of the multilevel method means that data can be 

broken down to any level of detail which the data it is  fitting could support .  In 

Chapter 4, we discuss a simple implementation of the multilevel method, which 

enables application to real l ife datasets. 
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Chapter 4 

Implementation. 

In order to apply the discussed technique in an efficient manner, a 

program is required. Such a program should read in standard epidemiological 

data and output the predicted data points of the models created, in a timely 

fashion. The algorithm is not computationally intensive so the efficiency of the 

computer 

coding language is not a high priority. Therefore Java was chosen due to my 

familiarity with it as well as its ease of use. The intention of the program is the 

direct reproduction of the described method so a functional procedural approach 

was taken, rather than an obj ect orientated program. Presented here is one 

• Input data to be modelled; 

• Separate data into arrays based on age groups; 

• Produce proportional data from the arrays; 

implementation of the method, incorporating various algorithms for both the 

preparation of data into multilevel form and the fitting of models to such data. 

• Prepare least square matrices from proportional data; 
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• Produce least square response matrices from original data; 

• Solve the last squares matrices for the given response vectors; 

• Use the resulting functions to produce estimated values; 

• Combine models. 

4. 1 Input and output 

used in real situations, with little or no need for data preparation prior to input. 

The data input in the form of a table containing a set of incidence rates for each 

age group, for all of the years under investigation. The output is to the same file 

type, allowing ease of import into the majority of commonly used applications. 

For each age group, the output contains a set of models for each year under 

investigation. The set of models consists of every combination of the three 

different levels created, and the predictions resulting from these combinations are 

output for each year. The program also outputs a selection of statistics for each 

model, based on comparisons with the actual observed data on which the model is 

based. 

4.2 Modelling procedure 

The data is input, stored inside a two-dimensional array with each row 

representing an age group and the columns denoting each particular time period. 

The data is then smoothed using a 3 -year moving average based on time, to help 

reduce amount of error that is inherent in the collection method. This step is not 

critical to the method and is optional if the user decides to work with unsmoothed 

The program takes a comma separated file ( .csv) as an input, which is a standard 

output for most data extraction and spreadsheet applications used by cancer 

registries. This allows the program to be run directly using files that would be 
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data or data that has been smoothed before input. However, we use the 3 -year 

average to not only smooth the data, but also to reduce the possibility that a zero 

value will progress into the later stages of modelling. This will avoid any 

potential divide by zero errors that may occur within one of the various matrix 

operations performed during the modelling process. Any sets of data which have 

zero counts in 3 or more consecutive time periods may still be problematic but 

the usefulness of modelling sets such as these is questionable at best. The 

modelling of exceptional rare diseases (0-5 cases per time period) for a large 

scale populations is better achieved with simpler techniques, since a large 

percentage error will not affect the predicted counts dramatically. The incidence 

rates for the first and second level of the model are computed from the smoothed 

data, giving an overall incidence rate and rates for the young and old age groups .  

The data is then converted into the proportional form required for the multilevel 

method, expressing each rate as a proportion of the rates of their super group. At 

this point, the data is in full multilevel proportional form and is divided up into 

separate arrays for each group, in preparation for the fitting process . A set of 

Least squares regression matrices are constructed for each group, using the 

following algorithm: 

public static double[] [] leastSquares(double xO, int n ,int degree) 

{ 

int i,ej,k; 

double Matrix[] []e= new double [degree+ l] [degree+ I]; 

double coeffs[] = new double[2*degree] ; 

double total; 

Matrix[O] [O] = n; 

for(i=O;i<( degree+ l);i++) 

{ 

total=O; 
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{ total= total+ pow(x[k] ,(i+j)); } 
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forG=O;j<n;j++) 

{ total= total+ pow(xli] ,(i)); } 
Matrix[O] [i]= total; 

} 
for(i=l ;i<(degree+ l);i++) 

{ 
forG=O;j<((degree + l));j++) 

{ 
total=O; 

for(k=O;k<n;k++) 

Matrix[i] Ll]=total; 

} 

} 
return Matrix; 

Algorithm 4.1 Creation of least squares regression matrix 

Algorithm 4.e1 populates a two dimensional array with values that correspond to 

the coefficients of the Left Hand Side (LHS) of the least squares equations 

detailed in Equation 3 . 1 e.4 .  The matrix is based on an array (x[J) which contains 

the data points for one particular group for a certain number of time periods. The 

degree of the polynomial associated with the matrix is selected, allowing this 

method to produce matrices for a variety of different models. Regression matrices 

are created for each group of data, corresponding to each of the polynomials to be 

used. 
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algorithm 3 . 1 , the combination of the matrix and the vector representing the full 

least squares system to be solved. 
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public static double[] LSResponse(double x[] ,double y[] , int n, int degree) 

{ 

double solution[] = new double [ degree+ 1 ] ;  

double total; 

for(int i = O;i<(degree+ l);i++) 

{ 

total = O; 

for(int j = O; j < nj++) 

{ 

total = total + y[j] *pow(x[j],i); 

} 

solution[i] = total; 

} 

return solution; 

} 

Algorithm 4.2 Creation of least squares response vector 

This algorithm populates an array that corresponds to a vector representing the 

Right Hand Side (RIBS) of the Least squares equations (3 . 1 .4). Corresponding 

response vectors are created for each of the least squares matrices created using 

public static double[] solve(double[] [] a. int n, double[] b) 

{ 

double save, ratio, value, det; 

int ipvt[] = new int[ n+ 1 ] ;  

int i, invtemp,nMinusl ,iPlusl, j ,  1, kcol, jcol, jrow, tempipvt, ipvtemp; 

n=n+l;  

det = 1 .0; 

nMinus l = n-1 ;  

for (i =O;i <n; i++) 

{ 

ipvt[i] = i; 
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for (i=O; i < nMinusl ;i+-+-) 

{ 
=iPlusl i+ 1 ;  ipvtemp =i; 

for (j =iPlus l ;  j < n; j+-+-) 

{ 

if((Math.abs(a[ipvtemp] [i])) < Math.abs((a[j] [i]))) 

ipvtemp = j; 

} 
=if (ipvtemp ! i) 

{ 
=tempipvt ipvt [i] ; 

=ipvt[i] ipvt[ipvtemp] ; 

for(jcol =O; jcol < n; jcol++) 

{ 

save = a[i] [jcol] ; 

a[i] [jcol] = a[ipvtemp][jcol] ; 

=a[ipvtemp] [jcol] save; 

} 
=ipvt[ipvtemp] tempipvt; 

=det -det; 

} 
=for (jrow iPlus l ;  jrow < n; jrow+-+-) 

{ 

if (a[jrow] [i] != 0.0) 

{ 
=a[jrow] [i] a[jrow] [i]/a[i] [i] ; 

for(kcol = iPlus l ;kcol < n; kcol+-+-) 

{ 
=a[jrow] [kcol] a[jrow] [kcol] - (a[jrow] [i] *a[i] [kcol]) ;  

} 

} 

} 

} 

int irow = O; 

=double sum O; 

double x[] = new double [n] ; 

for (i=O; i< n; i++) 

{ 
=x[i] b[ipvt[i]] ;  

} 
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for(irow = 1 ;irow < n;irow++) 

{ 

sum = x[irow] ; 

=for(jcol = O; jcol < (irow-1 ); jcol++) 

{ 

sum = sum -a[irow] Llcol]*x[icol] ; 

} 
=x[irow] sum; 

} 
=b[n-1 ] x[n- 1 ]/a[n-l] [n-l] ; 

for(irow = (n-2);irow >= O;irow--) 

{ 

sum=x[irow] ; 

=for(icol (irow+ l) ;  jcol < n; jcol++) 

{ 

sum = sum - a[irow] [jcol]*b[jcol] ; 

} 

b[irow] = sum/a[irow] [irow] ; 

} 

return b; 

} 

Algorithm 4.3 Solves the least squares matrices using Gaussian elimination 

This algorithm, adapted from one published in (Gerald and Wheatley, 1 994), 

solves a combination of a least squares matrix and the corresponding response 

vector, using Gaussian elimination. Utilising the pivot method to select the row 

with the largest element and then eliminating any non-zero subdiagonal elements 

by subtracting the pivot row from all subsequent rows, scaling to ensure that each 

subdigonal element becomes zero. This is repeated for the whole of the matrix 

until each row contains only one element that corresponds to one of the elements 

in the response vector. The equations on which the matrix is based may then be 

solved; which in the case of the least squares equations means that the 

coefficients of the polynomial that fits the data can be determined. This is an 
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efficient method of computing the regression models, although the amount of 

computation required increases significantly with higher level polynomials. 

However, the nature of the types of data under consideration means that higher 

level polynomials are unlikely to offer superior fitting, due to the lack of data to 

guide the additional terms. 

Double [I [] propModel(x[] ,y[] ,  modelDegree, numSubGroups, numRows, 

numColumns,numPredictionPeriods) 

{ 

//Sum the incidences for the total from all groups 

total = total(y,rows,columns); 

//sum the incidences from each major subgroup to get subgroup totals 

subs = subtotal(smoothed, rows, columns, numSubs, split); 

/*pases the total and subtotal to the proportional function, which divides the subgroups by the 

overall total and returns the data for the second level of the model*/ 

propsubs = prop(subs, total, numSubs, columns); 

/*passes the incidence rates to a function that divides each one by the respective subtotal and 

returns proportional data for the third level of the modele*/ 

propdata = propStage2(y, subs, rows, columns, 2, split); 

I I generates the least squares matrix 

LS:Xmatrix = leastSquares(x,columns,degree); 

/* passes the LS Matrix, the degree of polynomial and a response matrix that is generated by the 

LSResponce function, to the solve function. The solution matrix containing the model coefficients 

to fit the first level are returned and stored */ 

models [O] = solve(LSXmatrix, degree, LSResponse(x,total,columns,degree)); 

/*Repeats the above, but for each subgroup, storing the coefficients of the models as fitted to each 

onee*/ 

for(int i = l; i <= numSubs;i++) 

{ 
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LSXmatrix = leastSquares(x,columns,degree); 

models [i] = solve(LSXmatrix, degree, LSResponse(x, propsubs[i-1] ,  columns, 

degree)); 

} 

/*Using the same procedure as before, stores the coefficients of the models fitted to the lowest 

level of the model * / 

for(int i = (numSubs+ l) ; i < rows+numSubs+ l; i++) 

{ 

LSXmatrix = leastSquares(x,columns,degree); 
=models[i] solve(LSXmatrix,degree,LSResponse(x,propdata[i-

(1 +numSubs)] ,columns,degree)) ; 

} 

/*returns the matrix containg the model coefficients for all levels of this model */ 

return models; 

} 

Algorithm 4.4 The proportional modelling function 

otalperiods to be predicted. The modelling procedure is started by computing the t

incidence and the sub totals for each the major age subgroups from raw incidence 

pL3
k
,i,t > is calculated and returned by propStage2() using Equation 3 .4 .2 .  The left 

hand side of least squares matrix is created using the LeastSquares() function and 

The proportional modelling function, propModel(), is responsible for the creation 

and solution of a least squares matrix, as detailed in Equation 3 . 1 .  7. It is passed 

the data to be fitted, the degree of the model s to be fitted, the number of 

subgroups in the data, the dimensional size of the data and the number of time 

data. The function prop() the calculates the proportional values of the second 

level, pLZk ,te, by dividing the total incidence for each major subgroup by the total 

incidence, as shown in Equation 3 .4 .e1 .  The third level of the proportional data, 



in the model array. This array of coefficients is returned by the function to be 

used later in the program. 
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the matrix i s  solved for the first level by creating the right hand side using the 

LSResponce() and the solved using the solve() function. This creates an array of 

coefficients for the least squares model of the specified degree, which are stored 

in the first row of the two dimensional model[] [] array. This procedure is 

repeated, performing regressions on the 2
nd 

and 3rd levels of the data, storing them 

Void ModellingProcedure( 

//load from external file 

Load Datafile; 

//store data in Matrix form 

While{Datafile !=EoF} 

{ 
=year Read(Data:file); 

group = Read(Datafile); 

=incidence Read(Data:file); 

=Double Ys[group] (year] data; 

} 
= =for(int degree 1 ;  degree < poly Degree; degree++) 

{ 

/*a loop creates the model coefficients and models predictions for each degree of model under 

investigation * / 

for(int degree = l; degree <= polyDegree; degree++) 

{ 

/* Passes the required information to the propmodel function which returns the coefficents of the 

models */ 

models[ degree- 1] propmodel(x,y,degree,numSubGroups,numGroups,nunlPoints, 

predictionNum); 

/*Passes the required information to the polyModelys function, which returns the predicted y 

values using those models */ 
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newy[degree- 1]  = polyModelYs(x,models [degreel] ,numPoints+predictionNum, 

(numGroups+numSubGroups+ 1 ), (degree+1 )); 

} 

/*Now, all possible combination of the models are created, combining one 1 •r, 2nd and 3rd 

level models to produce a solution for an individual age group. These values are stored in the 

modelY array for future use. 

for(int k = O; k < (maxDegree);k++) 

{ 

for(int 1 = O; l < (maxDegree); l++) 

{ 

for(int j = OJ <  maxDegreej++) 

{ 

tempYs = newy[j] ; 

tempYs[O] = totals[k] ; 

for(int sub = l; sub <= numSubGroups; sub++) 

{ 

tempYs[sub] = subgroupys[l] [sub] ; 

} 

modelY[runningT] = 

combineModels2(temp Y s, (numGroups + 1 ),numPoints, 

numSubGroups,split,predictionNum); 

} 

runningT = runningT + 1 ;  

} 

/*the results from all the created models are stored 

Save ModelY; 

} 

Algorithm 4.5 The overall modelling procedure 

This procedure controls the main flow of the program as outlined at the start of 

this chapter. The incidence data is read in from a file and stored in a two

dimensional array of Y values. These incidence values are first passed to the 
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proportional model function (propModel()) which computes the coefficients of a 

series of models fitted to each level of the incidence data, as shown in Algorithm 

4 .4 .  This process is repeated for each level of polynomial required and in 

addition, the data is transformed into logarithmic form and least squares matrices 

are created based upon this data too, creating polynomial logarithmic regression 

models when the matrices are solved. This procedure creates a library of 

alternative models for each group of proportional multilevel data, which can be 

combined together to produce an equation for the prediction of the actual age 

groups. The expected y-values from these models (The expected and predicted 

proportional incidence rates for each model) are created by the function 

polyModelY s() . 

The predicted proportional values are combined into a series of models for each 

age group, each of which is comprised of a first level model representing the total 

incidence, a second level model representing the general age group that the target 

is part of and a third level model that represents the specific age group. The 

program will compute every possible combination of alternative models from 

each level, to create a library of alternative models for each age group . These 

models are used to produce arrays of alternative predictions for each age group, 

which result from application of these models. At this point, the results and 

structures of these models are output to allow the user to examine and select the 

most relevant information. 

In this chapter we have formulated and presented a proportional method of data 

structure that can be used to create a multilevel model for the prediction of cancer 

incidence. The rationale for creation of this novel method has been outlined and 
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the intended benefits have been discussed. In addition, we have discussed the 

assumptions that must hold true for the method to be valid and some potential 

weaknesses of the process that must be addressed. We have also presented an 

implementation of one form of the method, which can be applied to standard data 

files in a quick and efficient manner. In Chapter 5, the results of the application of 

this method to test data are discussed as well as the performance of this program 

and the effectiveness of the model selection procedure. 
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Chapter 5 

Results 

In this chapter, the methods described previously are applied to actual historical 

data provided by the NCI' s SEER programme and the AIHW. The resulting 

models are investigated to determine how they represent trends appearing in the 

data and analysed to determine the viability of predictions of future incidence. 

These results are compared with those of existing methods, to determine their 

relative value as modelling and prediction tools .  

5. 1 Analysis of proportional data 

In this section, we examine the effects of preparing the data for use in the 

multilevel method, to determine whether age specific proportional trends are 

significantly different from overall trends . Utilising the SEER cancer data for 

Malignant Melanomas in the United States 1 973-200 1 as a test set, we examine 

the different trends that occur 
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Fig 5. 1 .1  Total mean incidence rates for males and females, USA 1 973-200 1 

The raw incidence data for males and females illustrates some obvious 

relationships between them (Fig 5 . 1 . 1  ). The most striking of these is that the male 

incidence is  higher than females and has increased much more rapidly over the 

observed period. Examining the data broken down into under 50s (Fig 5 . 1 .2) and 

over 50s (Fig 5 . 1 . 3 ), different age associated trends can be observed. 
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Fig 5. 1.3 Comparison of mean incidence rates for the over 50s in the USA, 1 973-

200 1 

Here, a distinction between the behaviour of the incidence for the young and old 

members of the population can clearly be seen, with the rate of incidence for the 



over 50s being much higher than for young people. It also demonstrates that male 

and female incidence behaves remarkably similarly in the under 50s, but diverges 

significantly in the older age range as the time period progresses. The rate of 

increase for men over 50  i s  substantially higher over the observed period, leading 

to an extreme difference between incidence rates for older males and females in 
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the year 200 1 .  In addition to these observed trends, the multilevel structuring of 

the data reveals trends that are not apparent in this raw data, in particular, it 

allows the trends in each age group to be viewed as relative to the other age 

groups and the data as a whole. Examining the SEER data using the second level 

of the model, where the data is split into young and old groups and then 

expressed as a proportion of the total, reveals that even though the general trend 

is an increase in incidence, there are significant differences in the rates. 

30.00% 

25.00% 

--- Female 

-a- Male 

5.00 % 

0.00% -I--�-"-' 

1972 1 974 1 976 1 978 1 980 1 982 1984 1 986 1 988 1 990 1 992 1 994 1996 1 998 2000 2002 

Year 

Fig 5.1.4 Comparison of incidence rates for under 50s, expressed as a percentage 

of the total incidence for that year, for the USA 1 973-2001 
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Fig 5 . 1 .  4 illustrates how the percentage of the total incidence that is contributed 

by the younger (below 50) age groups has changed between 1 973 and 200 1 .  For 

female incidence, 3 1 .08% of the total incidence was found in under 50s, but in 

200 1 that had dropped to 25 .74%, indicating that the incidence for the older 

groups was increasing more rapidly than the lower groups .  The male incidence 

displays a much greater change over the same time period, having dropped from 

27.0 1% in 1 973 to 1 1 . 34% in 200 1 .  This indicates that the distribution of 

incidence between the age groups has changed radically over the time period, 

resulting in significant differences between males and females. Using the 

multilevel technique further, these patterns can be examined in more detail by 

looking at the third level of the model. 

multilevel model 

Table 5.1 .1  The incidence for young age groups expressed as a proportion of the 

total incidence for young people in the USA, as used in the third level of the 

Female Male 
Age 1 973 200 1 1 973 200 1 

1 5- 1 9  2 . 84% 1 .79% 1 . 80% 1 .72% 
20-24 7 .2 1% 6 .78% 6 . 55% 3 .70% 
25-29 1 3 . 87% 12 .0 1% 10 . 96% 7 .09% 
3 0-34 12 . 84% 17 .27% 13 .43% 1 1 .33% 
3 5-39 1 7 . t1 5% 16 . 76% 14 .39% 16 . t1 9% 
40-44 1 8 .05% 2 1 t.05% 22.47% 25 . 9 1% 
45-49 28 . 02% 24.3 5% 30 .40% 34. 06% 

The distribution of incidence within the young age groups differs slightly 

between males and females (Table 5 . 1 . 1  ), with the male incidence being slightly 

more heavily skewed towards the older age group, a trend that has increased 

throughout the observed period. In females, 63 . 22% of the incidence of under 50 

year olds was found in those aged 35 -49 in 1973 , with no significant change in 
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200 1 .  In males, 67.26% of the under 50s incidence recorded in 1 973 was 

attributed to 35 -49 year olds, which had increased to 76 . 1 6% in 200 1 .  This 

supports the trend observed in the second level of the data, with the female 

incidence being more stable over the observed period but it also reveals that the 

trend seen in the male level 2 data is present within the younger age groups as 

well . 

Table 5.1 .2 The incidence for older age groups expressed as a proportion of the 

total incidence for older people in the USA, as used in the third level of the 

multilevel model 

Female Male 
Age 1 973 200 1 1 973 200 1 

50-54 9 .75% 8 .45% 10 .00% 6 .03% 
55-59 9 .67% 1 0 .4 1  % 9 . 1 8% 7 .08% 
60-64 8 . 6 1% 12 . 12% 9 .62% 9 .26% 
65-69 1 1 . 39% 12 . 76% 12 .75% 10 . 59% 
70-74 9 . 54% 1 5 . 97% 1 1 .40% 1 5 .75% 
75-79 1 3 . 88% 1 3 . 3 4% 19 .80% 16 . 56% 
80-84 1 6 . 5 5% 14 . 56% 1 5 .05% 1 8 . 36% 
85+ 20. 60% 1 2. 3 8% 12 . 1 8% 16 . 3 8% 

The trends seen in the younger age groups continue into the older ones, as the 

female incidence has become more evenly distributed over the period, whilst the 

male has become more skewed to higher age groups (Table 5 . 1 .2) .  This indicates 

a definite difference between male and female incidence patterns, both in the 

actual incidence levels and in the way these levels have changed over the period 

such trends, allowing a better understanding of the real situation. 

observed. These differences are not easily observable from the raw data alone 

and the multilevel approach allows the models based on this data to represent 
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Fig 5. 1 .5 Comparison of average total incidence rates for males and females, for 

Australia 1 983-2000 

The incidence data from Australia indicates that melanomas are much more 

common than in America, for both males and females, but also shows similarities 

to the American data as the male incidence i s  higher than the females and has 

increase more rapidly over the time period. 
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Fig 5. 1 .6  Comparison of incidence rates for under 50s, expressed as a percentage 

of the total incidence for that year, for Austral ia 1 983-2000 

As predicted, the majority of the incidence of melanomas in Australia occurs in 

those aged over 50, and over the period observed that percentage has increased 

for both men and women. In 1 983,  1 8 . 3% of male incidence was in the under 50s 

and 32 .6% in females but in the year 2000 those figures had dropped to 12 3% 

and 22.4% respectively. Again, this indicates that over the time period the 

incidence for older people has increased more rapidly than in younger people. A 

comparison between the proportional values for the USA and Australia reveals an 

interesting result . 
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Table 5.13 The incidence for young age groups expressed as a proportion of the 

total incidence for young people in Australia, as used in the third level of the 

multilevel model 

Females Males 
Age 1 983 2000 1 983 2000 

1 5 - 1 9  2 .79% 2 .68% 3 . 0 1 %  2.67% 
20-24 7 . 8 1 %  7 . 36% 5 .95% 5 .7 1% 
25-29 1 2 . 57% 9 . 8 5% 9 .28% 9.39% 
3 0-34 1 5 .83% 14 .72% 1 5 . 3 8% 12 .27% 
3 5-3 9 1 7.23 %  1 9 .06% 1 8 .95% 16 . 1 1% 
40-44 20.64% 2 1 . 2 1 %  19 .98% 23 .25% 
45-49 23 . 12% 25 . 1 1% 27 .44% 30 .6 1% 

multilevel model 

Females Males 
Age 1 983  2000 1 983 2000 

50-54 1 0 . 08% 8 . 05% 8 .03% 5 . 52% 
1 1 . 1 5% 9. 1 7% 9 . 1 3% 7 .32% 

60-64 1 1 .43% 9. 80% 12 .74% 8 . 8 1 %  
65-69 14 .78% 12 . 33% 14. 1 1 % 1 0 . 59% 
70-74 1 3 .83% 1 3 .25% 14 .36% 1 5 .24% 
75-79 1 2 . 5 8% 1 6. 34% 1 6 .77% 16 . 34% 
80-84 1 3 .40% 1 4.70% 1 0 .77% 1 8 .02% 
85+ 12 . 78% 1 6 . 36% 14 .09% 1 8 . 1 7% 

Table 5.1 .4 The incidence for older age groups expressed as  a proportion of  the 

total incidence for older people in the USA, as used in the third level of the 
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Fig 5 .1 .  7 Compari son of incidence rates for Austral ia  and the USA, expressed as 

a percentage of the total incidence for that year, 1983-2000 

Even though the actual incidence rates are quite different for the two populations, 

when reduced down to the proportional level, those differences are much less 

apparent. The p roportional data reveals that there are very similar patterns 

appearing in both populations. 

5.2 Measures of confidence of predictions 

The model should produce estimates that have the same mean as the observed 

data, to ensure the model actually represents the data it is  fitted to . Testing this is 

general ly unnecessary with standard regression, as the least squares fitting 

process assures that this is the case. However, the final combination of the 

multilevel model has not been fitted directly to the observations they are 

predicting and as such, it is important to compare the means to ensure they are 
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equal . This is done in order to stop a combination that does not fit the data 

accidentally being used for prediction purposes. 

The variance is a measure of the spread of the data about the mean, and so is a 

useful statistic that helps describe the data. If the observed and estimated values 

do not have the same variance and the same mean (within a given tolerance), then 

the model does not produce a good representation of the observed data. Another 

commonly used value is the Pearson' s R2 statistic, which is a measure of linear 

correlation between two sets of values. 

5.2. 1 Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficient (PPMCC) 

Where x and y are the two variables under comparison and x and _y are their 

respective means .  

The Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficient (PPMCC) is one of the 

most commonly used statistics for measuring the correlation between two or more 

variables. The sum of the product of the deviations of the mean is divided by the 

root of the product of the sum of the squared deviations to give a score between -

1 and 1 ,  which indicates the strength of correlation between the variables. A score 

of O indicates no correlation between the variables, a score of 1 indicates a perfect 

positive correlation and - 1  represents a perfect negative correlation. It is 

important to take into account that this score does not represent a cause and effect 

relationship, merely that there is a correlation between the values of the two. 

Commonly, if the investigation is to determine the existence of a correlation and 
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its significance, but not its direction then the score i s  squared, giving Pearson' s 

2r . 

The value of the statistic shows how much of the change in the dependant 

variable can be accounted for in the change in the independent variable. A 

completely dependant relationship between the variables i s  denoted by an R2 

value of 1 and a value of O denotes no correlation. Other values within this range 

indicate the strength of any partial correlation found. For example, R2 = 0 .75 can 

be interpreted as indicating that 75% of the variation shown by the dependant 

variable can be explained by the variation in the independent one. Pearson' s R2 i s  

a powerful tool to determine the relationship between two variables. However, it 

can only be used to detect the presence of a linear relationship, and as such can 

not be directly applied to the multilevel modeL which produces non-linear 

models. Instead, the R2 value can be  computed between the estimates and the 

observed values. If the estimates exactly matched the observations, R2 would 

equal 1 .  This i s  very unlikely to be the case, but in general the closer to a linear 

relationship between the variables under examination the better the fit of the 

model . By comparing the observed with the estimated results, this test indicates 

any pattern in the residuals with a lower value of R2
. If patterns are present, then 

the model does not satisfactorily represent the behaviour present, and so any 

predictions made would have to be treated with suspicion. If one variable 

happened to be a linear transformation of other, the R2 value would also be 1 .  

Therefore, this test cannot be used in i solation, as it does not judge how closely 

the predicted values match the observations, just how their behaviour compares . 

This is why it must be used in conjunction with additional tests. Confidence 

intervals for the model as a whole can be computed using a standard formula. 
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These give intervals within which a certain percentage, usually 95 or 99%, of 

observations will occur around the regression line. These may be used for the 

multilevel model, and can be a guide to the confidence of the model at predicting 

the observed data. However, they can not be used to ascertain the confidence of 

individual predictions . The confidence interval is associated with the general 

model; individual points require their own prediction intervals. The standard 

formula for prediction intervals finds an interval within which 95% of the 

probable 

these intervals is needed to determine the confidence of predictions outside this 

range. Otherwise, the intervals would be too narrow, as they don't allow for the 

possibility of the future observations having a different standard deviation. Once 

each model has been created, the first task is to ensure that the model gives an 

accurate representation of the observed data. Without this check, it would be 

observation for that point will lie. These intervals are specific to the 

predicted value and depend on the difference of that value from the mean of the 

observed data, the amount of data used to fit the model and the overall standard 

deviation of the data you are fitting. These prediction intervals are based on the 

prediction being for a value within the range of the observations, so a variation of 

possible for the higher-level confidence methods to give false or misleading 

results, as they are based on the assumption that the models are a reasonable 

representation of the observed data. In the algorithm, this is done using three 

tests : The residuals are tested to ensure there is no significant structure, using the 

Pearson' s test described above; The mean of the predicted values is compared to 

the observed mean, to ensure they are the same; Similarly, if the predictions are 

accurate then their variance should be  the same as that of the observations, so this 

needs to be tested as well .  These tests are basic, but they are a simple way to 
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certify that the automatically produced models represent the data they are fitted 

to . Once this has been done, and any models that don't pass the test are discarded, 

prediction intervals can be produced. At this stage, since all the models have 

already been checked to provide a reasonable prediction level, the model with the 

smallest prediction intervals can be found, and used to make the most accurate 

predictions possible. The model selected should be the simplest one that produces 

the best results, so the models are tested starting with the least complex and a new 

model is not selected unless it significantly (in this case, 5%) improves upon the 

performance of the previously selected model. 

5.3 Comparison of models with observed data 

Examining the differences between the mean of the predicted and the observed 

values for each model can help determine whether that model is an accurate 

representation of the observed data. Expressing the residuals as a percentage of 

the observed values allows comparison between age groups. 

Table 5.3.1 Minimum percentage error of the means for multilevel models 

produced from SEER data for young age groups 

Age Group 0 1 2 3 4 5 

Male 0 .000% 0 .000% 0 .002% 0.000% 0 .002% 0 .0 1 3% 0 .000% 

Female 0 .000% 0 .000% 0 .002% 0.00 1% 0 .000% 0.000% 0. 000% 

Table 5.3.2 Minimum percentage error of the means for multilevel models 

produced from SEER data for older age groups 

Age Group 7 8 9 1 0 1 1  12  13  14  

Male 0 .000% 0 . 000% 0. 000% 0 .000% 0.000% 0 . 000% 0 .000% 0.000% 

Female 0.00 1% 0 .000% 0.000% 0 .000% 0.002% 0 . 000% 0 . 000% 0 .00 1% 



pattern, in that the models produced fail to accurately match the behaviour of the 

observed data for the youngest two age groups . 
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Taking the minimum from the models produced demonstrates that the multilevel 

method can produce models that closely match the observed data. This is 

obviously an important aspect of the modelling process, and by looking at the 

structure of models such as these, it is possible to determine the trends that are 

apparent in the observed data. Similarly, the variance of the expected and 

observed points can be  compared, to find models that produce results with the 

same variance as the observed data. The errors of variance show an interesting 

Table 5.3.3 Minimum percentage error of the variance for multilevel models 

produced from SEER data for young age groups 

Age Group 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Male 42. 87% 40. 1 75% 2 .3075% 0 . 5 8 56% 0 . 574 1%  0. 1 125% 0 .341 7% 

Female 7.40% 29.67% 0 . 36% 1 . 75% 0.3 5% 3 .45% 0 . 82% 

Table 5.3.4 Minimum percentage error of the variance for multilevel models 

produced from SEER data for older age groups 

Age Group 7 8 9 1 0  1 1  1 2  1 3  1 4  

Male 0 . 0765% 1 . 0705% 0 .0746% 0 .0206% 0 .0 1 24% 7 . 5008% 2. 6971% 7 . 800 1% 

Female 2 . 89% 1 . 3 0% 3 . 53% 1 3 . 34% 1 3 . 54% 1 8 . 59% 14 . 30% 1 5 .94% 
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Fig 5.3.1 Median percentage error of the age specific (level 3) models for Femal es 

The above chart il lustrates the average median percentage error of the third level 

models for females. The excessive errors present in the lower age ranges indicates 

the source of the errors found in the final models, due to lack of data meaning any 

inherent trends being obscured by the noise present in the data. Ignoring these 

first two levels, the performance of the regression types used indicates that the 

logarithmic quadratic ( log-quad) model fits the female third level data better than 

the other selections. The inflexibil ity of the linear model makes it the least 

suitable of the four models, whereas the quadratic model provides better results, 

indicating that the trends are more polynomial than l inear in nature. The 

logarithmic l inear model (as used by Dyba et al) does indeed perform well in 

model l ing the third level ,  but the log-quad model has greater flexibil ity due to its 

inherent turning point. It is interesting to note that the sl ightly higher errors for 

the final two age groups are not apparent in the minimum errors previously 

described. This would indicate that smal l variations in the errors of the third level 
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have only a small influence on the errors in the final models. This may be 

because of the much larger contributions of the first ( overall trend) and second 

levels (general age trends) toward the final composition. 

5.3. 1 Applying PPMCC 

Due to the nature of the proportional modelling technique used, the final model s 

that predicts the individual age specific incidence rates has not gone through the 

least squares procedure on the data they are modelling. The residuals for each 

stage of the model have been minimised but the residuals have not been directly 

minimised through that method and so steps must be taken to ensure that the 

combined models fit the actual data sufficiently well One method of helping to 

determine the goodness of fit of a model is to examine the residuals for the 

indication of trends present in the residuals as the observed values change. If such 

trends exist, they indicate that the model is not explaining the relationships in the 

data accurately. In this case, one way to automate this trend searching, we can use 

the coefficient of determination, Pearson' s R.2, calculated from 'plotting' the 

observed data against the modelled data. The value of R.2 represents the 

percentage of the observed variation that is attributable to the linear relationship . 

In the case of the model that perfectly matches the real data, the observed and 

modelled values  should produce a perfect linear relationship, giving an R2 value 

of zero . Therefore, we can use the actual values of this statistic to represent the 

percentage of the residuals that contain linear trends, and can thus be used as an 

additional indication of the goodness of fit of the multilevel methods. 
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Table 5.3.5 Minimum Pearson's R2 values (displayed ase% of unexplained 

relationship) for multilevel models produced from SEER data for young age 

groups 

Age Group 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Male 0.022% 0.010% 0.03 8% 0 .53 1 %  0.03 6% 4.433% 0.3 3 1 %  

Female 0. 1 99% 0. 1 1 7% 0 .05 1 %  0. 1 13% 0.052% 0. 1 07% 0. 349% 

Table 5.3.6 Minimum Pearson' s  R2 values (displayed ase% of unexplained 

relationship) for multilevel models produced from SEER data for older age 

groups 

Age 
Group 7 8 9 1 0  1 1  12  13  14  

Male 37 .45% 27 .04% 47 . 39% 48 .e1 6% 53e.e1 5% 25 . 1 1% 1 9 . 5% 0.e1 9% 

Female 0.02% 0.09% 5 . e1 6% 1 . 9 1 %  24.e1 8% 1 3 . 82% 2.62% 0.05% 

Taking the minimum possible values from the selection of models produced by 

the multilevel method for each age group, we can see how well the method works 

when applied to real data. The values for the younger set of age groups, for both 

males and females as seen in Table 5 . 3 . 1 , all show that the residuals for the 

models do not show any significant (>0.05) trends. This indicates that these 

models are likely to be adequately explaining the relationships found in the data. 

The older age groups, however, show something different. The values show that 

the male models do not accurately represent all of the trends within their data. 

This is interesting as this helps to confirm that the young and old age groups have 

different underlying trends. The female data is similar to the males, in that there 

are parts of the behaviour of the data that remains unexplained. 

To gain further understanding of the models, a comparison can be made by 

obtaining the same R2 statistic using only the last 5 data points produced by each 

of the models. These values would indicate how well the models represent the 
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trends in the most recent section of the data, as opposed to the overall trend. It 

would be expected that these values would be lower, as the apparent trends would 

be based on less data points and so, would be ' simpler' in nature. Tables 5 . 3 . 3  

and 5 . 3  . 4  show that the best models represent the trends displayed by the latest 

data very well, with no significant (>0 . 0 1 )  indication of trends within the 

residuals .  This might indicate the use of the modelling method for prediction 

Table 5.3.7 Minimum Pearson' s  R2 values (displayed ase% of unexplained 

relationship) for the last 5 of the modelled values multilevel models produced 

from SEER data for young age groups 

Age Group 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Male 0 .0004% 0 .0005% 0 .0007% 0.0028% 0 .00 14% 0 .00 1 5% 0 .0062% 

Female 0 .000 1 %  0.00 12% 0.0022% 0 .0044% 0.0008% 0 .00 1 6% 0.0096% 

Table 5.3.8 Minimum Pearson' s  R2 values (displayed ase% of unexplained 

relationship) for the last 5 of the modelled values multilevel models produced 

from SEER data for older age groups 

Age Group 7 8 9 1 0 1 1  12  1 3  1 4  
Male 0 .0008% 0 .0255% 0 .57% 0 . 1 602% 0.0253% 0 .00 1 6% 0.0260% 0 .0 172% 

Female 0 .0005% 0 .0007% 0 .01% 0 .003 9% 0.0896% 0 .01 55% 0.00 14% 0 . 0009% 

5.4 Analysis of predictions 

Using the computer program described in Chapter 4, the multilevel model was 

purposes, as they produce results with less residual trends when modelling more 

recent data. This might indicate that, if these trends continue far enough into the 

future, the multilevel models would be able to accurately predict them. 

applied to produce 5-year predictions to each of the 1 5  5-year-age groups for the 

historical SEER data. A set of 1 5  years worth of data are taken from the SEER 
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this range. Models of the forms 
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data, with the first 1 0  years being used to fit the models and the last 5 used to 

determine the accuracy of the predictions made. 14  such sets of data were used 

and predictions were made for both males and females for all age groups within 

I )  y = mt + c  

2) y = m ln(t) + c 

3 )  y = mt 2 
+ nt + c  

4) y = m ln(t)2 + n ln(t) + c  

where m, n and c are constants that are fitted to each of the three levels of the 

model and then all of the possible combinations are used to produce predictions 

for the future incidence rates. The predicted values produced by each 

that produced the best results: 

Table 5.4.1 Summary of results for all age groups, for both genders 

Max. Error Min Error Mean Median 

1 5 . 5665% 0.0003% 0 .995 1% 0.2059% 

combination of models are calculated and then compared against the observed 

data. The following are the results of this experiment, first looking at the models 

These results show that at least one section of one age group is not acceptably 

predicted by the multilevel method. The differences in the mean and median 

indicate that outlying points are skewing the mean. This is also evidenced by the 

fact that the vast majority (97.62%) of the best models are within 10% of the 

observed values they are predicting. In order to better analyse the results, to 
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determine where the weaknesses in the method lie, they are broken down by age 

group: 

Table 5.4.2 Summary of results for both genders, broken down by age groups, for 

best models produced by program 

Age Max Min Mean Median 

0 1 5 . 5665% 0.03 63% 3 .0 547% 0 . 5030% 

1 15 .4086% 0 .0123 %  1.7176% 0 .4331 % 

2 2 .6859% 0.0219% 0.68 18% 0. 52 1 2% 

3 7 . 2 190% 0 .02 1 9% 0 .8852% 0 . 1650% 

4 0 . 5052% 0 .0005% 0. 1965% 0 . 1709% 

5 0 . 720 1 %  0.0306% 0. 2140% 0.1318% 

6 1 . 0137% 0 .0100% 0.3059% 0 . 1784% 
I 

7 1.4685% 0 .0263% 0.4524% 0.2890% 

8 0 . 5212% 0. 0036% 0.1662% 0.1573% 

9 0 .6205% 0.0 14 1 %  0.2687% 0.2466% 

1 0  7 .424 1 %  0.00 1 5% 1 .36 1 0% 0 .1858% 

1 1 7.3277% 0.0 1e14% 0.9287% 0 .3860% 

12  4 . 1 049% 0 .0003% 0.65 10% 0 .12 17% 

1 3  1 2 .6728% 0.0077% 2.81 61 % 0 .4689% 

14 4 .5507% 0. 0242% 1 .2269% 0 .2752% 

errors are more than acceptable. 

This indicates that the first two age groups ( 1 5 -19, 20-24 years old) are the most 

difficult to predict using our method. Age group 13 (80-84) also produces an 

unacceptable result. However, in both of these groups the mean and median 
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Table 5.4.3 Summary of distribution of model types in the best models for 

1 02 

predicting overall melanoma incidence 

Model Type Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 
1 3 1 . 9048% 24.76 1 9% 20.0000% 
2 25 .23 8 1%  28 . 57 14% 20.0000% 
3 23 . 8095% 23e. 3333% 32 .3 8 1 0% 
4 19 .0476% 23 . 3333% 27.6 1 90% 

Table 5 . 5 . 3  shows the distribution of the various model types for the best models 

for the overall data. All the model types appear at all levels, so each model type 

provides a good prediction to at least parts of the data. However, significantly 

(>5%) more of the best models had model type I (linear) as a component in level 

1 (the total incidence) and model type 3 (log linear) as level 3 (the individual age 

group incidence) and significantly less of the best models used model type 4 (log 

quadratic) as the level 1 model or types I or 2 as the level 3 model. 

In order to determine if any of the model types produce consistently better results 

than others in particular levels of the model, all of the models that are acceptable 

(<1 0% error in predictions) are considered. 

Model Type Level 1 Levele2 Level 3 
1 27.0026% 26. 7729% 26.2674% 
2 25 .6854% 22 . 6987% 1 8 . 502 1 %  
3 20.2941% 24. 8736% 28.963 1% 
4 27. 0 1 79% 25 .6548% 26.2674% 

The inclusion of more models into the investigation reduces the significance of 

most of the biases in distribution seen previously. However, Type 2 models 

feature significantly less often than other types when used as the level 3 model . 

Table 5.4.4 Summary of distribution of model types in the acceptable (< 10% 

error) models for predicting overall melanoma incidence 
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In order to determine what it is about particular age groups that causes difficulties 

in accurate prediction, the experiment was repeated for each gender, using only 

the data from that gender. The summarised results are : 

Table 5.4.5 Summary of results for males, for the best models produced by the 

program 

Max Error 
3 5 .0647% 

Min Error 
0 .0005% 

Mean Error 
1 . 3 535% 

Median Error 
0 .2880% 

Table 5.4.6 Summary of results for females, for the best models produced by the 

program 

Max Error 
29.9297% 

Min Error 
0.0003% 

Mean Error 
1 . 787 1 %  

Median Error 
0.3266% 

Of the best models produced, 97. 1 3% of them are below 1 0% error for males and 

95 . 1 2% for females. Compared with the overall results, this indicates that the 

female dataset i s  marginally less consistently predicted than the overall. The 

difference between the mean and median errors for both genders show that there 

are certain outliers in the predictions for each gender that are skewing the means. 

The maximum errors are larger for both genders than for the overall data. This 

can be explained because the rates produced for one gender are based on a lower 

real life count than for the overall data. This causes those rates to be less stable 

and more likely to be influenced by the randomness inherent in the collection of 

found 

data (see earlier chapters for details) . Again, breaking the results down further by 

age groups will allow the identification of the areas where the highest errors are 
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Table 5.4. 7 Summary of results for males by age, for the best models produced 

by the program 

Age Max Error Min Error Mean Error Median Error 

0 3 5 . 0647% 0 . 1645% 6 . 5 1 89% 1 .6400% 
I 4.4 162% 0.0041% 0 . 9775% 0.4883% 
2 10 . 6729% 0 .0 162% 1 .6548% 0. 8024% 
3 2 .93 3 1% 0 . 0024% 0 .473 5% 0 .2792% 
4 0 . 9657% 0 .0005% 0 .2920% 0. 1484% 
5 0 . 5 1 30% 0.0 1 1 7% 0.23 00% 0. 1462% 
6 1 . 1 258% 0 .0 107% 0 . 3073% 0.2846% 
7 6 . 1 23 8% 0 . 009 1% 0. 7656% 0.2720% 
8 1 . 0345% 0 .0 1 07% 0 .3466% 0.28 1 3% 
9 4 .2327% 0.0096% 0 .6 1 55% 0 .2497% 
1 0  7 .9204% 0.0 194% 1 .0 170% 0.23 1 9% 
1 1  3 . 9 1 86% 0. 0422% 0 . 89 1 0% 0.284 1% 
1 2  1 8 . 5 1 66% 0.03 82% 1 . 7909% 0.2320% 
1 3  20. 1295% 0.0025% 3 .3299% 0.2909% 
14  9 .7669% 0 . 0096% 1 . 3793% 0 .2366% 

The results for males show that certain age groups are less predictable by our 

method than others. The age groups for which the highest errors are produced are 

method. 

( 1  5- 1 9), (25-29), (75-79) and (80-84). From the overall results, it is expected that 

the first and last age groups would contain the worst errors but the assumption i s  

that the second age group would also have a high maximum error. However, this 

is not the case whil st the third age group (25-29) is particularly resistant to the 
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Fig 5.4. l Errors of prediction of future incidence rates for males aged 1 4- 1 9  in 

the USA 

The above figure i l lustrates that only two of the i nput datasets for males aged 1 5-

19 are not predicted accurately by the multilevel method. Examinat ion of the data 

at those points would determine whether any anomalies in the data might be 

responsible. 

Investigating the data further, a visual i nspection of the dataset that produced the 

worst errors indicates that a sudden change occurred in the data directly after the 

period used to produce the predictions (the first 1 0  years). The dramatic change i n  

incidence rate represents only a difference of 3-4 cases per y ar for this particular 

age group. The multilevel model is unable to cope with data that changes thi s 

rapidly, as the goodness of fit rel ies upon the consi stency of past trends in the 

historical data used to fit the model. 
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19 year old) in the USA between the years 1 97 5 and 1 990 

Table 5.4.8 Summary of results for females by age, for the best models produced 

by the program 

Age Maximum Minimum Mean Median 

0 20 .3 1 98% 0 .2485% 5 .4123% 2.4829% 

1 29.9297% 0 .0279% 3 . 6597% 1 . 0 1 64% 
2 6 .0284% 0.0 1 1 0% 1 . 6902% 0 .2575% 

3 2 .3260% 0. 0056% 0 . 5 1 1 9% 0 . 1 935% 

4 1 2. 5 1 5 1  % 0 .0355% 1 . 807 1 %  0 . 5965% 

5 3 .7787% 0 .0 1 1 8% 0 . 5 1 1 5% 0 . 14 14% 

6 1 . 2655% 0.0009% 0 . 3 1 89% 0 .2296% 

7 1 5 . 1 134% 0 .0298% 2 .3840% 0 . 5982% 

8 4 .71 56% 0 .0086% 0 . 8073% 0 .283 5% 

9 7 .7542% 0 .0568% 1 . 006 1 %  0.27 14% 

1 0  6 . 1 053% 0 .0085% 1 .2945% 0. 6692% 

1 1  1 7 . 5 829% 0 .0466% 2 .5 1 90% 0 .2657% 

1 2  10 .4508% 0 .09 1 5% 1 . 6245% 0 .4305% 

1 3  12 .95 1 7% 0 .0003% 1 .4 142% 0 . 1 73 6% 

14  6 .94 14% 0 .022 1 %  1 . 8449% 0 . 5 824% 
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Here, as expected the first two age groups prove more difficult for the method to 

predict . However, there is more variation in the female results, with a few 

unacceptable maximum errors appearing throughout the age range. As shown in 

Chapter 1 ,  female melanoma incidence is generally substantially lower than for 

males (the exception being in the very low age range) . Given that the rates are 

based 

extremely rare nature of the disease for young people. However, a few of the 

remaining age groups contain rates that are dependent on counts of less than 25 

cases per year. It is possible to simply discount those age groups where an 

on the number of cases observed, this means that the majority of the female 

data is based on fewer data points than the corresponding male data. This is one 

possible cause for the greater lack of consistency seen in the female predictions. 

In these experiments, subjects under the age of 1 5  were not considered due to the 

acceptable number of cases are not present. However, this method allows each 

data point to influence the prediction of every other age group, which means that 

even less reliable data may still be able to supply information towards identifying 

any overall trend present in the data. In order to determine to what extent the 

reliability of the method is influenced by the reliability of the data, the 

experiments are repeated without any age groups that contain rates produced by 

less than 25 actual cases. A comparison of the accuracy of the predictions 

between the two experiments will determine whether or not the 'weaker' data 

should be included in the prediction process . 
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Table 5.4.9 Summary of results for males by age, for the best models produced 

by the program, excluding age groups that contain rates based on low counts 

Age Maximum Minimum Mean Median 

2 12 . 0997% 0 . 1 238% 2 . 0005% 0.4633% 

3 3 .356 1% 0 .0476% 0.6693% 0 .2363% 

4 4 .5381% 0 .0 1 09% 0 .7202% 0 .3997% 

5 1 .4527% 0.0055% 0 .3650% 0 . 1 528% 

6 1 . 3282% 0.0 1 82% 0 .5996% 0.5 1 34% 

7 7 .3269% 0 .0 1 29% 0 .840 1% 0 .2704% 

8 0 .9507% 0 .0260% 0.3868% 0 .2879% 

9 4.9788% 0 .0506% 1 . 057 1% 0.2565% 

1 0  8.6454% 0 .0455% 1 . 1203% 0.2962% 

1 1  7.9864% 0 .0099% 1 .2359% 0.3997% 

12 19 .5263% 0 .0223% 2 .2408% 0.6779% 

By eliminating the less reliable age groups prior to fitting the models to the data, 

a new, separate set of models is produced. The predictions for the age groups that 

are now on the extremes of the range are less accurate in the new set of models 

predict the extremes of the range chosen for the first set of results. The 

due to the lack of surrounding data. However, removing the unstable data has had 

the effect of reducing the errors of the more internal age groups as there are fewer 

erroneous data points in the set as a whole. One way to minimise the errors of the 

method would be to produce two sets of results, one based on a limited range of 

the information available and the other utilising the whole of the data in order to 

combination of these results allows most of the age ranges to be unaffected by 

possibly erroneous data, whilst providing enough surrounding data to more 

adequately predict the extreme age groups. 
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5.5 Standardised Residuals 

The residuals of the model are the differences between the modelled values and 

the actual models that are fitted and are thus the most basic measure of the 

accuracy of the model . The size of the residual is related to the scale of 

measurement, meaning that they cannot be compared directly between models or 

datasets as what may be a large residual in one context may be considered 

insignificant in another. Standardisation of residuals removes this dependence on 

the scale of measurement, giving a dimensionless score for each residual . 

Standardisation can be achieved by dividing the residuals by the estimate of 

standard deviation of the estimated values. 

where Sf\ is the standardised residual for element i, and N is the total number of 

elements. 

The standardised residuals give values that can be positive or negative, depending 

on whether the model over or underestimates that particular element. As with 

regular residuals, the standardised residuals can be squared to give positive 

values. The sum of the squares of the standardised residual (SSR) can be used as 

a measure of the goodness of fit of a model as it provides a score for the errors 

produced by the modelling process. This score is an absolute value, independent 

of the scale of measurement of the values fitted and as such can be compared 

between competing models over multiple datasets as a measure of determining 

relative accuracies. 
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Calculating the S SR for the models applied to  the SEER data, we can use them as 

a measure of the accuracy of the models .  The values are produced for both the 

observed values, to determine the fit with existing data and also for the predicted 

data to assist checking the accuracy of the forecasted values. Taking the average 

of the S SRs over the models produced gives a good indication of the properties of 

the novel method over the dataset. 

e . . Tabl 5 5 1 SSR £ or a 11 SEER d a a t £or young age groups 
Age group 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Observed 2 .63 2 .09 3 .8 1  1 . 07 1 . 08 3 .38 3 .88 0. 86 
Pred icted 20. 8 1  5 . 1 3  1 6 . 88 1 .49 3 .74 1 8. 79 29. 94 0 .51  

the range they are fitted to. The range of errors produced varies from age group to 

age group without any seeming pattern in either the observed or predicted errors. 

As expected, the observed values generally have lower SSRs than the predictions 

based upon them, due to the added uncertainty of extending the models outside of 

Group 6 show an S SR value that is significantly higher than any of the other 

predicted S SRs. 

5 5 3 S SR £ 1 ata £or young age fJ roups Table . . or :6ema e SEER d 
7 

O bserved 5 .02 4. 1 2  
65Age group 0 1 2 3 4 

2 .63 
Pred icted 27 . 96 2 .66 

5 .69 4 .55 3 .41 3 .00 1 . 92 
1 2 .58 1 0.78 1 0 .74 4 . 92 8 .02 6 .40 

or ema1e SEER d ata £or o Id er a g e  groups Table 5 5 . . 4 S SR f◄ £ 
Age 
group 8 9 1 4  
Observed 0 .75 0 .59 

1 0  1 1  1 2  1 3  
2 .77 0 .79 6 .47 4 .65 4. 1 8  
2 .02 0.41 30.68 9. 95 1 .44 Pred icted 0 .58 3.69 

aT ble . .  or a 5 5 2 SSR :6 11 SEER d ata or o :6 lder age groups 
Age group 8 9 1 0  1 1  1 2  1 3  
Observed 1 . 04 0 .47 1 . 87 1 . 1 0  5 . 80 3 .54 
Pred icted 1 . 35 1 .27 0 .7 1  2 . 1 9 1 8 . 0 1  3.28 

1 4  
3 .96 
5 .70 
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The female data produces relatively higher SSRs compared to those of the overall 

data which is likely to be caused by the reduction is stability due to the reduction 

in the amount of data it is based upon. This is more evident in the younger age 

groups, the increased incidence values the older groups meaning they are less 

influenced by the random collection noise. The range of errors produced is inline 

with those for the overall data, lacking any pattern. The higher predictive errors 

that occur are produced for different age groups than in the total data, indicating 

that these are not 'problem' groups and the errors are randomly distributed. 

Table 5 5 5 S SR fi or SEER d t fi. . a a or younger a .1;e groups 
Age group 0 1 32 4 5 6 7 
Observed 7 . 1 5  1 4 .65 2 1 s.78 2 .67 2 .56 9 .35 2 .00 

The male data shows the same pattern as the female and overall data in that the 

age groups based on more data tend to have lower SSR values due to the 

increased stability. The range of values produced for the prediction of the 

younger age groups is significantly higher than those for the other datasets, 

reaching an SSR value of 73 .08 for group 1 ,  as shown above(Table 5 .6 . 5) .  This i s  

not true for the SSR values for group 1 over the different gender separations, 

within the data. 

The consistency SSR values across the models produced indicate that the novel 

method can be applied across a variety of data without the quality of the results 

suffering. This, alongside the other results presented in this chapter demonstrates 

however. This indicates that the higher values for males are due to a feature 

existing in just the particular data for that set, rather than an inherent pattern 

Pred icted 

Age group 
Observed 
Pred icted 

9 . s1 8  73 .08 52.65 1 5 . 36 8.59 33 .5 1  37 . 05 7 .96 

aT ble . . or5 5 6 SSR fi ata or o SEER d fi lder age groups 
8 9 1 0  1 1  1 2  1 3  

1 . 82 0 .77 7 .99 1 . 50 6 .94 3 .64 
3.59 1 .68 26.24 3 .44 7 .56 2 .73 

1 4  
4.35 

1 3 .27 
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that the method can be successfully applied to the SEER data. The use of SSR 

values to determine the goodness of fit for comparing different modelling 

techniques has been applied in published work. In Chapter 6, the novel method 

will be applied to the same experimental data as a series of existing methods, 

replicating work to compare its results against these methods and to demonstrate 

its effectiveness .  
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Chapter 6 

Comparison with existing methods 

The multilevel method is applied to a series of datasets of incidence rates from 

different cancer sites, in order to determine if the technique is applicable to 

cancers other than Melanoma. In order to test the multilevel technique against 

existing methods, datasets that have previously had prediction techniques applied 

to them are chosen. This section details the datasets used, the methods to be 

compared and the results of this comparison. 

The models compared are: 

• Linear Power Models: As detailed in Section 2 .2, the Dyba models (Dyba et al, 

1 997) are used . The standard model is denoted by Ml ,  whil st the special case for 

use when the incidence rate is increasing is denoted as M2. 

• Age-period-Cohort models: The classical APC model, see Section 2. 1 ,  is 

represented by those created by Osmond et al (Osmond, 1 985), (Osmond & 

Gardner, 1 982) . 

• Bayesian Model: The Bray (Bray, 2002) model, see Section 2 .  1 ,  is an APC model 

that uses an autoregressive model to smooth the data, whilst it is being fitted; see 

Chapter 2 for details . 
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6. 1 Methods 

Bray (2002) proposes a method for prediction of incidence rates and compares it 

with the models mentioned above. The method involved the use of incidence data 

from five different cancer classifications ;  Hodgkin' s  disease, multiple myelomai, 

cancer of the larynx, cancer of the oesophagus and cancer of the oral cavity and 

pharynx. For each cancer, data was taken from four geographically disperate 

registries that could supply 25 years of uninterrupted data for 5-year age groups 

ranging from 25 to 85  years old for both genders. Each of the models was fitted to 

20 years worth of data and used to produce estimations for the final 5-years . The 

estimations were the compared against the observed data, using S SR as the 

measurement of comparison. Each of the models are fitted to all of the agegroups 

from each registery and the SSRs are totalled for each gender to give total SSR. 

The sums of the registery totals are also taken for each cancer, giving an overall 

total S SR value for each model when applied to data from a particular cancer. 

This total values are used as a comparative measurement of the accuracy of 

prediction for each model. In this expansion of the original experiment, the novel 

proposed method is  applied using the same criteria as the other models, using the 

exact datatsets as the original work. The multilevel proportional model takes the 

overall data as Level 1 ,  Level 2 has two subgroups under 50s and over 50s and 

Level 3 i s  made up of the 5-year age groups, as described in Chapter 3 .  The 

multilevel models are fitted and, as with the original models, average SSRs are 

calculated for each dataset. 
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6.2 Selection of measurement of comparison 

The experiment fits a selection of models to the same datasets and the obj ective is 

to compare the performance of each model to measure the value of their 

predictions when applied to real data. Therefore, great consideration must be 

given to the selection of the measurement used in the comparison of the methods. 

Bray (2003 ) used SSR as the measurement of comparison between the models. 

As discussed in Section 2 .9, there are a large number of standard measures used, 

SSR being just one of them. One possibility is the Sum of Squared errors, which 

is minimised by linear regression to fit the model to the data or the related MSE. 

the scale of the data used to fit the model (Armstrong and Fildes, 1 995), 

(Hyndman & Koehler, 2006). This makes it unreliable as a measure of 

comparison over different series. 

However, the literature demonstrates that these is a poor choice for comparison 

between methods due to its nature as a scaled error and as such is dependant on 

A more appropriate measure is  suggested by (Hyndman & Koehler, 2006) is the 

scaled measure named the Absolute Scaled Error, which is the absolute error 

divided by the MAE. This gives a scaled measure that is greater than one if an 

error occurs that is more than the mean error for this sample, and is less than one 

if a better prediction than the mean is produced. Similar scaled measures are 

proposed by Billah et al. (2005), where the error is divided by the standard 

deviation. These are identitical to the standardised residuals described in Section 

5 .  7, which are used in the Bray Experiment. In Bray (2002) it was shown that that 

the sum of the square of these were accurate indicators of the goodness of fit and 

predictions of the models fitted to the experimental data. For this reason, given 
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that they are a statistic of the type cited as being most suitable to this task by the 

l iterature and due to their use in previously published comparisons of this nature, 

S SR was chosen as the measure of choice for the expanded experiment including 

the multilevel proportion model . 

6.3 Results 

Table 6.1 Comparison of the standardised sum of the squared residuals for 

existing data on Hodgkin' s  disease in four geographic locations 

Hodgkin 's disease Gender M1 M2 Osmond Bayesian Mult i level 
31 53 1 8Alberta , Canada F 

M 36 57 22 

Bombay, Ind ia F 50 50 30 52 27 

M 66 66 27 58 25 

New Zea land F 41 41 1 4  39 22 

M 44 44 24 21  

Oxford,  Eng land F 42 30 47 27 

M 48 29 46 3148 

Sum 220 398 206 

Comparing the fitting to historical data, we notice that the Ml and M2 models 

produce identical results, except in the case of the Oxford females, where the data 

contains values that the M2 model cannot be applied to. This similarity is due to 

them being variations on the same model, and because Ml is the simpler model, 

it would be chosen in preference over M2. Of the existing models, the Osmond 

APC fits the observed data best, which is to be expected since it contains many 

parameters and does not involve any form of data smoothing . The novel 

multilevel model optimised results fit the existing data even better than the APC 

in all but two cases, where the difference is small. Overall, this makes the results 

from the multilevel model the most accurate for these particular datasets, by a 

small margin. 
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Table 6.2 Comparison of the standardised sum of the squared residuals for 

predicted data on Hodgkin' s disease in 4 geographic locations. 

Hodgkin 's disease Gender M 1  M2 Osmond Bayes ian Mu lt i level 
Alberta ,  Canada F 27 27 7059 26 1 2  

M 1 4  1 4  7 1  20 32 
Bombay, Ind ia F 1 3  1 3  40 1 0  1 2  

M 87 86 25 
New Zealand 48 46 1 . 00E+05 

1 8  
1 1  
64 

F 
27 26 1 30 M 

Oxford ,  Eng land 4 .00E+04 38 2 1  
1 0  63 2 1  1 1  

F 
1 0M 

Sum 237 --- 1 00000 265 245 

The SSRs for predicting incidence rates show that the Osmond APC model is not 

Table 6.3 Comparison of the standardised sum of the squared residuals for 

existing data on Cancer of the Larynx in four geographic locations 

Cancer of the 
Gender M 1  M2 1 Osmond Bayesian Mu lt i level 

Larvnx 

Bulgaria F 24 24 1 2  28 1 5  
M 50 50 1 0  30 1 8  

as suited to prediction as to fitting data, with several predictions being orders of 

magnitude outside the expected values. The Ml ,  Bayesian and Multilevel results 

for prediction are comparable, with Ml being the most accurate by a small 

margin for this particular dataset. 

Former-
Czechos lovakia 

F 28 28 1 4  

M 1 33 1 33 1 9  26 1 1  
Hungary F 42 42 1 3  27 1 8  

M 1 42 1 39 1 0  1 5  1 4  
Poland F 60 61 21 

M 1 42 1 80 1 6  24 
620 657 1 1 4 2 1 8 1 25 Sum 

23 

1 6  
1 1  
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Table 6.4 Comparison of the standardised sum of the squared residuals for 

predicted data on Cancer of the Larynx in 4 geographic locations 

Cancer of the Larynx Gender M1 M2 Osmond Bayesian Mult i level 
Bu lgaria F 9 0 40000 1 1  333 

1 20 1 20 73 1 2M 
Former-

F 1 5  1 5  40000 1 1  60
Czechos lovakia 

M 68 56 285 1 53 1 5  

Hungary F 76 3000000 1 94 

M 365 442 395 362 38 

Poland F 1 85 1 04 2238 49 

M 724 809 31654 1 23 

5491 71 7  3000000Sum 1 342 889 

future. 

Table 6.5 Comparison of the standardised sum of the squared residuals for 

existing data on Cancer of the oesophagus in four geographic locations 

Cancer of the 
Gender M1  M2 Osmond Bayesian Multi level 

oesophagus 

Applying the models to cancers of the larynx, the Osmond method provides very 

accurate approximations of the fitted data, but is unreliab le when applied to 

predictions of the future data. The Multilevel method is nearly as accurate as the 

Osmond for the fitted points, and is significantly the best model for predicting the 

Bu lgaria M 33 33 22 3 

26 48 5F 
43 29 47 2FFarmer-Czechoslovakia 

M 226 230 1 9  26 7 

Hungary F 

M 

24 

1 61 

24 

1 86 

1 0  

1 6  

22 

23 

0 

4 

Poland F 23 24 1 0  23 3 

M 2 1 7 2 1  7 38 48 7 

Sum 771  80 1  1 70 270 33 
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Table 6.6 Comparison ofthe standardised sum ofthe squared residuals for 

Cancer of the 
oesophagus 

Gender M 1  M2 Osmond Bayesian Mult i level 

Bu lgaria F 849 1 088 1 42 1  952 205 
M 1 664 1 667 1 1 1 4 1 366 1 93 

Former-
F 7 1  85 2. 0E+04 66 1 5Czechos lovakia 

Po land F 1 03 1 42 87 7 1  
M 483 482 2 .0E+03 3 1 3 i 

M 237 308 450 266 
Hungary F 1 50 1 50 3 .0E+05 1 07 1 5  

M 378 81 0 58 1 443 25 

Sum 4732 3.0E+05 3584 731 

In the case of cancer of the Oesophagus, the multilevel method has the ability to 

produce significantly more accurate approximations to both fitted and future 

incidence rates . 

Table 6. 7 Comparison of the standardised sum of the squared residuals for 

existing data on Cancer of the oral cavity and pharynx in four geographic 

locations 

Cancer of the oral 
cavity and pharynx 
Bu lgaria 

Gender 

F 

M 

M1  

25 
50 

M2 

25 
52 

Osmond Bayesian 

1 6  25 
1 1  29 

Mu lt i level 

8 
8 

Former-
Czechoslovakia 

F 21  2 1  7 27 1 5  

M 

Hungary F 48 
M 2 1 5 280 

1 8  
26 32 

5 
3 

Po land F 36 36 1 6  28 1 9  

M 201 1 91 21  24 1 3  

Sum 596 655 1 1 4 200 84 
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Table 6.8 Comparison of the standardised sum of the squared residuals for 

predicted data on Cancer of the oral cavity and pharynx in 4 geographic locations 

Cancer of the oral I M1 M2 Osmond Bayesian Mult i level Gender:cavity and pharynx 
······-

Bulgaria F 1 8  1 8  69 26 1 1 7  
M 436 529 466 1 37 1 71 

Former-
Czechos lovakia F 21 27 

M 

Hungary F 31 5 433 204 2 1 2  57 
M 905 2303 1 1 05 1 099 5 

Poland F 26 27 44 1 9  37 
M 3251 348 365 259 26 

Sum 1 779 5622048 3679 2307 

For cancers of the oral cavity and pharynx, the multilevel method is very accurate 

in comparison to the compared methods, for both existing and predicted data. 

The one exception is in the prediction of Former-Czechoslovakian data for 

females, where the model fails to predict the behaviour as accurately. 

Table 6.9 Comparison of the standardised sum of the squared residuals for 

existing data on Multiple myeloma in four geographic locations 

�Mu/tip/e myeloma Gender ! M 1 M2 Osmond Bayesian I Multi level 
Alberta, Canada F 20 6 23! 3 

M 29 
Bomba y, I ndia F 40 

M 52 
New Z ealand F 24 

9 42 6 
1 1 2  

66 1 2  
29 6 
31  1 025 

1 1  

Oxford,  England 31  2 1  38 1 0  
1 7  42 433 

1 21 ! 3 1 3 67iSum 254 
'----- '------' 
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Table 6. 10 Comparison of the standardised sum of the squared residuals for 

predicted data on Multiple myeloma in 4 geographic locations 

Multiple myeloma Gender M1  M2 Osmond Bayesian Mult i level 
Alberta , Canada F 1 . 0E+09 7 .0E+0S 25 34 

8 NA 1 2  
Bombay, I nd ia  F 47 2 .0E+04 3 1  1 1  

68 3.0E+04 49 33 
New Zea land F 20 8 .0E+04 

2 .0E+08 4 .0E+05 29 43 
Oxford ,  Eng land F 32 5 . 0E+04 25 1 79 

8 2 .0E+05 8 1 1  
Sum 1 . 0E+09 NA 21 2 407 

model is unable to handle the multiple zero counts in this set, so no values are 

recorded for it . The Prediction of the data is much less accurate, with the Osmond 

the predictions are more accurate than the fit to existing data. 

6.4 Analysis 

In thi s  section, an analysis is presented of the models performance with the test 

data, concentrating on the comparison of the multilevel method with existing 

methods. 

6.4. 1 Vs. Linear Power Models (Ml & M2) 

The existing Multiple myeloma data is modelled accurately by all the techniques 

used in the experiment, with the multilevel method being able to produce results 

that fit the existing data significantly better than the compared models. The M2 

technique unable to accurately predict any part of the dataset and the Ml model 

producing erratic results. The results for the Bayesian method are interesting, as 

The Standard linear power model , denoted as M 1 ,  performance is erratic over the 

test sets, in some cases producing comparatively accurate fitting and predictions. 
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However, in the general case, the model fails to accurately predict the majority of 

the data. The structure of the Ml model is much simplified, assuming all age 

groups and diseases have trends of a similar form. When the data does fit a linear 

power function, then the method can perform accurately, as is the case with 

Hodgkin's disease where the predictions of the M l model are, overall, marginally 

superior to the other methods tested. However, the inflexibility of the Ml model 

means that it is unable to adequately cope with datasets with radically different 

trends, nor those where the trends present alter rapidly, as the assumption of 

linearity generally only holds true for small time periods. In all but one cases in 

fitted data, the Ml SSRs between 48% to 96% smaller than those of the Ml . This 

indicates the additional ability of the multilevel method to use a combination of 

linear and non-linear functions enables it to more closely match the existing data 

in a larger variety of datasets. Comparing the predictions made by the M l .  For 

the test, the SSRs produced by the multilevel model are smaller than those 

produced by the standard linear power models. Comparing the models against 

predictions of Hodgkin' s  disease, the Ml SSRs are approximately 3% smaller 

than for the multilevel method, in all other tests, the multilevel method performs 

better by a significant margin. The overall prediction S SRs produced by the Ml 

are between 144% to 438% larger than those produced by out method. The 

assumptions inherent in the power models means that the predictions are limited 

by the linear nature of the functions used. When a particular dataset contains an 

overall trend that suits the linear power function then very accurate predictions  

may be produced, as in the case of Hodgkin's disease. However, it is clear that 

when this trend is not present that the SLPM function cannot be extrapolated into 

future time periods without a considerable loss in accuracy. In the case of data 
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relating to multiple myelnomas, the SLPM shows signs of breaking down; 

producing S SRs that are several orders of magnitude higher than the multilevel 

model. This is caused by zero counts appearing in the data, which the Ml cannot 

deal with effectively; whereas the multilevel method has no such weaknesses. In 

summary, the Ml can produce good results when the data fulfils all of its inherent 

assumptions, but fails when these are not met. The multilevel method, in 

comparison, has been shown to produce much more consistently accurate results 

over a range of datasets containing significantly different trends .  

The special case of the linear power model, denoted as M2, is similar to the 

SLPM, the differences 

absolute 

being that the power is constrained to equal one, and the 

changes in change are constrained to be proportional to the 

corresponding age-specific base-line rate. These constraints make the behaviour 

of the model more stable and able to deal with data that exhibits negative trends. 

In most cases, there is very little difference between the Ml and M2 performance, 

with the simpler Ml being slightly the better in the general case. The most 

notable exception is in sets where there are rapid increases, as shown in the test 

on data for Polish males with cancer of the larynx, where the constraints of the 

M2 model allow it to more accurately predict these trends, though the errors 

produced are still 300% higher than those of the multilevel model . In cases where 

zero counts are present, the M2 model is unable to be used, further limiting the 

applications of this constrained model. In the general case, the comparison 

between M2 and the multilevel method is the same as that for the Ml ,  in most 

cases they are inferior to the multilevel model and even in the cases where they 

do work well they are not significantly better. 
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6.4.2 Vs. Osmond APC model (Osmond) 

methods tested. In the case of multiple myeloma, the very low rates and zero 

those for the multilevel method. However, in general the Osmond SRRs are 

higher than those produced by the multilevel model, ranging from around 7% 

higher to over four times as large. This last, extreme case occurs with cancers of 

the oesophagus is influenced by the fact that the multilevel model performs 

exceptionally well on this particular set; the Osmond fit is significantly better 

than the other 3 models in the test. The accurate modelling of observed data does 

not 

thousand times higher than those of the multilevel model, or any of the other 

necessarily translate into accurate predictions of future time periods and this 

is clearly the case with the Osmond model. In almost all cases, the behaviour of 

the Osmond predictions is highly erratic, resulting in extremely large errors that 

make the predictions effectively worthless. The SSRs produced are often several 

The Osmond implementation of the classical APC model performs very well 

when fitting existing data, producing consistently small errors . This is accounted 

for by the larger number of parameters used in the model and the lack of 

smoothing, which means that the Osmond approach is inherently suited to 

accurate fitting of observed data. In particular, the fitting of observed data for 

cancer of the larynx is extremely accurate, with errors almost 10% smaller than 

counts cause the model to predict impossibi lities such as incidence rates higher 

than one. The only dataset where Osmond produces reasonable predictions is for 

cancers of the oral cavity where they are still four times higher than the best 

predictions that were produced by our model. In the general case, the Osmond 

model cannot accurately predict the datasets used in the test, and would require 

experimentation to fine-tune it to each individual dataset to improve these results. 
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The true strength of the Osmond model lies in its ability to fit existing data, yet 

the multilevel model i s  able to match or significantly better these fits, as well as 

providing accurate predictions. 

6.4.3 Vs. Bayesian APC Model (Bayesian) 

The Bayesian 

allowing a greater 

approach uses the prior data to estimate the smoothness of the 

parameters, use of the information in the data to inform 

predictions . The iterative nature of the fitting, along with the smoothing, makes 

the Bayesian method stable, whilst still allowing 

results 

the multiple parameters to 

provide flexibility. This is evidenced in the from the tests, with 

consistently accurate results throughout for both fitting existing data and 

forecasting future rates. For existing data, B ayesian models do not produce the 

subject tobest fits out of the models compared but they are not occasional 

extreme errors such as the Ml is prone to. However, it does not produce fits that 

are as accurate as those of the multilevel model, producing SSRs that are between 

two and eight times as large as those of the multilevel model . One reason for the 

unexceptional fitting ability i s  that the predictive use of smoothing is focused on 

creating accurate prediction instead of an accurate representation of the existing 

data. The predictions, when compared to the three previously published models, 

are generally better in three out of the five diseases and are never extremely 

inaccurate. However, the Bayesian predictions are significantly worse than those 

of the multilevel model, in four out of five of the disease; the errors ranging from 

between 8% to four times higher than those produced by the multilevel model . 

The Bayesian model does provide the most accurate predictions for one disease, 

multiple myeloma, where the errors are much lower than any of the other models .  
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This indicates that this method is able to predict data that contains very low rates 

and zero counts, providing stable predictions even outside of the observed 

significantly more accurate in all of the tested situations, except for the case of 

very rare diseases .  

6.5 Conclusions 

This chapter presented the results of applying the multilevel proportion modelling 

technique to test data. When used to compare two datasets from different 

of the proportional technique hold for the tested populations. This is further 

evidenced by the performance produced by applying the method to fit the USA 

population. The metrics 

existing 

used indicated that it is possible to use the multilevel 

method to both fit data and to predict future incidence. The errors 

produced by the models indicate that it can be used very successfully, applied to 

datasets that conform to the assumptions governing the method. In order to 

further test the capabilities of the multilevel method as well as comparing it with 

existing methods, it was applied to several sets of data from different populations 

where results for the competing methods were already known. Comparing the 

SSRs for all the included models we can conclude that, overall, the multilevel 

projections are the most accurate for this set of data. Individually, each of the 

methods has strengths and weaknesses. The larger number of parameters of the 

Osmond APC model make it highly accurate in the fitting of existing data, but 

periods. In general, the multilevel method provides fits and predictions that are 

populations that have different incidence trends, the proportional multilevel data 

preparation revealed the fact that they both contained remarkably similar age 

specific trends .  This indicates that certain assumptions made in the development 
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this causes a poor perfonnance when projected outside ofthe observed range. The 

Dyba method is stable using fewer parameters to produce effective fitting to 

existing and future data. However, the limited nature of the method reduces its 

causing erratic results depending on the data to which it 

is applied. The Bayesian method provides more stability of prediction than the 

Osmond and allows more flexibility than the Dyba. This results in better 

predictions and makes the overall performance of the method more consistent 

over a range of datasets. The proposed multilevel method has the ability to fit the 

data accurately and also be projected in a realistic way that can closely match the 

future behaviour of the datasets tested. Combining a series of parametrically 

simple models enables the method to accurately fit the trends present in the 

existing data and to retain enough stability to allow those trends to be proj ected 

along the most likely course into the future. Datasets with a large number of zero 

values may produce significantly higher errors than may be expected in other 

datasets. This is caused by the increase in data noise relative to the actual rates, 

causing the trends to be more erratic and prone to isolated rapid changes. 

However, the value of a model of this type being able to accurately predict such 

rare events far into the future is of debatable usefulness. The multilevel method 

has been demonstrated to show an ability to fit the types of data it was designed 

to be applied to and, in the final chapter, we discuss the conclusions drawn about 

the method and provide suggestions by which it may be refined and extended. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions and suggestions for further 

work 

7 . 1  Conclusions 

In this thesis, a novel modelling method for fitting and predicting 

incidence/mortality rates of cancers and other non-infectious diseases. The 

method groups the data by gender, then subdivides it into two additional levels 

based on age, the first containing general age differences, the second broken 

down into specific age groups. Each subgroup is then expressed as a proportion 

of its direct supergroup. This gives three levels of data, each containing trends 

present at specific levels within the original observations. Each level is then 

modelled using appropriate regression algorithms, and the resulting models can 

be examined individually for analysis of the trends, or can be combined to 

produce age-specific predictions. The method works by assuming that whilst the 

diseases are not infectious, and so are not driven by a function of existing cases, 
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general age ranges, each can be modelled separately. This means that each model 

is only fitting the data applicable to its own particular level, giving greater 
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that the underlying causative factors resulting in their development change slowly 

enough that their net resultant effect can be considered as a stable function of 

time. As the trends of cancer incidence vary greatly with the age of the 

population, another assumption is that the biological response to exposure to 

these causative factors is modified by the age of the subject in question. By 

refining the data to isolate the specific trends at each age range, and al so in larger 

stability and clarity, allow simpler modelling techniques to be used . These stable 

models can be combined, resulting in a flexible complex model, that fits the 

parameters taken into account: There are stable models using very few 

parameters, such as the Dyba et al non-linear models .  These can produce good 

fits and predictions in some cases, but are over simplified and prone to error when 

the trends under examination vary greatly over a short period of time. The 

multilevel method avoids this problem by handling Other models utilise a larger 

number of parameters, such as the Osmond et al APC models. The extra 

flexibility allows these models to fit observed data very well ,  yet they may 

perform poorly as the extra degrees of freedom cause the predictions to behave 

erratically. The latter are also less suited to practical application on a large scale, 

as accurate data collection relating to a large number of parameters may be 

unfeasible on such a scale. 

individual age data whilst being informed by the data as a whole. 

Existing models that deal with this area may be categorised by the amount of 

The multilevel model works by combining n models (where n is the number of 

levels identified in the data) , where each model has very few parameters and is  
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fitted to the filtered trend for each subgroup . The filtering aims to remove the 

noise inherent in the data, smoothing the trend so that it is more suited to being 

fitted using an inflexible model with few parameters. This increases the 

likelihood of producing a good fit for the existing trend and also allowing 

projections into the future that maintain a stable behaviour. The lack of 

flexibility of these models is countered by the fact that the final model contains a 

combination of such models. Instead of having a single model with a large 

separate functions for each one. Provided the chosen function suits the observed 

trend with suitably small residuals, resultant models involving 

function of time. For non�infectious diseases, this function is assumed to not 

significantly over short time periods due to the latency between changes in the 

aspects causing the diseases and changes in the number of cases. This assumed 

stability allows application of simpler stable fitting methods, without violating the 

number of parameters, this allows a resultant model that is made up of a series of 

component models. This resultant model is the equivalent of fitting the existing 

data with a more complex function, but the simplicity of the component models 

ensures that the overall behaviour remains somewhat stable. 

One assumption commonly used is that the trends for each subgroup within the 

data will behave in a similar fashion, being fitted using a single type of function. 

This produces a more consistent set of models, but in certain cases may obscure 

or distort the actual trends present in some groups. The multilevel method 

separates and filters the trends for each subgroup, allowing application of 

The multilevel proportion method addresses these limitations by assuming that 

the individual effects of the parameters involved will have a net effect that is a 

underlying assumptions they depend upon. 

http:certa.in
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As seen in Section 4 . 1 ,  the examination of the proportional data for two 

populations with very different incidence levels reveals that the proportional 

trends for age groups are very similar. The multilevel technique is based on this 

proportional data, rather than the raw data, and so will have a similar level of 

performance on both sets of data despite the significant superficial differences 

between them. This feature of the technique also means that it may be applied to 

other non-infectious diseases, other than the one it was developed for. This is 

evidenced in the results of section 4.3 where the method is successfully applied to 

a variety of diseases using data for a diverse range of geographical locations. The 

errors produced are consistently lower than those existing methods. 

Due to the fact that the method was designed around the general principals of 

non-infectious diseases rather than specifically for melanomas, the method can be 

successful applied to a variety of diseases . The results presented in Section 4 .3  

demonstrate that the multilevel approach can provide accurate fitting and 

prediction of data for five types of cancer from multiple different populations. In 

the majority of cases, the errors produced are significantly less than those present 

in existing methods, signifying that the multilevel method can be of practical use. 

The multilevel method splits up the data, using separate functions for each group 

and allowing each data point to have a weighted contribution to the overall trend 

of the predictions. This approach utilises more of the information in the past data, 

increasing the ability of the applied functions to produce an accurate fit regardless 

of the origin of the data. 

The method does not work as well where the data contains very low counts. One 

of the reasons for this is that small changes in observed count will have large 

percentage changes on the observed rates. This causes the data to violate the 
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assumption of stability, causing the fitting techniques to perform badly. This 

weakness  i s  offset by the fact that diseases with very low (near zero) counts are 

not as vital to predict and may well be suited to simpler methods. As with all 

prediction techniques that are based on only a subset of the real-life system, the 

multilevel method is prone to failure due to unusual real life occurrences that 

have no relation to the subset used. The nature of non-infectious diseases means 

that this sort of sudden unprecedented change is highly unlikely, and so a wider 

variety of fitting techniques may be applied to them. 

7.2 Further work 

advantages, widening the application and reducing the limitations of the method. 

The method detailed in this thesis is implemented using standard regression 

techniques as the basis for the multilevel models produced, which provide 

extremely good results for the selected topic of study. There is nothing inherent in 

the method, however, that requires the limitation of using regression techniques 

exclusively, and any suitable technique may be used to model the intermittent 

presented here. This could provide better fits for cancers that the non-linear 

We have shown that the multilevel method has significant advantages over other 

methods in a verity of areas, but also has certain limitations. In this section, we 

discuss possible avenues of further research that might result in strengthening the 

stages of the multilevel method. This allows for the method presented to be 

tailored to the situation it is being applied to . Extension of the model with 

different modelling techniques would increase its utility even more. Work could 

be done to combine the non-linear method of Dyba with the multilevel structure 

model type is particularly suited . 
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In order for the model to be more useful for true prediction purposes, in an 

automat

The application of the multilevel method on American and Australian data 

reveals similar trends in the proportional data for both populations. It is 

interesting to see that two populations with such differing levels of melanoma 

ic process as opposed to manual selections, further work needs to be done 

on the development of the model selection algorithms. The current procedure is 

adequate in that it narrows down the possibilities, but a more comprehensive 

system would greatly increase the utility of the program. The ability to run a 

variety of modelling methods on the same data and then determine which ones 

provide the most accurate fit would remove much of the burden of decision away 

from the user, allowing for much faster fitting. 

burden can be seen to have, on some level, such similar trends .  Further 

investigation should be made to determine the underlying reasons for this 

similarity, as they could be used to make even more accurate predictions and to 

inform healthcare decisions. The method may also be applied to other 

populations, as both an aid to understanding the trends within each population 

and between populations. 
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Appendix I :  Source Code 

import j ava . io .*; 

import java. uti l .* ; 

import java . lang .*; 

class BrayTest2 { 

publ ic stat ic i nt variable; 

publ ic static double LeastSquaresMatrixOD = new double[1 5] [ 1 5]; 

publ ic static double response□ = new double[1 5] ; 
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publ ic static double□[] readData(String fi le ,  int numGroups, i nt n umYears) 

{ 

double d = 0.0 ;  

Stri ng somestring ;  

double matrix□□ new double[numGroups][numYears] ; = 

i nt group =0; 

int year  0;= 

try 

{ 

= 

somestring = 

Buffered Reader br_reader new BufferedReader(new Fi leReader(fi le)) ; 

br_reader.readline0; 

whi l e  (somestri ng ! nu l l) = 

{ 

i nt fi le  l ine to screen 

Stri ngToken izer st = new StringTokenizer(somestring) ; 

wh i le  (st . hasMoreTokens0) 

{ 

d = Double .valueOf(st. nextTokenQ .trimQ).doubleValueQ;  

System .out.printl n ("Read in value of " +  d)

matrix[group] [year] = d ;  

year++; 

; 

II Pr

} 

=somestring br_reader. readline0;  

yea r  = O ;  

group++ ; 

} 

return matrix; 

} 

catch (Exception  e) 

{ 

System .out. println (e); 

return matrix; 

} 

} 
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publ ic static doub le□□ readData2(Stri ng fi le ,  int numGroups, int numYears) 

{ 

doubleede= 0 .0 ;  

String somestring ;  

doub le m atrix[]□ = new double[numGroups][numYears] ; 

" ,  
=i nt yeare O; 

int group = O ;  

try 

{ 

BufferedReader  br_reader = new BufferedReader(new Fi leReader(fi le)); 

somestring = br_reader. readLineQ; 

wh i le (somestri ng !e nul l) = 

{ 

nt file l ine to screen // Pri

Stri ngTokenizer ste= new StringTokenizer(somestring) ; 

=yeare l nteger.valueOf(st . nextTokenQ .trim0) . intValue0-1 ; 

=g roup  l nteger.val ueOf(st. nextTokenQ .trimO) . i ntValueQ-4; 

d = Double.va lueOf(st. nextTokenQ .trimQ).doubleValue0; 

=System .out.printl n ("Year = "+ year+", Age groupe= "+group+", Ratee "+d) ; 

//System .out. pri ntl n('Read i n  value of " + d) ; 

; 

somestri ng 

matrix[group] [year] = d ;  

System .out. println(matrix[group][year])

= br_reader. readLi ne0;  

} 

return matrix; 

} 

catch (Exception e) 

{ 

System.out. pri ntln ("The problem is where the values are read i") ;  

System .out. pri ntln (e) ; 

return matrix; 

} 

} 
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//This does the smooth ing on the data and retu rns it. 
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publ ic stat ic double□ smooth(double0 data , i nt length) 

{ 

double smoothed[] = new double [length]; 

smoothed[0] = data[0] ; 

smoothed[(length-1 )] = data[(length-1 )] ;  

i = 1 ; i<{length- 1 ) ; i++) 

{ 

smoothed [i] = (data[i- 1 ]  + data[i] + data[(i+1 )1)/3 ; 

} 

return smoothed ; 

} 

publ ic static double□ total (double00 data, i nt numOfAgeGroups, int columns) 

{ 

//This gets the total from a set of data and returns it 

double Total□ = new double[co lumns] ; 

doub le runn i ngT = 0 .0 ;  

for(i nt j=0 ;j < columns;j++) 

{ 

for(i nt i=0 ; i  < numOfAgeGroups; i++) 

{ 

runn ingT = runn ingT + data[i] [j] ; 

System.out. pri nt("i = "+i+", j = "+j+", RT = ") ; 

System .out. printl n (runn ingT) ; 

} 

Total□] = runn ingT; 

runn i ngT = 0 ;  

} 

retu rn Total ;  

} 

for(int 
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publ ic stat ic double□ □ subtota l (double[ □ data, int numOfAgeGroups , int columns, int 
numSubs ,  i nt subSizes□) 

{ 

//This gets the total from a set of data and returns it 

double  runn ingT□□ = new double[numSubs] [columns] ; 

i nt sube= O ; 

for(i nt j=0 ;  j < columns; j++) 

{ 

for(i nt counte= 0; counte< numOfAgeGroups;cou nt++) 

{ 

for(sub = 0 ;  sube< numSubs;sub++) 

{ 

/*System .out. println C'j = "+ j) ; 

System.out. pri ntln ("sub = " + sub) ;  

System.out. pri ntln('count = " +  count) ; 

System.out .pri nt ln("subSizes[sub] = " +  subSizes[sub]) ; 

if(sub ! =  0) 

{ 

System .out. pri ntlnC'subSizes[sub-1 ] = "  + subSizes[sub-1 1) ;  

}*/ 

if(sub == 0) 

{ 

if(count < subSizes[0]) 

{ 

runn ingT[sub]U) = runningT[sub]U] + data[count]U] ; 

} 

} 

1 ]+su bSizes[sub]))) 

{ 

runn i ngT[sub]U] = runn ingT[sub] U] + data[count]U] ;  

//System.out.println ("Runn ing Total "+sub+" "+j+" ="+runn ingT[sub]O]) ;// 

} 

} 

} 

} 

return runn ingT; 

e lse if((count >= subSizes[sub-1 ]) && (counte< (subSizes[sub-
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} 
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//These are just for outputing Matices on screen 

publ ic static void pri nt(double□[] matrix, i nt length , int depth) 

{ 

for (int i = O; i <l ength ; i++) 

{ 

for (i nt j = O; j <depth ; j++) 

{ 

System.out.pri nt(matrix[i]U]) ; 

System.out. print(' ") ; 

} 

System.out. printlnO ;  

} 

} 

publ ic static void pri nt(int□D matrix, int length , i nt depth) 

{ 

for (int i =  O; i < length ; i++) 

{ 

for (int j = O ;  j < depth ; j++) 

{ 

System. out. print(m atrix[i]U]) ; 

System.out .print(" ") ; 

} 

System.out. pri ntlnQ ;  

} 

} 

publ ic static void print(double□ matrix, i nt length) 

{ 

for (i nt i =O; i <length ; i++) 

{ 

System. out .  pri nt(matrix[i]) ; 

System.out .print(' ") ; 

} 

System.out. pri ntl nQ ;  

} 

publ ic static void print(double□ matrix, i nt length ,PrintStream p) 

{ 

for (int i =O; i <length ; i++) 
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{ 

p. pri nt(matrix[i]) ; 

} 

} 

publ ic stat ic void pri ntQnt□ matrix, int length) 

{ 

for (i nt i =O ;  i < length ; i++) 

{ 

System.out .pri nt(matrix[i]) ; 

System.out. print(' ") ; 

} 

System.out. printl nO ;  

} 
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publ ic static doub le□ solve(double□[] a, int n ,  double[] b) 

{ 

//this so lves a matrix using gaussian el imination and returns the coeffients 

double save, rat io , val ue ,  det; 

i nt i pvt[] new i nt[n+ 1 ] ;  = 

//i nt i pvt[] = new int[n+1 ] ;  

i nt i ,  invtemp,nMinus1 , iPl us1 , j ,  I ,  kcol ,  jco l ,  jrow, tempi pvt, ipvtemp; 

n= n+1 ; 

det 1 .0 ;  = 

=nMinus1 n-1o; 

=for (i O ; i  <n ;  i++) 

=i pvt[i] i ;  

for (i=O ;  i < nM inus1 ; i++) 

{ 

=iP lus1 = i+ 1o; i pvtemp i ;  

for G iP lus1 ; j < n ;  j++) = 

{ 

if((Math .abs(a[ipvtemp][i])) < Math .abs((au][i]))) 

i pvtemp j ;= 

} 

=i f  (ipvtemp !o i) 

{ 

tempipvt = i pvt[i] ; 

i pvt[i] = i pvt[i pvtemp] ;  

=forucol O ;  jcol < n ;  jcol++) 

{ 
=saveo a[i] [jcol] ;  

a [i]Uco l] = 

a[i pvtem p)[jcol) 

a [ipvtemp)Licol] ;  

= save; 

} 

i pvt[ipvtemp] = tempipvt; 

=det -det; 

} 

=for Growo iP lus1o; j row < n; jrow++) 

{ 

if (a0row][i] =!o 0 .0) 

{ 

aUrow] [iJ = aUrow][ iJ/a[i) [iJ ; 
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for(kcol = iP lus1 ; kcal < n ; kcal++) 

{ 

aUrow][kcol) = aUrow][kcol] - (aUrow)[i]*a[i] [kcol]) ;  

} 

} 

} 

} 

i nt i row = O; 

double sume= O; 

double  xO = new double [n]; 

for (i=O;  i< n; i++) 

{ 

x[i] = b[ipvt[i]] ; 

} 

//regress iontest2.pri nt{x, n) ; 

for(i row = 1 ; i row < n ; i row++) 

{ 

sum = x[i row] ; 

forucol = O; jco l  <= (i row- 1 ) ;  jcol++) 

{ 

sum = sum -a[irow)Ucol]*xUcol] ; 

} 

x[irow] = sum ;  

} 

b[n-1e] = x[n-1e]/a[n-1 ] [n- 1 ] ;  

torucol = (i row+ 1 ) ;  jcol < n; jcol++) 

{ 

sum = sum - a[i row]Ucol]*bUco l] ;  

} 

b[i row] = sum/a[i row][ i row] ; 

} 

return b;  

//regressiontest2.print(b , n) ;  

for(i row = (n-2) ; i row >=  O; i row--) 

{ 

sum=x[i row] ; 

} 
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publ ic static double□[] leastSquares(int deg ree , i nt n) 

{ 

//This creates the least squares matrix to be solved by Solve 

//It takes the xs to be 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 . . .  

i nt i ,  j ; 

new double [degree+1  ][degree+1 ] ;double Matrix[][] = 

double coeffs□ 

for(i=0 ; i<(2*deg ree) ; i++) 

= new double[2*degree) ;  

{ 

coeffs[i] = 0 .0 ;  

} 

for(i=0; i<(2*degree) ; i++) 

{ 

forQ=0;j<n ;j++) 

{ 

coeffs[i]=coeffs[i] + pow(0+1 ) , (i+ 1 )) ;  

} 

} 

Matrix[0] [0] = n ; 

for(i=1 ; i<(d eg ree+1 ) ; i++) 

{ 

Matrix[0) [i]= coeffs[ (i-1 )] ;  

} 

for(i= 1 ; i< (degree+ 1 ) ; i++) 

{ 

forQ=0;j<((degree + 1 )) ;j++) 

{ 

Matrix[i] [j]=coeffs[ Q+i)-1 ] ;  

} 

} 

//regressiontest2 . pri nt(Matrix,deg ree+ 1

} 
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publ ic static double□[) leastSquares(double x□, i nt n , i nt degree) 

{ 

//This creates the least squares matrix to be solved by Solve 

intei ,  j ,k; 

double Matrix[]O = new double [degree+1 )[degree+ 1 ] ;  

double coeffsO 

l ; 

= new double[2*degree] ; 

double totae

Matrix[O) [O] = n ;  

for(i=O; i<(degree+ 1 ) ; i++) 

{ 

total=O; 

forG=O;j<n ;j++) 

{ 

} 

Matrix[O] [i ]= total ; 

} 

for(i=1 ; i<(degree+1 ) ; i++) 

{ 

forQ=O;j< ((degree + 1 )) ;j++) 

{ 

tota l=O; 

for(k=O; k<n ; k++) 

{ 

total= total+ pow(xU] , (i)) ; 

total= total+ pow(x[k] , (i+j)) ; 

} 

Matrix[i] [i]=total ; 

} 

} 

i nt(Matrix ,degree+1e,degree+1 ) ;  //regressiontest2 .pr

return Matrix; 

} 
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publ ic static double□□ DataSmooth (doubl e  data□□ , i nt rows, int columns) 

{ 

//This cal ls smooth mutiple times to smooth a larger set of data 

int i ,j , k; 

double row[]o= 

double smoothed[]□ 

for(i= 

new double[columns] ; 

= new double[rows][col umns] ; 

O ; i<rows; i++) 

{ 

forO= O;j<co lumns;j++) 

{ 

for(ko

rowO]=data(j][i] ; 

} 

=O ;k<= rows;k++) 

{ 

rowo= smooth(row,co lumns) ;  

} 

forO=O ;j<co lumns;j++) 

{ 

smoothed(i]Li]= row□]; 

} 

} 

return smoothed ; 

} 
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publ ic static double□ LSResponse(double x□ ,double YO , i nt n ,  int degree) 

{ 
//This returns the Least squares Response vector 

double solution[] = new double [degree+1 ] ; 

double total ;  

for(int i = O ; i< (degree+1 ) ;i++) 

{ 

total = O ;  

for(int j = O ;  j < n ;j++) 

{ 
total = total + yO]*pow(xli] , i) ; 

} 

solution[i] = total ; 

} 

return solution ;  

} 
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publ ic static double pow(int num, i nt power) 

{ 

double mult =1  .0 ;  

for(int i = 1 ; i<=power; i++) 

{ 

mult=mult*num ;  

} 

return mult; 

} 

publ ic static double pow(double num ,  int power) 

{ 

double mult = 1 .0 ;  

for(int i = 1 ; i<=power;i++) 

{ 

mult= mult*num;  

} 

return mult; 

} 
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publ ic static double□□ prop(double[] [] data, double total□, i nt rows , int columns) 

{ 
//This retu rns one set of data as a proportion of the given total 

int i ,j ;  

double p roportionaldataOO = new double[rows] [columns] ;  

for(i=O; i<rows; i++) 

{ 
forG=O;j<col umns;j++) 

{ 
pro porti onald ata[i] [j]= ( d ata[i] Li])/total [j] ; 

} 

} 
return proportionaldata; 

} 
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publ ic stat ic double□□ propStage2(doub le[] [] data,  double propsubsO[] ,  int rows, int 

co lumns, int numSubs, int subS izesO) 

{ 
if(sub == 0) 

{ 

{ 
//This returns one set of data as a proportion of the given total 

int i ,j ;  

double proportionaldata□D = new double[rows) [co lumns] ; 

for(i=O ; i<rows; i++) //This loops through each age group 

{ 

forQ=O;j<columns;j++) //This loops th rough each year 

{ 

for(int sub = O;sub< numSubs;sub++) //This checks each age group 

if(i < 

//System.out. pre

subSizes[sub]) 

{ 
//System.out. println ("data = "+data[i] U]) ; 

//System.out .pri ntl n ("propsub  = "+propsubs[sub]U]) ; 

i ntln ("divided = "+(data(i] U])/(propsubs[sub]U])) ; 

proportionaldata[i] [j] = (data(i]O])/(propsu bs(sub] [j]) ; 

} 

} 
else if((i >= subSizes[sub- 1 ]) && (i < (su bSizes[sub]+subSizes[sub-1 ]))) 

{ 
proport ionaldata[i][i] = (data[i] U])/(propsubs[sub]U]) ; 

} 

} 

} 

} 
return proportionaldata; 

} 

publ ic  static dou ble□ getxs(i nt rows) 

{ 
//This j ust returns the i ntegers starting a 1 

double xs[] = new double[rows] ; 

for(int i =O; i<rows; i++) 

{ 

xs[i]=i+ 1e; 

https://System.out.pr
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} 

return xs; 

} 
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publ ic static doubleU[] propmodel(double x[] ,double y[]□ , i nt degree, int numSubs,  i nt rows, 

i nt columns, i nt predictionNum) 

{ 

//This takes a set of data, fi nds the total 

//The expresses the data as a propoortion of the total 

//It then fits polynomial models to each set of data 

//And returns the coeffients of these models. 

//The coefficients for the total are placed in the matrix fi rst 

double smoothed□□ = new double[rows] [co lumns+predictionNum] ;  

double propdata[][] = new double[rows][columns+predictionNum]; 

double total□ =new doub le [co lumns+pred ictionNum] ;  

double LSXmatrixOO = new double[deg ree+ 1 ][degree+1 ] ;  

double totalmodelO = new double[degree+1 ] ;  

doub le  models[]□ = new double[rows+numSubs+ 1 ][degree+ 1 ] ;  

double subs[]□ = new double[2][columns+predictionNum]; 

double propsubs[][] = new double[2][co lumns+predictionNum]; 

int ipvt[] = new i nt[rows] ; 

int split□ = new int[numSubs] ; 

spl it[O] = 7 ;  

spl it[1 ] = 8 ;  

/* for(int i =O ; i<rows; i++) 

{ 

smoothed(i] = smooth (y[i] ,co l umns) ;  

}*/ 

smoothed = y; 

total = total(smoothed , rows,co lumns) ; 

//System.out.pri ntln("Total = ") ; 

//System .out.pri ntln ("Total = ") ; 

//print(total , columns) ; 

propdata = propStage2(smoothed , subs, rows, columns, 2 ,  spl it) ; 

//System.out. pri ntl n ("Propsubs = ") ; 

subs = subtotal (smoothed, rows, co lumns ,  numSubs, spl it) 

//System .out.pri ntln("SubTotals = ") ; 

//pri nt(subs , numSubs ,co lumns) ; 

propsubs = prop(subs, total , numSubs, co lumns) ;  

; 

//print(propsubs,2, col umns) ;  

// System.out.println ("Propdata = ") ; 

// pri nt(propdata, rows, columns) ;  

//System.out.printl nQ ;  
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LSXmatrix = leastSquares(x,co lumns,degree) ; 

mode ls[O] = solve(LSXmatrix, degree, LSResponse(x,total ,columns,degree)) ; 

//System .out. print ln("models[O] ="); 

//print(models[O) ,degree+ 1 ); 

for(int i = 1 ;  i <= numSubs ; i++) 

{ 

LSXmatrix = leastSquares(x,co lumns,degree) ; 

models[i] = so lve(LSXmatrix, degree, LSResponse(x, propsubs[i-1 ] , columns, 

degree)) ; 

} 

//regressiontest2.print(models[O] , (degree+1 )) ;  

for(int i = (numSubs+ 1 ) ;  i < rows+numSubs+1  ; i++) 

{ 

//System.out.println("Loop run = "+ i) ; 

//System.out. println ("Propdata") ; 

//print(propdata[i-1 ] ,  columns) ; 

//System.out .println ("LSReponse"); 

//print(LSResponse(x,propdata[i-1 ) ,columns,degree) ,deg ree+1 ) ;  

LSXmatrix = leastSquares(x,co lumns,deg ree) ; 

models[i] = solve(LSXmatrix,degree, LSResponse(x,propdata[i

(1 +numSubs)) ,col umns,degree)) ; 

//System.out.printl n ("models") ; 

//print(models[i] ,degree+ 1 ) ;  

} 

return models; 

} 
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publ ic static double□[] po lyModelys(doubleO x,double□□ models, int numx, i nt 

numModels, i nt numTerms) 

{ 

//This returns the Y values for a g iven set of polynomial models 

i nt modelcount, xcount, termcount; 

double[][] ysToReturn = new double[numModels] [numx] ; 

double runn ingtotal = 0 . 0 ;  

for(modelcount=O; modelcount < numModels ; modelcount++) 

{ 

for(xcount = O; xcount < numx; xcount++) 

{ 

runn ingtotal = 0 .0 ;  

for(termcount = O ;  term count < numTerms; termcount++) 

{ 

runn ingtotal += models[modelcount][terrncount] * pow(x[xcount] ,termcount) ;  

} 

ysToReturn[modelcount][xcount] = runn ingtotal ; 

} 

} 

return ysToReturn ;  

} 
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publ ic static doub le□[] expModelys(double[] x,double[][] models, i nt numx, i nt 

numModels, int numTerms) 

{ 

//This returns the Y values for a given set of polynomial models 

i nt modelcount ,  xcount, termcount; 

double[]□ ysToReturn = new double[numModels] [numx] ; 

doub le runn ingtotal = 1 .0 ;  

termcount = numTerms; 

for(modelcount=O; modelcount < numModels; modelcount++) 

{ 

for(xcount = O; xcount < numx; xcount++) 

{ 

runn ingtotal = 

Math .exp(models[modelcount] [0])*Math .pow(Math .exp(models[modelcount][1 ]) ,x[xcount]) 

ysToReturn [modelcount][xcount] = runn ingtotal; 

} 

} 

return ysToReturn ;  

} 
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publ ic static double stdErrEst(double□ realy, double[] predy, int numPoints) 

{ 

//This returns the standard error of a set of data 

double stderr, runn ingtotal = O ;  

int i ;  

for(i=O; i<numPoints ; i++) 

{ 

runningtotal += pow((rea ly[i]-predy[i]) ,2) ;  

} 

stderr = Math.sqrt(runn ingtotal)/(numPoi nts-2) ; 

return stderr; 

} 
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double returnErr 

publ ic static doub le percentErr(double□ realy, double□ predy, i nt numPoints) 

{ 

//This returns the percentage error of a set of data 

= 0.0 ;  

double rea lTotal = 0.0 ;  

doub le predTota l = 0 .0; 

i ntei ;  

for(i=O ; i<numPoints; i++) 

{ 

rea lTotal += realy[i] ; 

predTotal += predy[i ] ;  

} 

returnErr = mod((realTotal-predTotal)/realTotal) ; 

return returnErr; 

} 
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publ ic static double sumSquare(doubleO realy, double□ predy, int numPoints) 

{ 

//This retu rns the percentage error of a set of data 

double returnValue = 0 .0 ;  

double d iviation  = 0 .0; 

int i ;  

for(i=O; i<numPoints; i++) 

{ 

d iviation = rea ly[i]-predy[i] ; 

returnValue += pow(diviation ,2) ; 

} 

return returnValue ;  

} 



0, sumrealy 
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publ ic stat ic double pearsonCorre l(double[] realy,double[] predy, i nt numY) 

{ 
//This retu rns the pearsons corre lat ion between the real  and predicted values 

double sumpredy = = 0 ,  sqsumpredy = 0,  sqsumrealy= 0 ,  sumpredysq = 0 ,  

sumrealysq = = 0; 

double Bterm 1 e, Bterm2, Top, Bottom , Pearson ;  

intei ;  

for(i=0; i<numY; i++) 

{ 
sumpredy += predy[i] ;  

sumrealy += realy[i] ; 

sumpredysq += pow(predy[i] ,2); 

sumrealysq += pow(rea ly[i] ,2) ;  

sumproduct += predy[i]*realy[i] ; 

} 
sqsumpredy = pow(sumpredy,2) ; 

sqsumrealy = pow(sumrealy,2) ;  

/*System.out. printl n ("Sum Sq Pred Y = "  + sumpredysq) ; 

System.out .pri ntl n ("Sq Sum Pred Y = " +  sqsumpredy) ;*/ 

Tope= sumproduct - ((sumpredy*sumrealy)/numY) ;  

Bterm1 = sumpredysq - (sqsu mpredy/numY); 

//System.out. pri ntln ("Bterm1 = " +  Bterm 1 ) ;  

Bterm2 = sumrealysq - (sqsumrealy/numY) ;  

//System .out .pri ntl n("Bterm2 = " +  Bterm2) ; 

Bottom = Math .sqrt(Bterm1 *Bterrn2);  

;Pearsone= 

return pow(Pearson ,2) ;  

Top/Bottome

} 
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double[]□ ysToReturn = new double[numModels-1 ][numPoints] ; 

fo r(i nt i= 1 ; i< numModels; i++) 

{ 

for(int j=O ;j<n umPoints;j++) 

{ 

ysToRetu rn [(i-1 )] [j] = ys[O] U]*ys[i][j] ; 

} 

} 

return ysToReturn ; 

} 

publ ic static double□□ combineModels(double□□ ys, i nt numModels, i nt numPoints) 

{ 

//This takes a matrix of proportion y values and returns the recombined y values 
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publ ic static double□□ combineModels2(double[]□ ys, int numModels, int numPoints , i nt 

numSubs ,  int subSizes[] ,  int predictionNum) 

{ 

//This takes a matrix of proportion y values and returns the 

or subTotal row) 

recombined y values 

double[]□ ysToRetum = new double[numModels-1 ][numPoints+predictionNum]; //The 

ys from the combined models wi l l  have 1 less row (no tota l 

for( int ageGroup = (numSubs+ 1 ) ;  ageGroup  < (numModels+numSubs+ 1 ) ;  

ageGroup++ )//skip the first numSubs rows, as they are for the total and the subtotals 

{ 

1 ;  subGroup <= numSubs; subGroup++ ) 

{ 

if(subGroup == 1 )  

{ 

if(( ageGroup - (numSubs+1 )) < subSizes[O] ) 

{ 

for( i nt xValue = O ;  xValue < n umPoints+pred ictionNum; xValue++ ) 

{ 

System .out.println (  ageGroup-(numS ubs+1 )) ; 

ysToReturn[(ageGroup-(numSubs+1))] [ xValue ] = ys[O][xValue] * 

for( int subGroup = 

ys[subGroup][xValue] * ys[ageGroup][xValue] ; 

} 

} 

} 

e lse 

{ 

if(((ageGroup - (numSubs+ 1 )) >= subSizes[subGroup-2]) && ((ageGroup -

(numSubs+1 )) < (subS izes[subGroup-1 ] + subSizes[subGroup-2]))) //combine the age 

model with the correct sub group model 

{ 

{ 

ysToReturn[(ageGroup-(numSubs+1 ))] [xValue] = ys[O] lxValue] * 

ys[subGroup][xVal ue] * ys[ageGroup][xVa lue] ;  

for( int xValue=O; xValue < numPoints+predictionNum;  xValue++ ) //do a l l  

of the x-values 

} 

} 

} 
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} 

} 

return ysToRetu rn ;  

} 
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pub l ic  static doub le□□ expValues(double YsOU , i nt numGroups, int numPoints) 

{ 

doub le  l nYs□□ = new dou ble[numGroups] [numPoints] ; 

for(i nt j = O ;  j<numGroups;j++) 

{ 

for(i nt i = O; i< numPoints; i++) 

{ 

l nYsU] [i] = Math. log(YsU][i]) ; 

} 

System.out. printl n ("Ln of Ys") ; 

; 

nts) ;  

print(YsU] ,numPoi nts)e

print(l nYs[j] , n umPoie

} 

retu rn l nYs; 

} 
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publ ic static double□ [)O doModel(doubleO x, doubleO□ y, int numSubs, i nt maxDegree , int 

numPoints , int numGroups, int predictionNum) 

{ 

double models[][][] = new double[maxDegree][(numGroups+1 )] [(maxDegree+1 )] ; 

double newy(] [][] = new double[maxDegree][numGroups+1 ] [numPoints] ; 

double tempYs[][] = new double[numGroups+ 1 ] [numPoints] ; 

double modelY□ [][] = new double[maxDegree*maxDegree] [numPoints][numGroups] ; 

double stats[]O = new double[numGroups][2] ; 

double  totals(][] = new double[maxDegree][numPoints] ; 

i nt i nc  = O; 

for(i nt degree = O ;  degree<(maxDegree) ;  degree++) 

{ 

models[degree] = propmodel(x,y ,numSubs,deg ree, numGroups, n umPoints, 

pred ictionNum) ;  

newy[degree] = polyModelys(x,models[degree] , numPoints , (numGroups+ 1 ) ,  

} 

for (int i =  O ; i<maxDegree; i++) 

{ 

totals[i] = newy[i] [O] ; 

} 

for(int k = O; k< (maxDegree) ; k++) 

{ 

for(i nt j = O;j < maxDeg ree;j++) 

{ 

} 

inc  = inc  + maxDegree; 

} 

return modelY; 

} 

(degree+1 )) ;  

tempYs = newyU] ; 

tempYs(O] = totals[k] ;  

modelY[inc+j] = combineModels(tempYs , (numGroups+1 ) , numPoints) ; 
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/*publ ic static doub le□□ modelOrder(double□ x, double□□ y , i nt numSubs, i nt maxDegree, 

i nt numPoints , i nt numGroups,double modelCombos[l []) 

{ 

doub le(maxDegree*maxDegree][numGroups] [numPoints+S]

double□□[] storeYs = new 

double□□[] orderYs = new 

; 

double[n umGroups][maxDegree*maxDegree] [numPoints+S] ; 

double□□ ran ki ng  = new double[numGroups] [2] ; 

storeYs = doModel(x,y , numSubs,maxDegree ,numPoints, numGroups) ; 

for(int deg reer= O; degree< maxDegree*maxDegree;degree++) 

{ 

for(int g roupr= O; group < numGroups;group++) 

{ 

o rderYs[g roup] [degree] = storeYs[degree][group] ;  

} 

} 

for(int g roupr= O ;  g roupr< numGroups;group++) 

{ 

System.out. printl n ("Group numberr" + group) ;  

ranking[group) = 

modelSelect(y[group] ,orderYs[group) ,0 .75,maxDeg ree*maxDegree, numPoints ,modelCo 

mbos) ; 

} 

return ranking ;  

}*/ 
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publ ic static double□OD modelRun(double□ x, double□□ y, int numSubs, i nt max.Degree, 

int numPoints, i nt n umGroups, int predictionNum) 

{ 
i nt degree;  

double returnModelsOml = new double[maxDegree] [numGroups+1 ] [maxDegree] ; 

for(degree = 1 ;deg ree <= max:Degree;degree++) 

{ 

return Models[degree- 1 ] = propmodel(x,y , numSubs,degree ,numPoints , numGroups, 

predictionNu m) ;  

} 

return returnModels; 

} 
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publ ic static  double□[] multiStats(doubleO x, double[]□ y,  double□[][] models, i nt 

maxDegree ,  i nt numPoints, i nt numGroups) 

{ 

i nt degree ; 

double newy[] [][] = new double[maxDegree][numGroups+1 ] [numPoints] ; 

double modelYO[][] = new double [maxDeg ree][numPoints][numGroups] ; 

double stats□□ = new double[maxDegree][2] ; 

for(degree = 1 ;degree <= maxDegree;deg ree++) 

{ 

newy[degree-1 ] = po lyModelys(x, models[degree-1 ] ,  numPoints, (numGroups+ 1 ) ,  

(degree+2)) ; 

modelY[deg ree - 1 ]  = combineModels(newy[degree- 1 ] , (numGroups+1 ) , n umPoints) ; 

stats[degree-1 ] [O] = stdErrEst(y(O] ,modelY[degree-1 ] [O] , numPoints) ; 

stats[degree-1 ] [1 ] = pearsonCorre l (y[O] ,modelY[degree-1 ] [0] ,numPoints) ; 

} 

return stats ; 

} 
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publ ic static i nt returnMax(doublell val ues, int numValues) 

{ 

=double  ho lde - 1 *pow(1 0 ,30) ; 

=i nt indexe O ;  

for(i nt i = O ;  i<n umValues; i++) 

{ 

if(hold < values[i]) 

{ 

=i ndexe i ;  

ho ld  = values[i] ; 

} 

} 

return i ndex; 

} 
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publ ic static double maxValue(doubleO values, i nt numValues) 

{ 

double hold = -1 *pow(1 0,30) ; 

i nt index = O; 

for(int i = O ;  i<numValues; i++) 

{ 

if(hold < values[i]) 

{ 

index = i ;  

hold = values[i] ; 

} 

} 

return hold ; 

} 
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publ ic stat ic  i nt retu rnMin(double□ values ,  int numValues) 

{ 

double holde= pow(1e0 ,30) ;  

i nt i ndexe 0 ;= 

=for(i nt i 0 ;  i<numValues ;  i++) 

{ 

if(hold > values[i]) 

{ 

hold = values[i] ; 

indexe i ;= 

} 

} 

retu rn index; 

} 
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/*publ ic static i nt□ topEight(double values[] ,  i nt numValues) 

{ 

i nt valuesToRetu rn [] = new int[8]; 

double holding1 = 0.0 ;  

double holding2 = 0 .0; 

i nt done  = O ;  

for(i nt i =0 ;  i < numValues ; i++) 

{ 

for(int j =0; j< 8 ;j++) 

{ 
if(values[i] < */ 
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pub l ic static doub le minVal ue(double□ val ues, i nt numValues) 

{ 

doub le  holdo= pow(1 0,30) ;  

i nt indexo= 0 ;  

=for(i nt i 0 ;  i<numVal ues; i++) 

{ 

if(ho ld > values[i]) 

{ 

holdo= va lues[i] ; 

i ndexo i ;= 

} 

} 

return hold ; 

} 
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publ ic static double mean(doubleO Ys, i nt numPoints) 

{ 
double runn ingTotal = O; 

double mean = O ;  

for(i nt i = O ;  i< numPoints; i++) 

{ 
runn ingTotal = runningTotal + Ys[i] ; 

} 
mean = runn ingTotal/numPoints; 

return mean ; 

} 
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publ ic static doub le mod(double value) 

{ 

if(value < 0 . 0) 

{ 

value = - 1  *value;  

} 

return value ;  

} 
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pub l ic  static double  var(double[] Ys, int numPoints) 

{ 

double  runn ingTotal = O ;  

doubl e  mean = mean (Ys,numPoints) ; 

doubl e  variance = O; 

for(int i = O ;  i<numPoints ; i++) 

{ 

runn ingTotal = runn ingTotal + (pow((Ys[i] - mean) ,2)) ; 

} 

variancee= runn i ngTotal/(numPoints-2) ; 

return variance; 

} 
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publ ic stat ic double gamma(double va lue) 

{ 

double gammaValue = O;  

if(value == 1 )  

{ 

gamma Valuee= 1 ;  

} 

else if(value == 0 .5) 

{ 

gammaVal ue = Math .sqrt(Math .P I) ;  

} 

e lse 

{ 

gammaVal ue = (value - 1 )*gamma(val ue-1 ) ;  

} 

return gammaValue;  

} 

http:Math.sqrt(Math.PI
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1 *(n+1 )/2))) ; 
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publ ic static doub le tVa lue(double x, int n) 

{ 

doub le function = O;  

functione= 

((gamma ((n+1 )/2)/(Math.sqrt(n*Math . Pl) *gamma(n/2)) )*pow((1 +(pow(x,2)/n) ), (-

retu rn function ; 

} 
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public static double tValO 

{ 

return 1 .833; 

} 
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doubleO Ys , pub l ic stat ic double predStdev( double□ modelYs ,  i nt numPoints) 

{ 

doubl e  runn ingTotal = D; 

doub le stdev = O; 

for(i nt i = O;  i < numPoints; i++) 

{ 

ru nn ingTotal = runn ingTotal + (pow((Ys[i] - modelYs[i]) ,2)) ; 

} 

stdev = Math .sqrt((runn ingTotal/(numPoints -2))) ; 

retu rn stdev ; 

} 
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publ ic static double maxPred l nt(doubleO Ys, double□ modelYs , int numPoints) 

{ 

double range = O; 

doub le runTota l = O ;  

double  mean = mean(Ys, numPoints) ; 

for(i nt i = O ;  i< n umPoints ; i++) 

{ 

runlotal = runlotal + pow((Ys[i] - mean) ,2) ; 

} 

range = tValO  * predStdev(Ys,modelYs ,nurnPoints)* 

Math .sqrt( (1 +(  1 /numPoints)+(pow(modelY s[ (numPoints)-1 ] ,2)/run Total))) ; 

retu rn range; 

} 
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publ ic static double□ modelSelect(doubleO Ys,doubleOO modelYs ,double 

cutoff, i nt numModels, i nt numPoints,double modelCombos[]□ , i nt startYear, int 

ageGroup ,Pri ntStream p , int predictionNum) 

{ 

double currentBest = (pow(1 0 ,30)) ; 

double i nterval 1 = 0 .0 ;  

double  i nterval2 = 0 .0 ;  

double percentl nterval = -1 . 0 ;  

double chosenPercent = -1 .0 ;  

i nt chosenModel = O ;  

i nt topNum = 20; 

i nt a =  O; 

i nt l ast = 1 ;  

double chosenTolerance = - 1  . 0 ;  

doubl e  chosen l nterval = -1 . 0 ;  

double  al pha = 1 .0 ;  

doub le  count = 0.0 ;  

doubl e  residuals[] = new double[numPoints] ; 

doub le sums[] = new double[numModels] ;  

doubl e  lastSums[) = new double[numModels] ; 

double model Errors□[] = new double[numModels] [S] ; 

doub le lastModelErrors[] D = new double[numModels] [S] ; 

double selecti ngErrO = new double[numModels]; 

double maxErrors[] = new double[numModels] ; 

double  returnValues[] = new double[8] ; 

double futu re YO = new double[predictionNum]; 

double  bestMeans[] = new double[numModels] ; 

double futurePred[]

ErrU = 

□ = new double[numModels] [predictionNum]; 

double real new double[numModels] ;  

double tempMeans[] = new double[numModels] ;  

double lastYs[] = new double[last] ; 

double lastTempMeans[] = new double[numModels] ; 

double lastModels[]O = new double[numModels] [last] ; 

double lastResiduals[] = new double[ last] ; 

i nt top l ndex[] = new int[topNum]; 

double topCorre l[] = new double[topNum]; 

double bestMean = O; 

double selectionCheck = O; 

i nt realBest = -1 ; 
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for(i nt k = (numPoints) ; k  < (numPoints+ predictionNum) ;k++) 

{ 
a = k-(numPoints) ; 

futureY[a} = Ys[k]; 

} 

//futu reY = smooth(Ys,5) ;  

l astYs[last- 1 ]  = Ys[numPoints- last} ; 

for(int modele= O ;model < n umModels ;model++) 

{ 
for(i nt k = O ;k<numPoints ;k++) 

{ 
residuals[kl = Ys[kl - modelYs[modell[k] ;  

} 
for(i nt k = (numPoints) ; k  < (numPoints+predictionNum) ;k++) 

{ 
a = k-(n umPoints) ; 

futurePred[model] [a] = modelYs[model][k] ;  

} 

l astModels[modell[1 -last] = modelYs[model] [numPoints-last] ; 

l astResiduals[1 -last] = lastYs[1 -last]-lastModels[model][1 -last] ; 

; 

mean(Ys , numPoints))/mean(Ys,numPoi nts) ) ;  

m odelErrors[model] [O] = 1 - pearsonCorrel (Ys, residuals, numPoi nts)e

modeIErrors[modell [1 ] = (mod(mean(modelYs[model] , numPoints) 

modeIErrors[model][2] = (mod(var(modelYs[model] , numPoints)-

modeIErrors[model] [3] = percentErr(Ys,modelYs[model] , numPoints)e

var(Ys , numPoints))/var(Ys ,numPoi nts)) ; 

; 

selecti ngErr[model] = modeIErrors[model] [1 ] ;  

tempMeans[model] = selectingErr[model] ; 

modeIErrors[model] [4] = percentErr(futureY, futurePred[model] ,predictionNum);  

realErr[model] = modeIErrors[mode l) [4] ; 

sums[model] = sumSquare(Ys,modelYs[model] ,nu mPoints) ; 

maxErrors[model] = maxValue(modelErrors[model) ,4) ;  
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l astModelErrors[model] [ 1 ] = (mod (mean(o

astYs , last))/mean(lastYs , l ast) ) ;  

var(l astYs , last))/var(lastYs, last))o

lastModelErrors[model][4] = percentErr(futu reY, 

futu rePred[model) , predictionNum) ;  

l astModelErrors[model] [0] = 1 - pearsonCorre l (lastYs , l astResiduals , last) ; 

l astModels[model] , l ast)

mean(lo

lastModelErrors[model] [2] = (mod(var(lastModels[model] , last)

; 

lastMode lErro rs[model] [3] = percentErr(lastYs, lastModels[model] , last) ; 

lastSums[model) = sumSquare(l astYs , l astModels[model] , last) ; 

lastTem pMeans[model] = las1:Mode1Errors[model][1 ] ;  

if(((modelCombos[model] [0] == 4)) && ((mode1Combos[model][2] == 

4) 1 1m ode1Combos[model][2] == 3)) 

{ 

lastTempMeans[model] = lastMode1Errors[model][1 ] ;  

} 

else 

{ 

l astTempMeans[model] = 1 000000000.0 ;  

} 

for(i nt j = 0;j<numPoints+predictionNum;j++) 

{ 

if(modelYs[model]Li] < 0 .0) 

{ 

l astTempMeansU] = 1 000000000 . 0 ;  

tempMeans[j] = 1 000000000.0 ;  

} 

} 

//if(maxErrors[model] <= 0 .9*maxErrors[chosenModel]) 

//{ 

/*if(mode1Combos[model][0]==2) 

{ 

//System.out .printl n ("Mode l  " + modelo+" got past check 1 ") ; 

if(mode1Errors[model] [3] <= bestMean) 

{ 

if(se lectionCheck ==0) 

{ 
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chosenModel = mode l ;  

=selectionCheck 1 ;  

} 

//System.out .printl n ("Model " +  modele+" got past check 2") ; 

if(modelErrors[model)[O]< (modelErrors[chosenModel] [0])) 

{ 

//System.out .println("Modele" +emodele+" got past check 3"); 

chosenModel = model ; 

} 

} 

}*/ 

/*if(modeIErrors[model][3] < 0.95*modelErrors[chosenModel][3]) 

{ 

System.out. println ("Old chosen m odel erre " +  modelErrors[chosen Model ] [3]) ; = 

System.out.printl n ('New chosen model erre= " + modeIErrors[model) [3]) ; 

if(modeIErrors[chosenModel] [3] > modeIErrors[model][3]) 

{ 

System.out.print ln("OK'') ; publ ic static double  percentErr(double[] rea ly, 

double[] predy, int numPoints) 

} 

System.out.pri ntlnO ;  

chosenModel = model ;  

}*/ 

//} 

} 

for(int i =0 ; i<topNum ; i++) 

{ 

int holdNum =0 ;  

top lndex[i] = returnMin(lastTempMeans, numModels) ;  

topCorrel[i] lastModelErrors[(toplndex[i]) ] [0] ;= 

l astTempMeans[(top lndex[i])] = 1 000000000; 

} 

/*System.out .println("Top eight:") ; 

print(topCorre l ,8) ;  

System.out.printl nO ;*/ 

chosenModel  = top l ndex[(returnMin(topCorrel ,topNum))] ; 

rea lBest = retu rnMin (realErr, numModels) ; 

if(realErr[ chosenModel]<0. 1 )  

{ 
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counte++;  

} 

/* System.out. printl n('Ys:") ;  

pri nt(Ys ,numPoints) ; 

System.out .printl n ("Predicted Ys: ") ;  

pri nt(modelYs[chosenModel] ,n umPoints) ; 

System.out.println ("Future Ys") ; 

; 

System .out .printl n ("Pred Future Ys")

print(futu reY,5)e

; 

print(futurePred[chosenModel] ,5) ;*/ 

//System.out. pri nt("Real  ") ; 

//print(Ys, numPoints+S) ; 

p .pri nt(startYear+" , "+ageGroup+" , "+" REAL,") ; 

print(Ys, numPoints+predictionNum,p) ;  

p.print("NA,"+"NA,"+"NA,"+"NA,"+"NA, "+"NA, ") ;  

p. print("NA, "+"NA, "+"NA, "+"NA,"+"NA, "+"NA, "+"NA,") ;  

p.pri ntlnO ;  

for(i nt modele= O ;model < numModels;model++) 

{ 

p.print(startYear+" , "+ageGroup+" , "+model  + " , ") ;  

print(modelYs[model] , numPoi nts+pred ictionNum, p) ;  

p .  pri nt(model Errors[model][O]+", "+modeIErrors[model][1 ]+", "+modeIErrors[model] [2]+", "+ 

sumSquare (Ys ,modelYs[model] , numPoints)+" , "  + 

(maxPred l nt(Ys,modelYs[model] , n umPoints))+" ,"+modelErrors[model] [4]+" ,") ;  

de l ] [2]+" , "+ lastSums[model]+" , "  + (maxPrede

if(realErr[model] <= 0 . 1 )  

p .  print(lastMode lErrors[model] [O]+", "+lastModel Errors[model] [ 1 ]+", "+lastModelErrors[mo 

l nt(lastYs , lastModels[model] , last))) ; 

{ 

p.print('' ,Good") ; 

} 

e lse 

{ 

p.pri nt(" ,Bad") ; 

} 

if(model == chosenModel) 

{ 

p .print(" ,Chosen , ") ; 
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== rea lBest) 

} 

else if (model 

{ 

p . printC' , Best , ") ; 

} 

else 

{ 

p. pri ntC' , , ") ;  

} 

" +modelErrors[model) [0]+ 11 

"+modeIErrors[model ) [

//System.out .pri ntl n (model+ 1 1  

1 ]+" 11+modelErrors[model] [2]+" "+ 

sumSquare(Ys ,modelYs[model] , numPoints)+ 1 1  1 1  + 

(maxPred l nt(Ys,modelYs[model] , n umPoints))+" 1 1+modeIErrors[model][4]) ; 

for(i nt y =O ;y<numPoints ;y++) 

{ 

p .pri nt((Ys[y]-modelYs[model] [y])+ 11 
, "); 

} 

for(i nt y =O ;y<numPoints ;y++) 

{ 

p .pri nt((((Ys[y]-modeIYs[model] [y])Ns[y])*1 00)+" ,  ")o; 

} 

p.pri ntl nQ ;  

} 

//System.out. printl n(chosenModel+ 1 1  11 +modelErrors[chose nModel] [O]+" 
1 
1+modelErrors[ chosenModel] [1 ]+" 1 1+modelErrors[ chosenModel] [2]+" 

"+modelErrors[chosenModel] [3]+11 "+ 

sumSquare(Ys ,modelYs[chosenModel] , numPoints)+ 11 " +  

(maxPred l nt(Ys,modelYs[chosenModel] , numPoints))+ 1 1  "+modelErrors[chosenModel][4]) ; 

/*System .out. print(11Real ") ; 

print(Ys , num Points+S); 

System .o ut .print(chosenModel + " ") ; 

print(mode lYs[chosenModel] ,num Points+S) ;*/ 

//System .out .pri ntln ("END") ;  

/*p. print(startYear+" , "+ageGroup+" ,  "+"*,") ; 

pri nt(modelYs(chosenModel] , numPoints+S, p) ;  
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p .  pri nt(m odelErro rs[ chosenModel] [O]+" , "+modelErrors[ chosenModel][1 ]+" ,  "+model Errors[ 

chosenModel] [2]+", "+ sumSquare(Ys,modelYs[chosen Model] , numPoints)+", " + 

(maxPred l nt(Ys,modelYs[chosenModel] , numPoints))+" ,"+modelErrors [chosenModel][4]+ 

" , '') ;  

p .  pri ntl n (lastModel Errors[ chosenModel] [O]+" ,  "+lastModelErrors[ chosenModel] [1 ]+" , "+last 

ModelErrors[chosenModel] [2]+" , "+ lastSums[ chosen Model]+" , "  + 

(m axPred I nt(lastYs, lastModels[ ch osenModel] , last))) ; 

p. pri nt(startYear+" ,  "+ageGroup+" , "+"**, ") ; 

print(modelYs[realBest] ,numPoints+S ,p) ;  

p. pri nt(modelErrors[ realBest] [O]+ " ,  "+modelErrors[  rea IBest][1 ]+", "+model Errors[rea IBest] [ 

2]+ " , "+ sumSquare(Ys,modelYs[rea lBest] , numPoints)+"," + 

(maxPred l nt(Ys,modelYs[realBest] , n umPoints))+" ,"+modelErrors[realBest][4]+" , ") ;  

p .  pri ntln (lastMode lErrors[realBest] [O]+" ,  "+ lastModel Errors[real Best] [1 ]+" ,  "+lastModelError 

s[rea IBest] [2]+" ,"+ l astSums[rea lBest]+" , "  + 

(maxPred l nt (lastYs, lastModels[realBest] , last))) ;*/ 

i nterval 1 = (maxPred l nt(Ys,modelYs[chosenModel] , numPoints)); 

i nterval2 = (maxPred I nt(Y s,  modelY s[realBest] , numPoints)) ; 

returnVa lues[O] = chosenModel ;  

returnVa lues[1 ] = rea lBest; 

mode1Errors[real8est] [1 ] ;  

mode1Errors[real8est] [2]; 

returnVa lues[2] = modelErrors[realBest][O] ; 

returnValues[3] = 

retumValues[4] = 

retumVa lues[S] = modelErrors[chosenModel] [4] ; 

retumVal ues[6] = modeIErrors[reaIBest] [4]; 

retumValues[7] = count; 

//System.out .println ("Model selected"); 

return retumValues; 

} 
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publ ic static void mai n (StringD args) { 

i nt maxDegree = 4; 

i nt a =  O ;  

i nt predictionNum = 2; 

i nt polyDegree = (maxDegree)/2; 

i nt numGroups = 1 5 ; 

i nt numPoints = 4;  

i nt totalNumYears = 6; 

i nt numSubG roups = 2; 

i nta spl it = {7 ,8}; 

i nt runn i ngT = O ;  

double modelCombos[]D = new double[maxDegree*maxDegree*maxDegree) [3] ; 

double matrixD□ = new double [4][4] ; 

double INF = pow(1 0 ,30) ; 

double b□ = new double[S) ; 

doub le d [] = new double[4] ; 

double x□ = new double[numPoints+S]; 

double l nX[] = new double[numPoints+S] ; 

double xsD [) = new double[numGroups] [numPoints+predictionNum] ; 

double y□[] = new double[numGroups] [numPoints+predictionNum]; 

double futureYDD = new double [numGroups)[pred ictionNum] ;  

double l nXs[][] = new double[numGroups] [numPoints+predictionNum] ;  

double realdataD [] = new double[numGroups+numSubGroups+1 ] [numPoints] ; 

doub le realSubs[]□ = new double[numSubGroups] [numPoi nts] ; 

doub le newy[) [) D = new 

double[maxDegree] [numGroups+numSubGroups+1  ] [numPoi nts+5]; 

double subgroupys[]D[] = new double[maxDegree] [numGroups+1 ][numPoints+5] ; 

double  sol[] = new double[4] ; 

double models[)[] []  = new 

double[maxDeg ree][(numGroups+numSubGroups+ 1 )] [(maxDeg ree+1 )] ;  

double modelSumSq[] [] = new double[maxDegree][numGroups+numSubGroups+ 1 ] ; 

double minSums[] = new double[numGroups+numSubGroups+ 1 ] ;  

doub le totals[] [] 

double tempYs[]□ 

= new double[maxDegree] [numPoints+S] ; 

= new double[numGrou ps+ numSubGroups+1 ][numPoints+5] ; 

int hold[] = new i nt[S] ; 

double leftside□[] = new double[2] [2] ; 

double rightside[] = new double[2] ; 
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double  modelY000 = new 

double[maxDegree*maxDegree*maxDegree][n umGroups][numPoints+predictionNum]; 

double  stats□□ = new double[numGroupsl [2] ; 

doubl e  stats2[] []0 = new double[numGroups) [2] [3] ; 

doubl e  temp; 

i nt rank[]□ = new i nt[n umGroups] [2] ; 

double[]□ fakeYs = new double[n umGroups] [numPoints+predictionNum] ;  

double[]□ getYs = new double[numGroups][totalNumYears] ; 

doub le totalCount = 0 .0 ;  

F i leOutputStream out; II declare a fi le output object 

P rintStream p; II declare a print stream object 

try 

{ 

o ute= new Fi leOutputstream("C:/maleout .csv") ; 

p = new i ntStream( oute) ;  Pre

p .print("StartYear,agegroup, modelNo , ") ;  

for(i nt i = 0; i< numPoints+predictionNum; i++) 

{ 

Stri ng yFi le = "C:/maledata.txt"; 

g etYs = readData2(yFi le ,  numGroups,tota lNumYea rs) ; //Read in the data fi le 

//print(getYs,numGroups,tota lNumYears)e; 

; 

//Print i t  out to check 

print(getYs , n umGroups, tota lNumYears)e

for(int startYear =0;startYear < (1 ) ;startYear++) 

{ 

double runn ingCount = 0 .0 ;  

p. pri nt("Year "  +i+" ,") ;  

} 

p .pri nt("Pearsons,Error of Means.Error of Varience,SumSquare error, Maximum 

P rediction I nterval ,  Erro r  of predictions, ") ;  

p .pri ntl n (" last 5 Pearsons, last 5 Erro r  of Means. last 5 Error of Varience, last 5 

SumSquare error , last 5 Maximum Pred iction l nterval ,Good?,Chosen") ; 

//System.out. print ln ("startYear = "e+startYear); 

for(int g = O;g<n umGroups;g++) 

{ 

for(int year =sta rtY

; 

ear;year<(startYear+numPoints+predictionNum) ;year++) 

{ 

//System.out. print("group = "e+ g)
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System .out. pri ntl nO ;  

//pri nt(y ,numGroups ,numPoints+S)

//System .out.pri ntlnO ;  

fly = getYs; 

realdata[O] = 

System.out . printl nO ;  

Multilevel Regression Modelling of Malignant Melanoma Incidence 

= " +(year)) ;//System .out .println(" yearo

y[g] [year-startYear] = getYs[g][year] ;  

} 

} 

System .out.pri ntl nO ;  

print(y, numGroups ,  numPoints+predictionNum) ;  

System.out .pri ntln ("Got past here") ; 

; 

//set the val ues read in  as  the  values to  use for Ys 

total (y ,  numGroups ,numPoints+predictionNum) ;  

System.out. printl n("Got past here 2") ; 

System.out. printl nO ;  

System.out .println(realdata[O]) ; 

rea lSubs = subtota l (y, n umGroups, numPo ints+pred ictionNum, numSubGroups, spl it) ; 

for(i nt i =O; i<numSubG roups; i++) 

{ 

realdata[i+ 1 ]  = realSubs[i] ; 

} 

for(i nt i = O ;  i < numGroups; i++) 

{ 

rea ldata[i+numSubGroups+1 ]  = y[i] ; 

} 

//System .out. printl nO ;  

//pri nt(realdata, numGroups+numSubG roups+1 , numPoints) ; 

for(i nt i = O ;  i < numPo ints; i++) 

{ 

for(int j=O;j<numPoints+pred ictionNum;j++) //Creates a set of fake x values (1 ,2 ,3 . . .  ) 

{ 

x□]=0+ 1 ) ;  

xs[i]D] =j+1 ;  

l nXs[i]□] = Math . log (xs[i]D]) ; 

;lnXU] = Math . log(xO])o

} 

} 
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=i nt i nce O ;  

=for(i nt degreee 1 ;  degreee<= polyDeg ree;  degree++) 

{ 

// This 'fits the data with a range of models of different degrees 

// and works out their y values ,  and saves them to newy 

models[degree- 1 ]  = propmodel(x,y ,degree , numSubGroups ,numGroups, n u mPoints , 

predictionNum) ;  

//System.out .pri ntl n ("Model coeffs for LN degree"+ degree)

//System.out.pri ntl nO ;  

; 

//print(models[degree- 1 ] , n umGroups+numSubGroups+ 1e,degree+1 ) ;  

newy[degree-1 ] = polyModelys(x,models[degree-

1 ] , n umPoints+ pred ictionNum , (numGroups+numSubGroups+1 ) ,  (deg ree+1 )) ;  

/*System .out. pri ntln ("Ys ready for com parisons for degree " +  (degree-polyDegree)) ; 

pri nt(newy[degree-1 ] , numGroups+numSubGroups+1e, numPoints+5) ; 

System .out. pri ntl nQ;*/ 

} 

for(int d egree = polyDegree+1 ;  deg ree <= 2*polyDegree ; degree++) 

{ 

// This fits the models with a range of models of d ifferent degrees 

// and works out thei r y values, and saves them to newy 

models[degree- 1 ] = propmodel(l nX,y,deg ree-

polyDegree, numSubGroups,n umGroups, num Points ,  pred ictionNum) ;  

/*System .out. pri ntln('Model coeffs for deg ree"+ degree) ; 

print(models[deg ree-1 ] , numGroups+ n um Su bGroups+1e,degree-polyDegree+ 1 ) ;  

System.out . printlnQ ;*/ 

newy[degree-1 ]  = polyModelys(lnX,models[degree-

1 ] , n umPoints+pred ictionNum, (numGroups+numSubGroups+ 1 ) ,  (degree-po lyDegree+ 1 )) ;  

/*System .out. println ("LN Ys ready for comparisons for degreee"+ degree) ; 

print(newy[degree-1 ] , numGroups+numSubGroups+1e, numPoints+5) ; 

System. out. printlnQ ;*/ 

} 

//models[maxDegree-1 ]  = 

propmodel (x, exp Val ues(y, numG roups, nu mPoints) , 1 ,  n u  mSubG rou ps, n umGro u ps, num Po 

; 

i nts) ; 

/*System.out. println("Model exp Model")e

print(models[maxDegree-1 ] , numGroups+numSubGroups+ 1 e,2) ; */ 
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(numGroups+numSubGroups+1 } ,  1 ) ;  

System .out.pri ntln ("Modelys for exp Model")o

//newy[maxDegree- 1 ]  = expModelys(x,models[maxDegree- 1 ] , (numPoints+S) , 

; 

//print(newy[maxDeg ree-1 ]o, numGroups+numSubGroups+ 1 , numPoints+S); 

for(int i = O ;  i<maxDegree ; i++) 

{ 

{ 

modelSumSq[i] U] = sumSquare(realdataD] , newy[i]U] , numPoints) ; 

} 

} 

for(int j = O ;j <(numGroups+numSubGroups+ 1 ) ;j++) 

{ 

tempo= INF; 

for(int i = O; i<maxDegree; i++) 

{ 

if(modelSumSq[i] U] < temp) 

{ 

temp = modelSumSq[iJU] ; 

minSums[j] = i ;  

} 

} 

} 

//System .out .pri ntl nO;  

System.out. println ("Mode lSumSqua res") ; 

//print(modelSumSq ,maxDegree , (n umGroups+numSubGroups+ 1 )) ;  

//System .out. pro

//pri

//System .out.pri nt lnQ ;  

i ntlnQ ;  

//System.out. pri nt ln("MinSum") ; 

nt(minSums , (numGroups+numSubGroups+ 1 )) ;  

for ( intoio= O ; i<maxDegree ;i++) 

{ 

tota ls[i] = newy[i][O] ; 

for(i nt j = 1 ;j<=numSubGroupso;j++) 

{ 

subg roupys[i]Li] = neowy[i] U] ; 

for(int j = O ;j <(numGroups+numSubGroups+1 ) ;j++) 

https://System.out.pr
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} 

} 

runn i ngT D ;= 

for(i nt k = 0 ;  k < (maxDegree) ;k++) 

{ 

for(i nt Io 0; I <  (maxDegree) ; I++) = 

{ 

for(i nt j 0 ;j < maxDegree;j++) = 

{ 

tempYs newyD]; = 

=tempYs[D] totals[k] ; 

for(i nt subo 1 ;  sub <= numSubGroups; sub++) = 

{ 

tempYs[sub] = subgroupys[ l ] [sub] ;  

} 

/*System.out.pri ntln("New Temp Ys for "+ k + I + j) ; 

=modelY[runn ingT] combineModels2(tempYs,(numGroups + 1 ) ,numPoints , 

pri nt(tempYs, numGroups + numSubGroups + 1 ,  numPoints+S) ;  

System .out. printlnO ;*/ 

n u mSubGroups,split, pred ictionNum) ;  

/*System.out. printl n ("Model Ys for degree "+k+l+j) ; 

pri nt(mode lY[inc+j] , numPo ints , numGroups) ; 

System .out.pri ntlnO ;*/ 

=modelCombos[ru nn ingT][0] k; 

modelCombos[runn ingT][1 ] = I ;  

modelCombos[runn ingT][2] = j ;  

ru nningT runn i ngT + 1 ;= 

} 

} 

=inco inco+ maxDeg ree; 

} 
=System .out. pri ntl n ("Number of comboso " +  runningD; 

=doub leUO[J storeYs new 

double[maxDegree*maxDegree*maxDegree] [numGroups][numPoints+pred ictionNum] ;  

double []□[] orderYs = new 

double[n umGroups] [maxDegree*maxDegree*maxDegree][numPoints+pred ictionNum]; 

doub le[][] ranking = new double[numGroups][2] ; 
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storeYs = modelY; 

for(i nt degreee= 0; degree< max.Degree*max.Degree*max.Degree;degree++) 

{ 

for(int g roupe= 0; g roupe< numGroups;g roup++) 

{ 

; 

//System .out. pri ntln ("OrderYs:  

orderYs[g roup][degree] = storeYs[degree][group]

groupe= " +  group+e" degreee= 1 + deg ree) ; 1 

//pri nt(o rderYs[group] [degree] , n umPoints) ; 

} 

} 

for(int group = 0 ;  group < numGroups ;group++) 

{ 

//System.out.print("Ys = ")e

//pri nt(y[g roup] , numPoints+S) ; 

} 

//System.out .printl n(11Age Groupe" +  g roup) ; 

; 

ranki ng[g roup] = modelSelect(y[group] ,  orderYs[group] ,  0 .75, 

maxDegree*maxDeg ree*maxDegree, numPoints ,modelCombos ,startYear  ,group ,pe, 

predictionNum) ;  

runn ingCount + =  ranking [group][7] ; 

i ntl n(runn ingCount) ; 

totalCount += runn ingCount; 

//System.out .printl n ("End of loope" +startYear) ; 

//pri nt(ranki ng , numGroups ,8) ;  

//System.out.pr

} 

} 

/*catch (Array l ndexOutOfBoundsException e) { 

System.err. println ('Caught Array lndexOutOfBoundsException :e" + 

e.getMessageQ) ; 

} */ 

catch ( IOException e) { 

System.err.print ln('Caught IOException :  " +  

e.getMessageQ) ; 

} 

System.out. pri ntln ("Total Counte= 11 +totalCount) ;  

System.out. printl n("o/o of good = "+ (1 0O*(totalCount/(numGroups*(totalNumYea rs-1 5))))) ; 
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} 
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Appendix II: Illustrative example 

In this example, a 3 -level multilevel proportion model is fitted to example data. 

Table II. 1 Example incidence data 

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 

3 5-39 1 . 934877 3 . 87458 1 7 .640528 1 1  . 3 1  97 1 2.52 1  01  1 3 . 87503 

40-44 3.456787 7 .505961 1 1 . 9 1  339 1 5 . 1 7727 1 7 .05966 21  . 5333 

45-49 5 .01  068 8. 1 626 1 0 . 596 1 5 .41  1 26 1 8. 1 4391 24.3466 

50-54 4. 067498 7 . 9801 79 1 1  .42476 1 7 . 09088 22 .2 1 7  29.341 67 

55-59 4. 350593 8. 9256 1 3 . 30931 1 8 . 1 5779 24.43062 32 . 7 1  502 

60-64 5.  1 020 1 1 9 .231 204 1 1  . 91 438 1 9 .5551 2 24.93459 32 .97888 

Taking 2003 to be the t = 1 and partitioning the age groups into under 50 and 50 or 

above, the data can be prepared for use in the multilevel method as seen in Table II.2 

Table II.2 Initial multilevel data 

I 2 4 53 

1 1  9. 3068 1 54 .7905 sLJ 23. 92244 45.6801 2 66 .79837 96.7 1 203 

sL21 47.72458 59.75493 1 0 .40234 1 9 .5431  4 30.  1 4991 41  . 90824 

sL22 7 1  . 58221 95.03557 1 3 . 5201 26. 1 3698 36.64845 54. 80379 

Using these totals, the proportional incidence is calculated by dividing each value by 

the total value from its super group. This results in the proportional multilevel data 

displayed in Table II.3  
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For each of the levels, the first 5 datapoints are used to fit a standard regression 

model. Level 1 uses a linear model, whereas the the other levels use quadratics. 

The values of the regression equations are computed and estimates of the 

observed values are computed 

Table 11.4 Estimates of proportional data 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

sLJ ' 22. 1 238 46.3038 70.4838 94.6638 1 1 8 .8438 1 43.0238 

pL2 '1 0 .4288 0 .4426 0 .443 0.43 0 .4036 0.3638 

pL2 '2 0 .5708 0 .557 0 .5566 0 .5696 0 .596 0.6358 

u ·pL3 ' 0 . 1 779 0 .21 72 0 .2453 0 .2622 0.2679 0 .2624 

pL3 '1 2 0.3381 0.3746 0 .3887 0 .3804 0 .3497 0.2966 

pL3 ' 0 .4839 0.4081 0 .3659 0 .3573 0 .3823 0 .4409 u 
pL3 '2, 1 0 .3003 0.3068 0 .3 1 07 0 .31 2 0 .3 1 07 0 . 3068 

pL3 '2,2 0 .3237 0.3423 0 .3505 0 .3483 0 .3357 0 .3 1 27 

pL3 '2,3 0.376 1 0 .35 1  1 0 . 3391 0 .3401 0 .3541 0 .381  1 

To produce an estimate for the original raw data, the product needs to be found of 

all three levels corresponding to the original data. For example, to produce the 

estimate for 30-34 year olds in 2003 , the required calculation is sLJ ' * pL2 '1 * 

pL3 '1, 1 · for t = l .  In this case this is 22. 123 8  *0 .4288* 0. 1 779 = 1 . 68768 1 .  This 

procedure is repeated for all of the remaining data to produce estimates for the 

original data. 

I 

pL21 
pL22 
pL31,1 
pL31,2 
pL31 3 
pL32, 1 
pL32,2 
pL32,3 

Table 11.3 Example Proportional Multilevel data 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

0 .434836 0. 427826 0 .451 357 0. 43333 0.4000 1 6 0 .386037 

0 .431 3 0 .4401 0 .4395 0 .4295 0 .41 0 1  0. 381 3 

0 . 1 86004 0. 1 98258 0.25341 8 0.270 1 07 0 .26236 0 .2321 99 

0 .332308 0. 38407 1 0 . 3951 38 0 .362 1 55 0 . 357461 0 . 36036 

0 .481 688 0 .41 767 1 0 . 35 1 444 0 .367738 0 . 3801 8 0 .407441 

0. 300848 0 .30532 1 0 .3 1 1 739 0 . 3 1 1 856 0 .3 1 037 0. 308744 

0 .321 787 0 .34 1 493 0 .3631 62 0. 33 1 324 0 .34 1 295 0 . 34424 

0 .377365 0 .3531 86 0 .325099 0. 356821 0 .348335 0. 3470 1 6  
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Table 11.5 Estimates of incidence data 

2003 2004 I 2005 2006 2007 
3 5-3 9 1 .687681  4 .451 31 7 .659327 1 0 .67296 1 2.84992 

40-44 3 .207448 7.677076 1 2 . 1 3689 1 5.48435 1 6 .77349 

45-49 4.590607 8.363627 1 1  .42498 1 4.54405 1 8 .337 1 6  

50-54 3 .792268 7.91 2745 1 2 . 1 891 6 1 6 .8232 22 .0071 6 

55-59 4.087769 8 .828333 1 3 .75056 1 8 .78051 23 .77793 

60-64 1 8 .33836 25.08 1 22 4 .74949 9 .055296 1 3 . 30333 

Which gives the following % errors 

Table 11.6 Percentage errors of estimates 

2006 20072004 20052003 
3 5-39 5.7% -2.6% - 1 4.9% -0.2%1 2 .8% 

40-44 -2 .3% -1  .9% -2.0% 1 .7% 7 .2% 

5 .6% - 1 . 1 % -2 .5% -7.8%8 .4% 

50-54 0.9%1 .6% 0 .8% -6 .7% 6.8% 

55-59 2.7%-3.4%1 . 1 %  -3.3% 6 .0% 

60-64 -0.6%6.2% 1 .9% - 1 1 .7% 6 .9% 

2008 
1 3 .65321 

1 5 .43271 

22.94093 

27. 89871 

28 .43523 

34 .6551 5 

2008 
1 .6% 

28.3% 

5 .8% 

4.9% 

1 3. 1 %  

-5 . 1 %  
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